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Question 001 . 246 ý (.15. 7.l 2.2)

Provide a list of ."Perferred Directions" for all safety-related air-operated valves.

Response:

The information requeste'dis provided in response to Question 001.245.

Q001 .246-1 Amend. 3
August 1975



Question 001.247 (15.7.1.4.2)

Justify the statement that there will be no effect on reactor Vessel6sodium level with a cover gas pressure increase from 1.0" W.G. to 15. 'pslig .

Response:

The reactor vessel, pump tank and reactor overflow tank are allconnected with a gas equalization line which will maintain the pressuresequal during this pressure transient. Levels., therefore, will not change.

QOO1.247-1. Amend. 6.Oct. 19750

-----------------------------------.-~-



Question 001,248 (15.7.1 .4.2),

Provide the permissible leakage rate for the elastomer seal ..system-at.
15 psig.

Response:

Revised Section 15.7.1.4.2 provides the requested leakage rate for the
elastomer seal system at 15 psig. I25

Q. .. •.248-1

(9 Amend 25
Aug, 1976

• . .-, .
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c!Question 001.249 (15.7.1.4.2)

onfirm that it is a design basis that IHTS" pumps will operate
Wwith cover gas pressure at atmospheric, WithoUt :cavitatiobn.

Response:

The requested information is provided in revised Section 5.4.2.3.1.

' 25

QOOl .249-1
Amend. 25
Aug. 1976



Question 001.250 (15.5.1.5.8)

Provide the analyses supporting the value of a pump discharge pressure
of 308 psig

Response:

Section 15.7.1.5.2 has been revised to address this question.

Q001.250-1 Amend. 8
Dec. 1975



Question 00.1.251 (15.7.2.1.2)

Provide an analysis of the reactivity effects of the maximum quantity.
of oil avaiIable in the system being introduced into thesodium coolant
(assuming a release of .hydrogen gas) and entering the core.

Response:

This analysis is in revised Section 15.7.2.1.2.

.25

QOO1 .251-1

Amend 25

•- 
7 -

.. 
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Question 001.252 (15.7.2.1.2.)

Provide an estimate of the change. inAthe plugging temperature- assuming,
a release of the maximum quantity of oil available finto,'the so dium.

Response:

The response to.QO0l.251 gave information: on this subject relatingpotential reactivity effects to hydrogen: formation from reacting.-oilwith the sodium coolant and is supplemented by the response given -below:.

Section 15.7.2.1 Inadvertent Release of Oil Through Pump Seals (PHTS)has been revised to reflect the latest pump concept. The discussion.of causes and effects including the change in plugging temperatures isprovided in the revision.

K; Q001 .252-1 Amend. 19
May 1976



Provide an analysis of the sensitivity of the inert gas monitoring

system for detecting oil leaks...

Response:

PSAR. Secti on 9.8.2.2 i dentitfi es the location .of the samplingq, point

for the Primary Cover Gas Sampling and Monitoring: System as near

the reactor cover gas outlet nozzle. This location was chosen to

reduce transit time and dilution effects on.detection of fuel clad

defects. Taking samples from this point, however, minimizes the

monitoring system capability of detecting the H2 which would be

released should oil leak into a pump tank.

The primary means of detecting an oil leak is the oil inventory

monitoring instrumentation which monitors the level of oil in the

various pump seal oil tanks.. The design of this system is not yet

complete; therefore the sensitivity! can not be specified at thi-s

time. However, as 'noted in Section 15.7.3.7, the entire contents of

the 6 gallon oil off-leakage tank could leak into the PHTS sodium

without impacting public health and .safety.

QOO .253-1
Amend. 24July 1976



Question 001.254 (5.7.2.4)

Provide the maximum permissible leak rate for the RAPS surge ves.sl cell.

Response:

Section 15.7.2.4 has been revised to include discussion of the RAPSsurge vessel cell design leak rate. This leak rate will assure thatin the event of a single vessel failure, the associated doses will beless than the limiting values of 10% of 1OCFR 100. Testing provisionsregarding the leak rate is also addressed.

Technical specifications regarding the maximum permissible inventory in,the RAPS surge vessel are discussed in PSAR section 16.3.6.2.3. Thetechnical specifications on (a)theRA.0PS surgeveIssel activity iiven-tory and (b) cell leakage rate will assure the site boundary doseassociated with a postulated vesse. rupture, ,wil l": not exceedappropriate
Feder'al Regulations.

QOOl.254-1 Amend. 8
Dec. 1975



Question 001..255 (15.7.3.1.2)

Provide the calculations supporting this-section. -

Response:

The text of PSAR Section, 15.7.3.1.2 has been revised .to incorporate
the requested calculations.

25

QOOl .255-1 Amend. 25
Aug. 1976



Question 001.256 (15.7.3.1.2-).

Justify the assumption that the assembly will retain its structural integrity.
Response:

Justification of this assumption is provided in revised Section 15.7.3.1.2.
1'2'5,

Q001.256-1 Amend. 25
Aug. 1976

.......................... * . . . . ~....-....- ~-~ ?...z-< :...----..~ -,S,.-.:o--.--->-..................



Question001'.257 (15.7.3.1.2)

Justify the assumption that only fission gases are,.released on clad; ýand.
limited fuel melting.

Res ponse:

25

The justification for the above assumption is found in revised Section
15.7.'3.1.2.

Also, the disposition of the fission products is discussed in the response
to Question 001.212. As discussed there, only the Kr, Xe, and I activities
contribute to the total off-site doses presented in Section 15.5.2.3.

QOO .257-1

Amend. 25
Aug. 1976



Question 001.258 (15.7.3.4.1)

Provide an analysis of. the consequences of: a: rele ease of: cover gas to the,
HAA.

Response:

The Head Access Area (WAA) atmosphere comunicates freely with the upper
RCB atmosphere. To provide a conservative, upper bound& estimate of.the
potential consequences of postulated cover gas releases ..to. the HAA, an
instantaneous release of the entire primary system cover gas inventory .to
the RCB is evaluated. Such a release is considered hypothetical ; itsConsequences .are eva1ated to demonstrate that even for th•s limiting
case release, no danger to the health and safety :of the publiC exists.

It is assumed that the entire primary system cover I gas ilnventory (Reactor
Cover Gas, Overflow Vessel Cover Gas, and PHTS Pump is ,..in-
stantly released to the RCB. The cover gas activity used for.the analysis
is based on continuous plant operation with 1% failed fuel - :the design
basis failed fuel fraction. Following such a postulated rel~ease, .the'.
•aOtomati c contai nment i sol ation sysstem, described in•n Sec ti on "!6 2 ':and: •7.3 .
of the PSAR,.would beactivated and containment itsolation effected; the
potential consequences of this event would be limitedo- to direct gamma..-,
.shline exposure from the radioactive cover gas rel.eased to containment and
.to leakage of the cover gas activity through the low leakage RCB.

The design leak rate of the RCB is 0.1% Vol/Day at 10 psig. For the
postulated event considered, no tchanish exilsts to pressurize containment.
However, for conservative analysis, a constant I psig-containmentoverpres-
sure was assumed. This 1 psig overpr:essure is a conlservativeall&owance fo,
building heatup, following containment isolation and posSible barometric
variations. Based on a square root.pressure-leakagerelationship, contain-r
ment l eakage at 1 psig is 0.032% Vol/Day, or on a fractional basis, 3.7'X l0- 9 /sec.

Table Q001.258-1 itemizes the isotopic primary system cover gas: inventory,.
•based on continuous plant operation with 1% failed fuel; for this analysis
this radioactive inventory is assumed instantly released to the RCB.
Column 2 of the'table lists the activity per isotope released to the envir-
onment during the first 2 hours .followin ..the postulatedevent.. Column. 3.
lists the total activity per isotope released to the environment. These
environmental releases were determined considering radioacti.ve decay
during holdup in the RCB and continuous leakage fromithe RCB at 0.032%
:Vol/Dayy.

Table Q001.258-2 summarizes the potential site boundary and low population
zone-doses resulting from this postulated event. As the table indicates, a

.large margin (greater than a factor of 105) exists between the potential a
doses and the 1OCFR100 guideline values.. It is therefore concluded, that
even for this hypothetical case cover gas release, no danger to the health
and safety of the public exists.

Amend. 62
•5Nov. 1931 ...

Q001.25.8-1 .
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Table QOQ1.258-1.

Radioactivity Release Followinq HypothetiicalT
.-Cover Gas ReleaselAto .RCB• _CuBies)

:Isotope

Xel31m

Xel-33m

XeI33

Xel35n

Xe JIB

Kr83m.,

Kr85mrn

Kr85
Kr87

Kr88

Ar39

Ar4l

Ne23

H3

Primary Cover *

aS Inventory

26.2

816

14,.900

2,340

.56190.0

1,410

3,930

3,600

6$8423

1.l•41+•6

8l.•82-31

Environmental Release
0-2 "iS. Total

6.89-4 .* * 116-1
5.57-1 8.41-1

.3.90•1 35.2

"9.98" q

8.88-23.29;;11

.29,-5 4.61-3
5~~83.? 8.9-?

p64 -
9 ,l• 8 4 3 ;33-,1 -

C' 4: • - . . ,7 -

C

* Based on conltilnuousI Qperation with. 1% fai-led fuel. Includes
Reactor, Overfl~qw :Vessel :and PHTS p*Ymps Cover Gas.

S* 6.89-4 = 6.89, x 10l I

Amend. 62
Nov. 1981QOQl ,258,?.
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Table ýQOOL.258-2

Potential Off,-Site
Instantaneous

0o0e0 Following Hypothetic4l
Coyer Gas Relea§e to RCB

Dose (Rem)**

Total Whole Body*

Thyroid

Lung

Bone

Site Boundary

(2-hours)

(.42 miles.)

6,03 104

2,17 x 10-11

1,34 x 10-

0

Low .Population Zone
(30-days)

(2.5 mi~les)

6.22 x: 10'.

6.87:x 10-6

0

10 CFR 100
Whole Body 25 25

Thyroi d 300 3Q0

* Includes gamma cloud ano inhalation doses.

* * Atmospheric dispersion based on 95th percentile /Q's per
Amendment 38 to 9hapter Z of the PSAR,

a
Q0O01.250-3 Amend. 62

Nov. 1981



%.4uq-.; VIJ IS VUI .Lj f-0 141.^] .A

Provide analysis of leaks in.. the EVST.ý NaK system, including, the •:,`-EVST.' NaK
airblast heat exchanger.

Response:

The response to this ques ton has .been. incorporated into the PSAR byaddition of Sections 15.7.1 .6 and 45 17.,2.•6.."

C
Q:001 .259 , 1 Amend 2

August, 1975

*7
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Question 001.260 (Appendix D)

Tabulated by page number and paragraph are some very brief notes/comments/
observations on what appear to be statements that either acknowledge "
existing uncertainties or provide ambiguous judgemental statements aboutthe current CDA analyses which require additional information for support
and clarification.

TABLE 001.260

PRELIMINARY SUMMARY COMMENTS ON ACCIDENT ANALYSIS
SECTIONS IN APPENDIX D OF CRBRP PSAR

PSAR Location Identified Uncertainties

a. Third paragraph:from
top P D2-2

.b. Last paragraph P. D2-3

c. Last paragraph P. D5-2

d. Footnote 2 P. D5-3

e. Section D5.1.4 P.D5-6

f. Section D5.4.3 P.D5-7

g. Last two paragraphs P. D5-8

h. Section D5.1.4.7 P D5-9

"Clad and FCI relocation mode:-'
Unrea I isti c"- Expl a-inh-"and!• jutsify

"Use of SAS beyond verified
capabilities" Expla inandiexpand

"Ejected fuel distribution and
stability" - Explain bases of
statement, including scoping
calcul ations

Define, "maximum, consequences"
context of a complete-analysis

Describe the application of.
meter, variations to accidenit
scenarios and derived-loading

Insufficient consideration of
uncertainties in fuel failure.
criteria - Give further explanations

Uncertainties in fuel motion -

Explain and expand

Be more specific on what model
uncertainties will be addressed

Need further justification for
use of fresh clad properties

Provide the 2D T/H consideration
which lead you to conclude the SAS
was unrealistic. Also explain how
review of FFTF led you to conclude

i. Next to
P. D5-10

j. Next to
P. D5-13

last paragraph

last paragraph

Q001.260-1 Amend. 6
October 1975
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k. Last paragraph P. D5-13

1. Last paragraph Section
D5.2.41P. D5-25

m. Fourth paragraph from

top P. D5-29.

n. Last paragraph ,P. D5-29

that, hydrop-dynamic. disiassem blTy
for CRBRP,g ive limit-ing.Tloads-..
(Does ..;this include recriticality
phenomena.)

"Large uncertainties with clad
motion driven disassembly". Explain
and justify

"LOF driven TOP-Fuel Fail Criteria
Presently Inadequate%. Discus.s
plans for resolving,:this... impo:rtant
area

Prov-i de more details of 'baqs.es .:why.
fuel motion in SAS is unreal'is tic

Justify in more detail omission of
SAS/FCI fuel motion

.Response:

Thi~s questionrequests clarification of information which is no longer
a part of the current documentation. The Project has since consoli.dated
all considerations given:Hypothetical Core Disruptive Accidents into
reportCRBRP-3 (References lOa and 1Ob, PSAR Section 1.6).and its asso-
ciated references;.consequently, PSAR Appendices D-and F have-been,.
withdrawn in Amendments,24,and:60 respectively. A discussion of uncertainties
is provided in Sections 6 and. 7 of. Reference 15, PSAR Section 1.6.

60

Q001. 260-2 Amend. 60
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Question 001.261 (Appendix D)

To illustrate the difficulty we are encountering in our safety review ofthe CRBRP we offer the following example based on the consideration of cladand fuel motion in CDA analysis. On page D2-2 it is stated that, "...SASmodels currently used to predict clad motion in a voided channel and fuelmotion following pin failures in a channel prior to boiling provideunrealistically conservative estimates of the reactivity feedback effectsdue to these phenomena..."

The paragraph goes on to comment that clad motion and FCI models predictoverly conservative energy releases which are "not considered meaningfulfor use in evaluating plant response to the accident." These commentsshould be extensively justified.
Furthermore, a clearly defined approach to the resol-ution of uncertainties
such as these should be presented. This should include discussions of,specific work (both analytical and experimental) that is being, Or will be,undertaken to remove the uncertainties that currently exist in the CDAevaluations. The discussion should address how these new results will beused to make the judgement that the assessment is complete enough (nomajor unresolved ambiguities) to provide a technically firm quantitativeevaluation of CDA consequences.

0 Response:

This question requests clarification of information which is no longera part of the current documentation. The Project has since consolidatedall considerations given Hypothetical Core Disruptive Accidents intoreport CRBRP-3 (References 10a and lob, PSAR Section 1.6) and its asso-ciated, references; consequently, PSAR Appendices D and F have beenwithdrawn in Amendments 24 and 60 respectively. A discussion of updatedanalyses and development programs are provided in References 10a and 15,PSAR Section 1.6.

60
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Question 001.262 (Appendix D)

All analyses carried out in Appendix D are based upon the SAS codefor the initial phase of the06'ccident. In the light that certainmodules of that code provide a physically unrealistic description-ofcrucial phases of the accident (e.g., clad and fuel motion), justify theuse of this code to predict the course of a LOF or a TOP accident. Thisjustification must address the use of the results of.the code calculationsto specify the initial conditions for further phases of the accidentbecause the.evaluation of the subsequent events depend crucially uponthe initial phase calculation offered SAS.

Response:

The bases for the use of the SAS code are provided in Reference 15,PSAR Section 1.6.

60

Q001.262-1 Amend. 60
Feb...1981
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Question 001.263 (Appendix D)

"Engineering judgement" is invoked in the presentation of the CDA
analysis given in Appendices,.;B and D of the ER and PSAR respectively
to account for gaps in knowledge of the course of events in the accidents.
No technical-basis is provided for the judgements made to predict.the
accident scenario and its consequences. Provide the technical and
experimental basis upon which engineering judgement was used in the following
areas:

a. Clad motion in voided and partially-voided subassemblies.
b. Fuel motion in unvoided subassemblies upon fuel pin fai~lure.
c. The configuration of molten and solidified. fuel at the end..,

of the initial phase of'the accident.,
d. The initial conditions and stages for a transition phase or mel;otdown.

course fo CRBR.
e. The ruling out of a power excursion which would lead to a very

energetic CDA of the CRBR.
f. The final disposition of the core material is in a dispersed, sub-

critical configuration involving li-ttle or no work potential

Response:

The bases for the HCDA analyses are provided in Reference lOa and 15,
PSAR Section 1.6.

60
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Question 001.264 (Page D5,6)(Section D5.1.4)

Explain the procedure used to accomplish the "weighting" of aarametricresults when significant changes are found in the results. scussespecially the "substantial evidence" that exists in these cases.
Response:

This question requests clarification of information which is no longera part of the current documentation. The Project has since consolidatedall considerations given Hypothetical Core: Disruptive Accident~sintioreport CRBRP-3 (References 10a and IOb, P SAR .Section 1•6) and fts asso-ciated references; consequently, PSARI Appendices D an F have beenwithdrawn in Amendments 24 and 60 respectively. The bas~es" for HCDAanalyses are provided in References IOa and 15, PSAR Section 1.6.
160
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Question 001.265 (Section D5)

Justify the adequacy of the calculation of the lower plenum pressure as
alfunction of time when using PRIMAR when core voiding is in progress.

Response:

The CRBRP Project has consolidated all considerations given Hypothetical
Core Disruptive Accidents into report CRBRP-3 (References .10a and.lob,

PSAR Section 1.6) and its associated references; consequent•ly-9, PSA "
Appendices D and F have been withdrawn in.Amendments 24and .60 respectivey.
The response to this question is now found in Set.ion 3. 29 'of: Re'fe'rene 1.,i15

PSAR Section 1.6. 6 0,

Qo01 .265-1 Amend. 60
Feb. 1981
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Question 001 .266 (Pg. D5-18)

Justify the small sodium vapor ve~locities (L10 ft/sec) obtained in the
BOL-LOF analysis described on this page.

Response:

This question requests clarification of information which is no:.longeraý part of the current documentation. ThePr.Pject has sinceL consi idaed
all considerations given Hypothetical Core Disr upt i ve Accidents. itto
report CRBRP-3 (Referen ces 1lOa 1 and .Ob-,. ý PSARke Sýectiohn. 16) ahd"i a:tsasO -ciated references; consequently, PSAR Appendices Dand F have .been ,
withdrawn in Amendments 24 and 60 respectively. A discussionof updated
analyses and discussions of uncertainties are provided in Section 7.2"of
Reference 15,. PSAR Section 1.6.

160
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Question 001.267 (Pg. D9-9)

Using the total fuel (80,000 ft?)..surface area for condensation,
tions appear unreasonable when considering accident conditions.
the use of this vale.e.

cal cula-
Justi fy.

Response:

This question requests clarification of information which is no longer
a part of-the current documentation. The Project has since consolidated,
all considerations given Hypothetical Core Disruptive Accidents into
report CRBRP-3 .(References i0a and lOb, PSAR Section 1.6: and, its asso
Ciated references; consequently,. PSAR:Appe ndices D .'andF .ha
withdrawn in Amendments 24 and 60 respectively. A, discusson of updated
analyses are provided inReference 15,. PSAR Section 1.6,•.-

60
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Question, 001.268 (5.2.2.2.
Provide an explan1a thtiono f the apparent inconsistency between uing a "

fuel cracking mod'eli-in:-SAS Whi:ch forces. fuel a (-seePage D5-3) and theý assumptionthat 50% of the maximum axial ,fuel
expansion reactivity effect can, be used-in the: LOF analysis.. Includein your explanation fluence andjirradiation effects, in particular,those that might.affect.relative motion at the cladding-fuel interface.
R e s p o n s e : . . ." •" •.

The CRBRP Project has consolidated all considerations gi.venHypothetical

Core Disruptive.Accidents into report CRBRP-3. (kReferences 10oahd'lobl,
PSAR Section 1 .6).a nd, its associated referehnces; ý consequently, PSAAppendices D and F h ave,.been Withdrawn: i n Me hAedme" n ts 24 and 60 respectively.The response. to. ti•.s ýquestion is now"found in Sect t 2.2 ofRefen -e
Q601. 268-"" 6.. ..

Reference:

Q001..268-1: W. R. Bohl, J. E, Cahalan and .. R.. Ferguson, "An Analysis
of the Unprotected. Lossof-Flow Accid•n it he Clinh-
River Breeder Reactor, with an End-,o6f-FEqUil .ibri•um-cycIe
Core,", ANL/RAS 77-15, May... 1977 (A0a10b.•iliity: U.i S. DOE
Technical Information Center)..

61
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Question 001.269 (Section D5.1.6)

(9 Provide detailed analyses including "calculations based on the model .ofReference 4 . . . "which arel supposed to ,show: that the potential, flow of -
fission gas from the plenum .i s of no consequence., Incl ude in nyour .anal- ys es
the. ';effect of small ramp rates, the. effect of high-burnuP cladding. ýdegrada-
tionand the effect of high-burnup plenum:fi.ssion gas. Also includ-e an
analysis of a plenum failure prior to"Ji FCI-type failure in the activelcore
region.

Response: * " 60

Calculation Based On The Model in Reference 4 (Provided as Reference QOO1.269-1)

The ,results of the calculations which show that the potential flow within the'''Dinofnission gas from the plenum to. the original FCI failure site wo6l Anat be- .of consequence du ri g the time scal e of interest for :'th6 TFCI" transie i (- p6 :,S ximately l0.msec ) are shown in Figure:; Q01269-1. The equaftions shown; in' -i -• Table. QOOl .269-1 were used to calculate the
plenum pressure decay and the mass of' plenum fission gas transported to the.failure site as a function of time. Table Q001.269-2 gives the parameter
.values used in the equations and indicates their source. The value.for•..'the.parameter (Po ),the coolant pressure at the failure site, was heldc-nstant.and
was conservatively selected to be the lowest pressure in. the FCI zone obtained"•
from the SAS/FCI calculations.

In the calculation shown in Figure QOO..269-I the ratio of the effecqt1ive perm-eability to the dynamic viscosity was conservatively evaluated -at fIive: and"ten times the selected best estimate values shown in, "Table QOOI .269r2.
As shown in the. figure, the calculations indicate that.plenum fission, ga's .i s:- '
released into the FCI zone at a very slow rate and overa very long .1timescale
(minutes) compared to the timescale during which the FCI zone exlists In,. the,.channel (hundreds of milliseconds). These low gas. release rates' from the plenumto the pin failure site are due to both fuel radial thermal expansion and*swelling, and to molten fuel which has solidified in the fuel-clad gap in the [60failure region. The solidified-fuel is a porous material through.which.the
fission gas can permeate. The in-pile and out-of-pile test data referred to inReference 4 show that for a reasonable range of effective fuel pin.permeability(an.adjustable parameter) the model in Reference 4 correctly represents the
transient release of fission gas.

Therefore, fission gas release from the plenum to the original.failure site
(assuming .asecondary failure site does not occur in the upper blanket.region)"
would occur at a slow rate and the amount of gas that would be released into
theJFCI zone over the timescale thatit exists in the channel would not affect
the FCI zone contraction and fuel sweepout leading to neutronic shutdown'. 31

The response was initially prepared in 1975, using the base EOEC TOP case asit existed at that time. The conclusions presented in Reference :15, PSARSection 1.6 are the result of the current EOEC TOP base case. 60
Note that Appendix D has been withdrawn from the PSAR in Amendment 24. The
text, upon which the question was based, can now be found in Chapter 6 of
Reference 15, PSAR Section 1.6. .60

Amend.. 60

Q001.269- l Feb. 1981.
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Plenum Gas Release From A Secondary Failure In The Upper'Blanket

Should a second failure location be pred i cted :*to.1 occur: in thel upper .bl anket
region,. the pell etcl ad. gap may provide a communication path for re.'ease,. of
plenum gas into the fuel-coolant interaction zone.. The6-existence o•f•oapelle•t I
clad .gap in the blanket region will result in larger gas release ý rates .,from-
a failure in the upper blanket region than would occur-from the plenum to a'
core failure location.

A fission gas induced failure in the upper blanket region will result in
additional upward vo.iding in the channel, adding negative voiding reactivity.::
The addition of fission gas to the fuel-coolant interaction zone will decrease:
the fuel-coolant heat transfer (hence generate pressure and decrease the
sodium condensation heat transfer coefficient (delayingtthe FCI zone contrac-,-
tion). However, the additional voiding in the upper portion of-the ch.annel -
and the. delay in FCI zone contraction and movement out the. -top, of the channei.
will not change the overall course of the accident or the. termination ýmod6 of,
fu.l6 sweepout and neutronic shutdown in the TOP event for the reasons'discussed:
belo6w.

Fissionw.gas release from fan upper blanket failure location cannot occur until
the pressure in the fuel-coolant interaction zone decreases to a value less `.t`han
the plenum fission gas pressure.ý Figure 6-52. in Ref. 1,5, PSAR Section 1.6 shows th 160
FCI zone pressure in Channel 10 during the BOEC TOP base case -event. , Plenum.
fission gas flow into the FCI zone will not'begin until the FCI zone pressure
drops belbow the 16.7 atm. plenum pressure. At that time, approximately
20 msec. after the initial clad failure, the net reactivity has decreased. to
-approximately $-0.40, due primarily to negative fuel motion reactivity. Addi-.
tional Voiding which would result from the release of fission gas into the FCI E
zone would not .produce a positive reactivity effect which would leadto ba power'
increase'.'" A delay on the FCI zone contraction and eventual movement outý of. th.e:
top of-the channel due to fission gas release will not affect the ultimate c-urse'
of the accident, i.e., fuel sweepout and neutronic shutdown.

A similar conclusion is found for the EOEC TOP base case event. The release of
plenum fission gas from a blanket failure location -in Channel 5 could not occur
until theý FCI zone pressure dropped below the plenum gas pressure. At. that time
the net reactivity is $0.015 and rapidly decreasing due to negative fuelmotion
reactivity components from Channels 5 and 8. The mass of fission gas release .c
into the FCI zone will not result in the addition of positive sodium voiding
reactivity. The FCI zone containing the fission gas will not expand down-
ward into the active core region because the mass and pressure of the fission
gas released into the FCI zone is not sufficient to overcome the hydraulic...
pressure of the liquid sodium at the lower FCI zone interface. Therefore, in-.
stead of reversing the liquid sodium column which fills the channel below the "
lower FCI zone interface, the released plenum fission gas increases the volume
of the FCI zone and caises the upper interface of the FCI zone to expand
upward against the hydraulic pressure of the sodium in the upper plenum.
The sodium mass above the upper FCI interface (including the upper plenum)
exerts a gravity head on the upper FCI zone interface which is much lower than
the hydraulic pressure force exerted by the operating pump on the sodium
column below the lower FCI zone interface. Therefore, the primary effect of .
fission gas release into the FCI zones would be a delay in the expulsion of
the FC.I zones out of the top of the channels, but this would not affect j
the ultimate course of the \accident, i.e., fuel sweepout and neutronic shutdown. 1l

0001-269-2 Amend. 60Q - 2Feb. 1981



Ramp Rate, Cladding Degradation and High-Burnup Effects

In regard to the effect of ramp.rate on a secondary failure in the upper blanket,
region, the SAS TOP analyses in Ref. 15, PSAR Section 1.6 using ramp -rates ýof..2.40/sec. to 504/sec.. did not.predict.:as secondary blanket region failure inithe:

BOEC or EOEC cores.- The primary. effect of. hi.qh.,burnup..on ciaddinrt..•-5g t.. decrease.•
.e Cladding failure strength which is ,described in the discussion .of Pointer 50.

and by the cladding wastage allowance described in Pointer 52 in Chapter 4
of Ref., 15, PSAR Section 1.6. In order for claddingfailure to occur in the plenum 160

region, the effect of higher cladding temperature in the plenum region must
be greater than the effect of higher clad loading and greater cladding ductility
degradation due to the fluence and burnup effects in the core-region. The
amount of retained fission gas that is released increases with fuel burnup.
However the temperature of the gas and the temperature of the cladding,
as well as the mass of fission gas in the plenum,.must be considered when
evaluating the possibility of a secondary claddi:ng' failure in the upper .Ubl-anket.
or plenum regions.

The combined effects of plenum fission gas loading, cladding transient temperaturei.-.
pre-transient fluence and cladding temperature, fuel adjacency effects, and.
cladding wastage on cladding failure are discussed in the response to Quest.ionh
001.455. Based on these considerations, it is concluded that the possibility J
of cladding failure in the plenum prior to cladding failure in the core is . A
expected to be very low. A small number of pins could conceivably experience
plenum failure, but the coherent failure of large groups of pins in this manner
is unlikely,

However, if plenum region failures did occur, the larger, mass of plenum gas
available in high burnup, pins would.result in additional voiding in the upper
portion of the channel and additional delay in the FCI zone contraction and
movement out of the top of the channel, this would still not be expected to
result.in a large neutronic sodium voiding effect or affect the fuel motion in
the F.CI zone to the extent that the overall course of the accident, i.e.,
fuel sweepout and neutronic.shutdown, would be changed.

Plenum Failure Prior to an FCI-Type Core Failure

The result of a plenum region failure prior to an FCI type failure in the
active core region is discussed in the response to Question 001.455.

Reference

Q001.269-1 GEAP 13923-2, "Sodium Cooled Reactor Safety Engineering. Program,
Second Quarterly Report, November, 1972 -. January, 1973", p. 2-18,
February, 1973. 31
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Table Q001.269-1

Reference 4 Equations 10 and 11 for
Plenum Pressure Decay and Gas Release Mass

•PLo-P) e-C 1,-
• •Po (10)PO (J

P( P10+1341

kt =,TPl(t
2po 2

011)

A

C

dP

Internail cross-sectional area of ro"

AKgc/VL(jI. Cooriant •

Mean particle or channe-I diameter for the porous
flow net. :"rk

Conversioi factor

Axial flow path length from plenum to defect

Po = Coolantpressureat defect

R - Gas constant

T = 'Absolute gas temperature

t = Time since.failurp

V Plenum volume

v Superficial velocity of the gas

z Axial coordinate

K= Effective permeability

p = Gas density

.,4/= Dynamnic gas viscosity

Gas mass flow rate

Fission gas massin plenum

Fission gas plenum pressure

Initial plenum pressure at time of failure

131
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Table QO01.269-9

Parameter Values Used in Porous Flow Fission

Gas Release Modelin Reference 4*

PARAMETER VALUE -•UNITS

2.47 MPaP10

SOURCE

SAS code output

Loest 'pressure in
FC'I zoe from-
SAS/FCL outpu

P0 0.6 MPa

A = wrr2 lr(.254)2 =-0.203 cm2

K

V

5.1 .millidarcy

22.6 cm3

58 cmLf

Design c lad, innerii
radius used

Reference 4

SAS input iva,.e

SAS code output

Mol. wt. Xe = 131

SAS code output

Value for Xe at
above conditions

R 8.3xl0 7/131=6.34x105 erg/*K-gm

T 11000K

6.67 x 10-4 poiseUi

* Xe is the main consistuent of fission gas ( "'85%)
'31
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Question 001.270.(ER Appendix B_ 1.1-.3)

For the TOP HCDA analysis you have choosen a $0.10/second insertion.coupled with what you consider. "an appropriate nominal case". ConsistentWith an HCDA analysis the reactivity insertion rate is suppose to be-one,which, when coupled with the SAS nominal analysis, yields a worst-€caseaccident. Justify your use ofi$0..10 per second when $0.20 per secondis given on Page B-3 as a maximum value, mechanically.postulated to occur.Also include in your justification the possibility of relatively-largeaccidents from much smaller insertion rates. For exampl.e, considera. 2 per second ramp for the EOEC cycle taking into-account high burnuppin plenum failures and subsequent vo iding. p rior to failures in theactive core.
Response: 

• . / ... . i :'I!

The CRBRP Project has consolidated all considerations given HypotheticalCore Disruptive"Accidents into report CRBRP-3 (References 1(a and lOb,PSAR Section 1.6) and its associated references; consequentlySA, SRAppendices D and F have been withdrawn in Amendments 24 and 160, reslpec,-t-ively7._The response to this question is now found in Section 4.3 of Reference""lOa, PSAR Section 1.6.0

60
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Question 001.271 (Appendix D)

Item 1.2 of our Feb. 4, 1975 letter addressed fuel fail ure:. criteria".
We have the following comments on your May ., 1975 response.

The justification for use of the, ".burst pressure" failure criterion,
especially for low (10/sec) reactivity insertion rates, is inadequate.
*The criterion is associated with one specific failure mechanism--
mechanical loading due to transient fission gas release. It should not be
used indiscriminately when other failure mechanisms may be more likely
(e.g., for EOEC lO/sec ramp where fission gas release at points of local
cladding deterioration is likely). Even within -its limited scope of
applicability, there are modeling weaknesses that must be-corrected when
using the criterion. For example, failure to properly incorporate
cladding ductility for BOL pins is a serious shortcoming that-makes
application of the criterion to BOL pins questionable. Moreover, all
experimental data on fuel pin failures said to support the validity of
the burst pressure criterion were under initiating ramps much larger
than 0l/sec. The slower ramps probably, emphasize.bothshortcomihgs-
noted above.

The response suggests that SAS does account for "'sodium boiling and
cladding temperature increase, including melting", but the questiton of
local boiling, e.g., behind wire wrap is not addressed. Aliso, SAS,:does
not account for fuel swelling due to fission gas precipitation. Yet,.
the response to the NRC questions says SAS accounts for all "significant
mechanisms" for failure except fuel vapor pressure.

The response claims that the 3 FPD burnup does represent initial burnup
and restructuring, and justifies this on the basis of experience with-
other power reactors which see the order of 25 to 50 FPD before full power
operation. The implication is that fission gas, not fill or manufacturing
gas, produces the cavity pressures needed for pin failure. However,
the input data supplied in response to question 6.0 indicate that gas
constants more applicable to fill-gas are used for this "fission gas"
(unless changes have been made in SSFUEL which were not discussed in the
PSAR). The use of inappropriate gas constants introduces order of magnitude
errors in calculated cavity pressures for a given gas content.

Also, the C4B test is used.to justify a picture of "mechanical failure"
for fresh pins. Even ignoring for the moment the significant difference
between C4B and CRBRP transient conditions, there are other problems with
the use of C4B as a justification -for mechanical failure. The response
indicates that "sodium bulk boiling" was unlikely (see comments on local
boiling above), and that differences in smear densities of C4B and CRBR
fuel rods are "reasonably accounted for" in SAS. The latter contention
is questionable. Fission gas or fill gas pressure relief via permanent
cladding deformation is much easier in the lower smear density CRBR pins.
Cladding strain due to the combination of gas pressures and volumetric fuel

QOOl.271-1 Amend. 60
Feb. 1981



expansion is simply not properly treated in the SAS code. . We certainlyrecognize the potential :for mechanic a1failure -of fresh pins,but such failures must be modeled withfUll: coni`deation of the me••hical
properties of the cladding.

We support the contention that a ".'perspective" on the importance of,'failure uncertainties can be obtained-by parametric analyses. The-studiespresented in the PSAR seem inadequate at this point, particularly interms of failure criteria.

In light of the above comments, please provide further .discussion andjustification as well as the data and other pert'i6nent informationregarding the fuel failure criteria.

Response:.

The CRBRP Project has consolidated all considerations given HypotheticalCore Disruptive Accidents into report CRBRP-3 (References l0a. and lOb,PSAR Section 1.6) and its associated references; consequently, PSARAppendices D and: F have been withdrawn in Amendments 24.and 60 respectively.The response to this question-is now.found in SeOcti-ons 4.;3.2.1 and4.3.2.2 of Reference 10a, PSAR Section 1.6.;

(
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Question 001.272 (Appendix D)

Item 2.2 of our February 4, 1975 letter addressed .an. LOF driven. TOP type..
of event. We have the following comments on your May 1 1975 response.

The contention that the use of SLUMPY rather than SAS-FCI in a partially
voided channel is conservative has not been demonstrated. Sodium'vapor
Pressures and vaporization rates predicted by SAS-FCI could strongly
influence voiding dynamics and fuel motion (not necessarily in a milder
direction).

The suggestion that PLUTO would give less severe fuel motion than SAS-
FCI for unvoided channel failures is also unsupported. Compari:sons of'"
PLUTO and SAS-FCI referenced in the PSAR are not very applitcable to tihe':.' -
LOF-driven TOP situations. Coolant momentum,, pressures -and temperat'ures,-.
are quite different. Moreover, the differences :in fuel. motion .p redfdicit6
by PLUTO and SAS-FCI in the referenced article are: not eve, significant
in the first twenty or so milliseconds after pin rupture. Possibly,
PLUTO would give less positive fuel ramp rates in the LOF-driven TOP
case for CRBRP than SAS-FCI, but the suggestion that negative fuel. ramp
rates would be predicted has no good technical basis. Thus, the
implication that excessively high ramp rates were used in the VENUS
calculations while disregarding fuel motion is not clearly supported.

In light of the above comments provide a detailed explanation why the
SAS/FCI predictions are unrealistic and include. the "actual momentum
solution for the fuel and sodium motions".

*Response:

The CRBRP Project has consolidated all considerations given Hypothetical
Core Disruptive Accidents into report CRBRP-3 (References lOa and lOb,
PSAR Section 1.6) and its associated references; consequently, PSAR
Appendices D and F have been withdrawn in Amendments 24 and 60 respectively.
The response to this question is now found in Section 4.4.3 of Reference
10a, PSAR Section 1.6.

60

Q001.272-1 Amend. 60
Feb. 1981



Question 001.273 (05.2.5.2 and D5.2.4)

At the end of the analysis of the initial phase of the LOF accident, bothBOL and EOEC, a large volume of the core (.>25%) contains sodium. Thereis a good probability that the power is increasing rapidly in the pinsconcerned and a substantial amount of reactivity could be insertedupon failure of these pins in the unvoided subassemblies. Provideanalysis of this phase of the accident, identifying all major assumptionsand their basis.

Response:

The CRBRP Project has consolidated all considerations given HypotheticalCore Disruptive Accidents into report CRBRP-3 (References lOaand 1Ob,PSAR Section 1.6) and its associated references; conseouently, PSARAppendices D and F have been withdrawn in. Amendments 24 and 60 respectively.The response to this question is now found in Section 4.4.3of Reference10a, PSAR Section.1.6.

0

60

0
Q001.273-1 Amend. 60

Feb. 1981
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Question 001.274 (RSP)

The results of our review of PSAR subsection 3.2-2. "Safety Classifications',are provided in Attachment I. The staff's position on appropriate: SafetyClasses for the principal CRBRP safety related systems and components issummarized in Table I of Attachment I. Those systems and components forwhich the staff either disagrees with the proposed PSAR Safety Class, orif it is not clear from the PSAR what Safety Class applies, are indicatedin Table I and are specifically addressed.

Provide a complete classification for all the CRBRP safety-related systemsand components in accordance with the position stated in Attachment I.

Response:

The safety classification of CRBRP pi-ping and components have been modifiedin accordance~with the Regulatory Staff Position above, as interpreted andmodified by Reference Q001.274-1.

Tables 3.2-2 and 3.2-5 have been modified to reflect the revised SafetyClassifications. Other pertinent PSAR Sections have been revised toI reflect the new Safety Classes and other des~ign modifica'ti ons. Note that49J RAPS has been relocated so that a portion is contained in the RCB and theremainder located in a RSB cell adjacent to the.RCB. The portion of RAPSoutsidde containment has been designated Safety Class 3. This is based on491 a modified system configuration which includes two automatic containmentisolation valves at the SC-2 containment penetration.

491

The Primary Cold Traps are downstream of two automatically operable isolationvalves in the Overflow and Makeup System, and thus need not be Safety ClassI per Question (RSP) 001.274. Further, as shown-in revised PSAR Section9.3.2.3.1, the cold traps perform no active safety function and may beisolated from the Overflow and Makeup System at any time. Thus, the coldtraps are specified. as Safety Class 3, consistent with the NRC positionon the primary drain, storage and transfer system identified in Reference001.274-1.

Reference:

QOO .274-1 Letter from T. P. Speis to P. S. Van Nort dated March 5, 1976.

Amend. 49
April 1979

QOO.274-1



Question 001.275.(5.1)

Provide, elevation drawings. showing principal dimens•ions (lengths,
heights and. distances) of the primary and intermediate heat transport
syStems in relation. to the suppbr.ting :o6r surtrouding concrete structures'.
I ncl ude in the drawings a piping and associ.al.tdCOmpoents (i. e., heat
exc.hangers, pumps, check valves water 'a nd sitea aft, ýcomponents, etcis .) e .t ...

Response:

Principal dimensions are given in Section 1.2 and
Further details are shown on isometric and layout
be supplied under separate cover.

5J. of.the PSAR.
drawings which Will

<a

"a]

QOOl .275-1
Amend. 17
Apr. 1976
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Que-stiohn 001.276 (5.3)

Provide the pump characteri.stics for the primary heat transport systemincluding: hydraulic torque versus flow at all pump speeds, values forpump inertias, rated hydraulic torques and rated frictional torques.

Response:

Section 5.3.3.3 has been modified in response to this question.

Amend. 34
Feb. 1977QOO .276-1



Question 001.277 (.5.3)

Table 5.3-15 appears to have an error in. the CRBRP column for ultrasonic
testing; the acceptance criteria for piping includes flaws -ohne (1) inch
long. Please revise this apparent discrepancy.

Response:

Table 5.3-15 contains a typographical error. The sign (greater than.or
equal to) should read !-S (less than or equal to). Table 5.3-15 has been
revised to correct this error.

QO01 .277-1 Amend. 125
Aug. 1976



Question 001.278 (4.2.1.3)

Specify which fuel pin performance codewas used .to tcaIcullate. ,ductility
limited strain versus time .shown in Figure:4.2-s17 (Page 4.2-299).-"

a) Provide all relevant initial conditions and modeling
assumptions used for this calculation.

b) Describe how this strain Varies as a function of axial
position in the core and power level.

Response:

Revised Section 4.2.1.3.1.1 provides the information requested.

QOO1.278-1
Amend. 25
Aug. 1976
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Question 001.279 '(4.1.2.3)

Speci fy which fuel pi n performtance code. was used to cacullate .the -effect of
transients on strain accumulation., the:resul ts of %which are given on ýp-age
4..2-43. Provide all relevant initial conditions and modeling assumptions''
used for this calculation..

Response:

Revised Section 4.2.1.3.1.1 provides the information requested. [ 25

QOOl .279-1

Amend. 25
Aug. 1976
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Question 001.280 (4.2.1.3)

Specify. which code was used to. :atlcu late .the cl.adding hot .spot temper-
atures, in Figures :4.I2-9 and '20 r'efrred• o•. voPagede.2-42. -Provide

all relevant i nitial: conditions an. modeli ng nauptions: used. or these
calculations.

Response:

51

The curves shown by Figures 4.2-24E to 24J serve as transient envelopes;,
and as such should not.be considered to be calculated information., Var-.
ious preliminary transient results were :studied to.help construct thes"e

enveloping transient temperature curves., The e.,calculated% hot spot cladding .
temperatures for :vari ous• under'coo ig andg.•. overpower transients such as ,

those .described in Chapter 15.0. are then 'compared to the:pertinent•' :

.envelope. I.f*.the transient has temperatures less than the envelope, the
,~umbrell aing ', process i s assum-.ed to be vaIli d. If the transient has temp era-

tures over the envelope, the particularevent has to be individual..v anal zed.,
-and the additional :claddinq damag e include in the rod design evaluation.

The general modeling, assumption.sand. relevant .initialI conditions for
transients can be found in Section: .15-.2 fo r.,aciity ert.ion design

events and in Section 15.3 for undercooli-ng deseig n events., Alsso, unique :
modeling assumptions and initial co~ndiitions for particular. transients-•
are. identified in the "Identificatiioh ofCauses and Accident Desc:b:

ti.on'. portion of each events' description.

The ,methods utilized. to cal.culate the claddYng transient temperatur'es "]
are discussed in"Section 4.4.51

I

Amend. 51
Sept. 1979

Q001.280-1
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Question 001.281 (4.2.1.3)

Figure 4.2-21, referred to on Page 4.2-44iappears to. .ha've inc6rrect.,
values for temperature. and an.'inc'orrect reference. toga figure. Co'rect
these errors.

Response:,

Figure 4.2-21 has been amended as indicated.

QOO1 .281-1 Amend. 9
Dec. 1975



Question 001.282 (4.2.1.3)

Concerning the HEDL HOP and HUT transient testing program and the HEDL run
to failure irradiation program, referred to on"Page 4.2-52, provide thefollowing information, data .and documentation, if .any, for all testing to* date:

a) all micro and macro photography of pin lengths, sections, and
cross sections, including those of all sibling pins;

b) all data and information on fission gas distribution, retention and
release including detailed radial distributions for transient
tested and sibling pins;

c) all axial and radial strain data;

d) microstructure information;

e) failure locations.and assessment of fai.lurenmechanisms for all rele-vant HUT and HOP tests, as well as alf run-to-failure steady-state
tests and,

f) all neutron radiograph data.

Response:

The:HEDL test program was referenced in the PSAR to demonstrate that tests
were underway, and/or planned to verifyý the analytical results of Section 4.2.The results.of these tests werepresented at NRC briefings in November,
1974 July, 1975,.and November, 1975. Currently aVa;ilab~le data and supporting
documentation from the HEDL transient testing ý,program and, the HEDL run-to-
fuel clad breach reirradiation tests are contained in the. references listed
in the response to NRC Question 001.41.

Although the transient tests performed to date have not been compl]etely
prototypic of the CRBR duty cycle events, the accumulated fuel rod
transient response data are being utilized to:

a) formulate and verify analytical models for CRBR fuel rod design analysis
(for example see the response to NRC Question 241.48);

b) plan future transient tests of prototypic CRBR fuel rods.

All of the data in the HEDL package referenced above are being considered
in this manner. More detailed information on specific test data will be
made available upon request.

QOOl.282-1

Amend. 16
Apr. 1976



Question001.283 (4.2.1.3)

Regarding the HEDL test'programs referredIt on ag 42-52, provide a.complete inventory on all tests tod. dicating the state of the postirradiation and post transient' exami nation.. nefor anticipatedcompletion of those examinations which ar.e .:incýomplete.

Response:

This information is contained in the references listed, in the response to,NRC Question 001.41, particularly in HEDL-TME-75-47. This 'topic was, al so'"'.discussed at the NRC briefing in November, 1975. A description of CRBRPfuel rod transient test activities and the relationship between theseeactivities, the testing program, and the, design application of testresults will be presented in the response to NRC Question 001.284.

0

QOO .283-1
Amend. 16
Apr. 1976



Question 001.284 (4.2.1.3)

Provide a schedule of future HOP and: HUT transient tests and discuss how
these tests will impact on the CRBRP design.

Response:

Revised Section 4.2.1.4.1 of the PSAR provides the requested information.

Q001.284-1 Amend. 19
May 1976
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Question 001.285 (4.2.3.1.5)

Clarify your. statement in Paragraph 2d on page 4.2-163..

Response:

The referenced section has been amended to clarify the statement.

Amend. 14
QOO1.285-1 Mar. 1976



Question 001.286 (4.3.2.1.5)

Providedocumentation which describes the referred to experiments
at ORNL which:

a) addresses the five SRFM characteristics listed on page 4.3-5a, and'

b) verify the IKRD technique described on page 4.3-5c.

Response:

The ORNL experiments referred to have been documented in References 21 and,:
22 of Section 4.3.

Q001.286-1 Amend. 23
June 1976
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Question 001.287 (4.3.2.3)

Your response to item 001.32 is not complete.. Justiy usngia .,"
temperature' dependence" for the Dopplgercoef•ficifents, i particul aror e
fuel temperatures typical Of VENUS .disassembl ycalculations a8•,666:K).

Response:

The requested information is provided in revised PSAR Section 4.3.2.3.1.

.Amend. 17
Apr. 1976QO01 .287-1
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Question 001.288 (4.3.2.3)

Clarify what is meant by "isothermal temperature conditions", as used ini
subsection 4.3.2.3.5.

Response:

The response to this question is found in amended Section 4.3.2.3.5

Q001 .288-1 Amend. 9
Dec. 1975



Question 001.289 (4.3.2.4)..

Provide an estimate of the, "control rod bite" at the end of the cyclereferred to on page 4.3-20.

Response:

The response to this question is provided in amended Section 4.3.2.4,part d.

Q001.289-1 Amend. 19
-May 1976



Question 001.290 (4.3.5)_

In Section 4.3.4, you state that, 'all of the precedinq subsections of 4.3
were based on the use of the LWR di-scharge grade plutonium..........
Table 4.3-31 , referred to on page 4.3-41, appears to have Doppler Coeffi-
cients based on the FFTF gradei fuel for the firs-t co re, and the LWR
grade fuel for equilibrium. Explain this discrepancy.,

Response:.

The response to this question is provided in amended Section 4.3.5.

QOOl .290-1 Amend. 9
Dec. 1975



Question 001.291 (4.3.5.8)

Clarify what is meant by: "....consistent calculations...".
this is to be interpreted that results for the filrst core
neff woulid give results less severe than the equilibrium
neff.

Indicate if
w Iith the "FFTF"
,core with "LWR"

Response:

The response to this question is in amended PSAR Section 4.3.5.8.

QOO1 .291-1 Amend. 9
Dec. 1975
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Question 001.292 (4.3.2.3)

The experimental verification of the CRBRP. Doppler co.efficient, as
presented i n 4.3.2.3.1 , appears -to be based, f6r the. most part, on the
SEFORWCore II Doppler experiment. Assuming,. suffi-'c6ien't. simi 1 arity, between
the SEFOR Core I Land the' CRBRP, a test of the adequacy of the calcula-
tional capability for the fCRBRP would be a calculation of the:SEOR experi-
ment using similar calculational methods and neutron:cross section data,.

a) It is not clear from Section. 4.3.2.3.1, how this test was
accomplished, if at all. If reference 12 is the, only refe-
rence for the analysis of the SEFOR, provide more detail on
the differences in methods and cross section data between this
reference and the methods and data used for the CRBRP.
Indicate if a direct calculation of the Doppler constants for
the SEFOR has been performed, and identify the appropriate,-. .
reference.

b) There. were other integral measurements performed on ithe SEFORme.su remen.s'ts .4iuscr
.core, e.g., material*wo•rth :hmeasuirments at v
.positions. Indicate if attendant ýanalyses: of these integral
parameters have been performed as checks on the caltcU.ational'
capability.

c) Clarify.whether the + 20% uncertainty in the CRBRP Doppler
coefficient appl-ies to the voi~ded core cases,. Indi ca te f•
the voided-core values are :verified by Doppl•ler-ef fett experi-
ments.

Response:

The response to-this question is covered
and added References 4.3-13, 14, and 15.

in amended Section 4.3..2.3.1,

2- 1 Amend. 9
December 1975

QOOl .29,



Question 001.293 (4.3.3.1)

Provide more detail on how the reactivity coefficients weretcalculated
using 2DB and PERT V.. In particular, discuss what form of perturbation
theory was used, (e.g., exact or first order), what the voided core
conditions were, (e6g., was the.. inter subassemblyI sodium voided?), and
how the leakage contributions, were calculated.

Response:

The response to this question is provided in revised PSAR Sections 4.3.3.1,
4.3.2.3.2, and revised Figures 4.3-21, 22, 24, and 25.

QOOI .293-1 Amend. 9
December 1975



Provide the basis for asserting that sufficient flow mixing.:will take placein the. inlet plenum to. assure that, the .iinlet temperatures to any fuel,blanket, and cont. ro. assembly, willhnot exceed the average reactor tempera-ture by more than 6 nF, reactor performance is, to
the! mai ntenance o.6,f this tehperature lim it, in terms of the developmentof excesssive:t herima stresses in:t'he core:1.s supP'ot structure, modules, andreactor vessel. Veri fy thex adequacy of the references to the figures insubsection 4.4.2.4.1 (e.g.., Figures 4.4-5 and 4.4:6).

Response.:

The response to this question includes a: revision to Section 4.4.2.4.1,revisionsto. Figures 4.4-4, 4.4-8 (now 4.4-6), 4.4-9 (now 4.4-7) anda renumbering of Figures 4.4-5 through 4.4-10.

C

QOOl .294-1 Amend. 20May 1976
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Question 001.295 (4.4:.2.4.2)

$pecify the maximum cladding midwall temperatures in the fuel assemblies
and in the radial blanket assemblies op which the orificih•:scheme has
been based.

Response:

The CR@RP fuel and blanket assemblies orificing is discussed and, explained
in detail in Section 4.4.Z.b. Rather than specifying a maximum claddinry
temperature, the flow in each assembly is orificed to simultaneousl.y sati.sfy
various constraints, such as attainment of ljfetime/burnup objectives,. "
satisfaction of tr nsient limitations, and assurancp that the assembl'ies''"'"
exi t temperatqres-and temperature gradjents reS in an.acceptab1&herieai,
qnyirQnment for the upper internal•s sitrcture. All the, atsove con strai nts" .

arq qjapti:tatively translated in terms of.."eq.iValaent limi'ting te p ..atu.res

(which are individual charaqteristics of each assembly) and #0. flow
necessary to satisfy the most orestrictive constrai (he lOwest equivalent
temperature) is deterMined. Assermblies are. grouped .tpghete~r, in orifi ci:!ng:
zones (a maximum of eight discriminat•9rs in fuel plus inner blanket is
allowed) and the total flow allpcatilon tP fuel and blT'anket ;assembli.es. mu.slt
not exceed 94% to account for cooiin9 requirements ofoter reacte•srompoltS.
Section .5, di u es the orificin9 philosophy, applro4a5che ýalld: on - in and: constra nt,
Section .4.4,..5. prepents the meihod adopted.i calculat4in6of.the "
equivolent lirpi1ing temperatures, whilq rqsults are reported. in Section.4.4.4 -2 . 3..3 •..• 

•

QOIQl ~5-l Amend. 62
Nov. 1981
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Question 001.296 (4.4.2.5)
Identify the specific bases a nd detailed calcaaitons used' inarriing at

the reactor pressure. drops, as preseted in Fiu 4,i4-u2. "Identify thoseresults used in establishing reactor 'pressure dropsfrom the'e preliminarytesting on the Inlet Plenum '.Feature Model and fthe applicable FFTFý:experienc'ereferred to in this section.

Response:

The response to this question is given .in: r"evised Section 4.4.2.5.

Q00l.,296-1 Amend. 15
April 1976
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Question 001 .297

"Specify the essential code details and model formulations in the
Westinghouse proprietary code, FL0PSY, used in the calcuilation ofcore
hydraulics. What specific aspects of the code make the'code proprietary?
Describe the extent to which codes, such as FLOPSY.and FL0•DISC, which.-"a'. r e

used to calculate code hydraulics, have been verified experimentally.
Indicate the extent to which the -results from the FFTF Development Programs
(based on model tests and applicable to the CRBRP system) are usediin
order to establish reasonable values of the important resistance and
hydraulic characteristics for the reactor internals".

Response :

The.FLOPSY rod? i5 not Westinghouse proprietary and Appendix A has..been
revised accordingly. The essential code detais and model formu'lations,
can be found in reference identified in revised :Append 'ix ,A and provided
under separate cover. The FLOPSY code' used stada•d•r etwork ahalyiSis'

techniques, which are discussed inn many. hydraulic textboks. nWhile n.
specific experimental verification. of.. the -o.de;'-'has bee:n i'den'ti fieda•n•4,'..aa-:
lytical checks (hand calculations) of flows in various paths haVe " be,
made.

Similarly to FL0PSY, the FLODISC code predicts the flow rates in parallel
channels composed of a series of hydraul ic.. resistances&. The:.code ..use~s..,
standard form losses and friction factors defihed bythe b asic equatiins
AP.= K pV /2 and AP = (fL/D) pV2 /2. The accuracy of the code.in..prqdiecting
the flow rate and pressure drop in each reactor fl1ow path: is,"therefre,
only limited by the accuracy in predicting form loss and friction -fatcto•r
coefficients. Water flow tests :wil-l be. conducted to. determine-,.-the .
hydraulic characteristics of the fuel, radial.: banket and control ass•e!mblies . : "
over the range of operating conditions. FL•PDISC predicions wil l be• u•'sed,'
in the design process when experimental data are available on low fl~ow
hydraulic behavior.

Finally, regarding the third part of the question,- the FFTF Development
Programs are not directly applicable to determining exact values for.
resistance and hydraulic characteristics of the Reactor Internals due to
many design differences. However, FFTF experience, data and engineering
judgement have been utilized, where applicable, to make predictions for
the CRBRP design. Additionally, these hydraulic characteristics have been
measured for CRBRP in the Inlet Plenum Flow .Model (IPFM) .test, and will be
measured in the Integral Reactor Flow Model (IRFM) experiment as discussed..
in PSAR Section 4.4.4.1.

QO01.297-1

Amend. 1!
Apr:. 97i
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Question 001.298 (4.4.4)

C© Provide a description of the planned. scale model tests I representing theentire reactor, and include an.evaluation -of the effects of the geometric sca'and the e ffects .of thei temperatu re and hydra ulic parameters of t.he te s t flIu ui d,on the ,results to be! usedý for :the full-scale reactor system. Indicate therelationship of these' tests to the planned feature model tests. Providethe anticipated sIhedule of the complete reactor simula tion tests and thefeature model tests.

Response:

The title of PSAR Section 4.4.4.2 inadvertently implies that Phase IItesting in the Integral Reactor Flow Model (IRFM), will utilize a completereactor hydraulic simulation. The scale of the IRFM was-selectedto matchthat. of the Inlet -Plenum Flow Model (IPFM), to permit combination of, the twomodels into a complete reactor hydraulic, simulation, should this be shownto be required. Phase II testing has not been completely defined, andadditional work is required to.determine if a complete reactor structuresimulation is. required. Phase :Ii of the IRFM will include. an updatingof all components to verify 'the final . design for hydraulic and vibrationalperformance, and if shown necessary, a dynamic core simulation could beincluded. Sections 4.4.4 and 4.4.4.2 of. the PSAR ýhave been amended toincorporate the requested information.

100
Q001 .298-1 Amend. 9Dec. 1975
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Question 001.2,99 (5.6.2.9.3.2),

In order for the Overflow Heat Removal• Systemr (OHRS)) to f Un1cition properly,the sodium .level. in .:the reactor vessel must. be 'hi gh':enough• to. permitoverflTow into the. overfl;ow li;ne-and'.vessel. During a ýreactor scram,.the sodium level wil l1 contract. and ýoverflow may be Interrupted', or., a..period of time. Provide the technical justification to demonstrate.that interruption of sodium overflow does not compromise the OHRSsafety related function.

Response:

The answer to this question is provided in the revised PSAR Secti:on9.3.2.2.1.

0

QOOl.299-1 
Amend 12
Feb 1 976
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Question 001.300 (9.143)

Since maintenance, i s intended: tobe, performiedon ,one.of the sseEx-Vess
Storage Tank (EVST) cooling loops wh ile lthe other' lop is *in operation,,.provide the technical justiification tto d6e6nstrate6 ,that, 'in the- event
of a singl]e active failure in the operating.loop, suient tiniis
availableý for restoration of one, of the coolinig loops to serv ice beOf6o're".
sodium temperatures reach unacceptable levels..

Response:

The. Project is performing a review of the EVST cooling system to
determine if the system adequately meets Project requirements. A
detailed response to this question will be provided in a future
amendment.

" ' - . i , .i• .tJr

Q001.300-1 Amend. 25
Aug. 1976
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Question 001.301 (Chs. 3, 5, 9, 11)

C l Resolve the numerous inconsistencies- inthe ASME Code Classes de-signed for identical systems and components"in Chapters 3 5, 9 and11 of the PSAR.

Response.:

With the exception of the two items listed below, no inconsistencies
have been identified in PSAR designations of ASME code classes forthe PHTS, IHTS, SGS, SGAHRS, the Nuclear Island Heating, Ventilation,Cooling and Air Conditioning System, Recirculating Gas Cooling System,Chilled Water Systems, or Nuclear Island Treated Water Systems. Twoinconsistencies have been resolved as noted below:

a) Table 5.5-7. has been revised to delete the alternative
code classification and, provide consistency with Table
3.2- 5

b) Table 11.2-5 has been revised to indicate "'Manufacturers
Standards" for pumps per Regulatory Guide 1.26, Rev.. 2,
June 1975.

As indicated in the response to Questi-on 001.274, the.CRBRP Inert GasImpuring Monitoring, EVST Cooling...and Auxiliary Liquid Metal Systemsrequirements are revised to comply with the NRC position ori Safety Classes.,

50

QOOl.301-1 Amend. 50
June 1979



Question 001.302 (11.1.5)

With regard to the amount of tritium being removed in. the, primary and
intermediate cold traps, provide the experimental basis for th e tritium
removal efficiency being used.

Response:

The basis for the tritium removal efficiencies is provided in revised
PSAR Section 11.1.5.

QOOl .302-1 Amend. 20
May 1976
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Question 001.303 (9.1.3)

Provide a discussion on the means to be employed: to control the
amount of water vapor in: the inerted- cells cnntalining radioactive
sodium equipment. With regard to thelwater vaoor limit of 8,000•ppm
specified in Table 3A.1-2, provide the basis that this is an accep-
table limit to preclude accelerated corrosion in the event of a sodium
leak.

Response:

The water vapor limit given in Table 3A.1-2 (8,000 vppm).was based .on
the desire under normal steady -state operation that there be no con-
densation on the RGC unit coils.

The fuel handling cell atmosphere impurity content is to be controlled
by the Fuel Handling Cell Atmosphere Purification Unit (FHC-APU) which
contains an oxygen-gettering unit and a dryer as described&in-Section
9.5.4.2.

PSAR Sections 9.5.1.3 and 5.3.2.1.4 have been revised to .show that the.
water vapor control in the inerted cells wil1, be adequate to prevent
accelerated corrosion.

QOOl .303-1 Amend. 23
June 1976



Question 001.304 (5.1.8).

Sect~ion 5.1..8, "Physical-Arrangement," shoulld be expanded. to include adiscus'sionof ;the safety cons ider ations incorporated inhth ýarrangementof .systems and components:. For valves required to operate ,during•ntici-
pated operational occurrences and postulated accidents,: includea,.discussionof.the consideration that has been given to locating vaves and their.opera-
tors such that submergence is precluded in the event of a sodium, NaK. orwater spills.

Response:

Section.5.1.8 has been modified in response to this question.ý

C)
Amend; 19
May 1976-QOOl .304-1
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Question 001.305 (9.0):

Chapter 9, "Auxiliary Systems", should provide the criteria being used for
materials selection for the auxiliary systems and components. The subsections
of Chapter 9 should also provide a materials list for the components comprising
each auxiliary system. For those auxiliary systems that are constructed ofcarbon steel and contain either primary coolant or primary coolant cover gas,
describe the cleaning and storage procedures to assure that the inside surface
is clean when put into service after fabrication.

Response:

The answer to this question is provided in the revised PSAR Sections 9.3, 9.5
and 9.8.

The Nuclear Island and Balance ofPlant HVAC Systems and components will .be
designed to withstand corrosion and, therefore, all duct work will be of
galvanized steel construction.

The materials for the Chilled Water Systems, Normal and Emergency PlTant ServJi•ce&
Water Systems and Non-Sodium Fire Protection System piping and components are
based on corrosion and system temperature and pressure considerationS. All
piping associated with these systems will be of carbon steel construction.

The materials for the Auxiliary Coolant Fluid System, Normal and Emergency
Chilled Water Systems, Normal and Emergency Plant Service Water Systems and
Non-Sodium Fire Protection System piping and components are based on corrosion
and system temperature and pressure considerations. All piping associated
with these systems will be of carbon steel construction.

The materials list for all major components of the above mentioned systems is
not available at the present itme, and will be presented in the FSAR.

The material selection of the following systems is based upon ANSI B31.1
criteria on pressure and temperature limitations:

a) River Water Service
b) Compressed Air
c) Secondary Services Closed Cooling Water
d) Equipment and Floor Drains

All material for systems a through d will be carbon steel or cast iron.

None of the above systems contain either primary coolant or primary coolant
cover gas.

Amend.
Q001.305-1 April



Question 001.306 (1,1.3.2),

In the event that the RAPS cryogenic distill•tion,. column fails.to operate,
provide a.discussion' of the alt6ernative operating procedureq(s) ."th-at
will be used for disposition of the long-ýlived gaseous radioilsotopes,
Kr-85 and Ar-39.

Response:

The requested information is provided in revised Section 11.3.4. I 25

Am.end. 25
Aug. 1976

QOOl .306 -1
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Question 001.307 (9.1.4.3)

Provide the experimental basis that confirms the design heat removal
capability of the Ex-Vessel Transfer Machine (EVTM) for both forced, and
natural air convection conditions.

Response:

The requested information is provided in revised PSAR Section 9.1.4.3.

Q001 .307-1 Amend. 15April 1976



Question 001'.308 (6.2.4)

•With r .egar&d to . the valve types indicated in Table 6..2.5, providea dlesig•n which incl.udes automatic actuation for..the primary mode.
for valves in .the following llnes:• the. argon exhaust .to,, "RAPS, th• e-nitrogehen' exhaust to. CAPS, and -the gas. sampli~ng ine.•. For ýhis c•!.assof-lines, one automatic isolation valve insideand one automatic ' " "isolation valve outside containment areirequired in accordance.with..the .design. criterion Reactor-Coolant Boundary. Penetratin. Containment.

Response:

Table 6.2-5 -has been revised to. show automatic actuati.on of the valvesas indicated in Question 001.308. " . -•/ :i.. •: !. .".'•i• • /.::",i•: •-:.•i ..w

QO01 .308-1 Amend. 20
May 1976



Question 001.309(5.3.1, 5.4.1, 5.5.1, 5.6.1,,5.6.2)

There is considerable ambiguity associated ýwith hthe CRBRP decay "heat re-
moval capability foll owing reatorshutn all, p tcniti ns,
including normal operation, anticipated .operational occurrences,,and
postulated accidents. Provide a: coherent summary to state expl icitly
the number of cooling loops (in the PHTS, IHTS, SGS., SGAHRS, OHRS.) re-
quired to remove both short term and long term plant sensible and re-
actor decay heat,. including consideration of the following:

a). starting from rated power and 2/3 rated
power conditions,

b) operation with either pony motor flow or
natural circulation on the sodium side,

c) operation with either forced,circulatibn.
or natural circul)ation on the water/steam
side,

d) loss of offsite A. C. power and loss of
both diesel. generators...

Response:

The response to .this question is provided in the new introductory para-
graphs to PSAR Section 5.6.

Loss of offsiteA. C. power and both diesel generators is not a desPgn.
basis event for CRBRP. However, as ihdicatedhin Section 5.6, the.three
loops of the PHTS,. IHTS, .SGS. .ýand SGAHRS. can remove residual and:decayii
heat from ,the reator without A. C. power to pony motors (PHTS or IHTS)
recirculation pumps (SGS),. motor driven feedwater pumps (SGAHRS) or.
Protected Air Cooled Condensers (SGAHRS) for several hours following
shutdown.

Q001.309-1 Amend. 20May 1976
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Question UUI.1Jiuk,.4. I, :.o. i )

In the event of a sodium fire in an IHTS or SGS cell caused by a spray
( on the side walls, provide the technical justification that maintai~n-,

.ing separate, independent IHTS and SGS loops will not be compromised..
because;of loss of structural integrity of a common side wall. 'In
addition,, the capability of the IHTS and SGS cell fire. suppression,
systems to cope.with sodium sprays on the cell side walls and ceiling
should be'provided.

Response:

The present fire protection system provides for catch pans with fire
suppression decks in the IHTS cells. The project is currently defining
a design basis leak for the IHTS cells. Once this is established, detailed
evaluations of the effects of sodium spray on cell side walls and ceilings
can be performed. However, based upon existing experimental data and the
current design configuration, the question can be addressed as follows.
In order to maintain separate, independent IHTS and SGB loopsr, the in-
tegrity of common side walls must be maintained in the event of a sodium
spray. Although no protection is provided to prevent sodium spray onto
the walls and/or ceiling of a cell , sodium spray onto a common ,si sde wal1l
can result in only localized damage to that wall. Tests performed at HEDL
and ARD indicate that a sodium/concrete reaction results in the-degrada-
tion of the concrete strength properties. However, this damage wil:l be
restricted to the local spray impingement zones; the overall integrity of
the wall would not be adversely affected. The depth of the damage• caused
by such sprays will be determined based upon tests currently plann6d in
the cell liner development program. If it cannot be shown analyti~cally
and in a conservative manner that the sodium spray will not cause a breech
in the common side wall, then a design modification will be made to ac-.comodate the sodium spray.

There are several features which could be incorporated into the present
design to prevent or mitigate sodium spray damage. Splash shields can
be used to prevent sodium impingement onto the walls. The use of a
wall covering is also a possibility.

In summary, the effects of sodium spray on common side walls will be
evaluated for its propensity to cause a loss of separation of loops.
It is anticipated that the results of this analysis and ongoing test
programs will show the present design to be adequate. However, a
modification to the existing design is clearly feasible and will be
adopted if necessary.

001. 310-1 Amend. 26
Aug. 1976



Question 001.311 (15.2)

In Chapter 15.2, the measure of the reactor. resp'onse to "reactiv.ifty
inserti.on design events" is the thermal l:oad on the cladding,• .e., the
hot-'spot cladding temperature. ConsiBder thepossibility that-piill
fail by mechanical loading of the cladding (primary and secondary loading)
before failure by sodium boiling and subsequent-cladding melting. Calcu-
late the loadings and resultant strains on the cladding, if.,any, for the
family of reactivity insertion design events considered here. Reevaluate
the "conservative" assumptions 2 and 3 i-n light of these added considera-
tions.

Response:,

Reevaluation of these assumptions is provided Ai.n revised Sectilon 15.2. I-25,

QOOl .311 -1 Amend. 25
Aug. 1976
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Question 001.312:(15.2.1)

Provide detailed (nonproprietary) documentation of the FORE-II code.
The summary in Appendix A is not sufficient.

Response:

Modifications made to the original version of FORE-I by Westinghouse are
currently being documented. The code changes include the modelling topics
of:

0 Radii at which Fuel Temperatures are Calculated

* Fuel Sintering

0 Determination of Effective Thermal Conductivity Between Two
Adjacent Fuel Nodes

* Calculation of the Fuel Centerline Temperature

* Melting of Mixed Oxides Fuels

* Axial Weighting Factors for Doppler Feedback

. Control Rod Scram Options

0 Axial Variation in Gap Conductance

* Pressure Drop and Transient Flow Calculations (Flow Redistribution)

* -Local Hot Spot Cladding Temperature

* Additional Reactivity Feedback Options

* Normalized Flow Coastdown

* Temperature Dependent Cladding Thermal Conductivity

These modifications were in Reference QOO.312-2 provided to NRC in. November,
1976. A detailed description of the basic code structure and-details of
many of the nuclear and thermal hydraulic models .can be found in the original
code description given by Reference QOOl1.312-1.

Reference

QOOl.312-1 N.J. Fox, B.E.Lawler, and H.R. Batz, "FORE-II, A Computational

321,

321

Program for the Analysis of Steady-State ana Iransient.Keacuor
Performance", GEAP-5273, September 1966.

J.V. Miller, and R.O. Coffield, "FORE-2M: A Modified Version
of the FORE-II Computer Program for the Analysis of LMFBR
Transients", WARD-D-0142, May, 1976.

QOOl .312-2

Q001 .312-1 Amend. 32Dec. 1976



Question 001.313 (15,2.1.3)

Provide the results of the analysis'for the SSE and OBE for the secondary
control rods.

Response:

Analysis of a step reactivity insertion postulated to occur as a result
of an SSE and terminated by the secondary control rods when tripped by
the secondary portion of the Plant Protection System is provided in Section
15.1.4 of the PSAR. This event was selected as the "umbrella event" for
analysis reflecting the latest design information. The consequencesof
the event are shown to be within applicable lIimilts.".

The consequences of an OBE terminated by the secondary control rods would
be less severe than those for the SSE. Detailed. analysis I :res.ults for the
OBE will be provided concurrently with an overall update of PSAR Section
15.2 which will be provided prior to NRC issuance of'the Construction Permit.

Amend. 62
Nov. 198iQO01.313-1
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Question 001.314 (15.2.I1.4, 15.2.2.1, 15.2.3.1,,15.2.3.2)

Further justify your use of the highest power subassembly for BOEC .as the
"worst" situation for the cases considered. Consider such items as-,
gap closure with burnup and the resultaht-changes in pel let-cladding"
heat transfer.

•Response: • :;:

Revised Sections 15.-2.1.4.2, 15.2.2.1.2, 15.2.3.1.2, and 15.2.3.2.2
provides the justification for the use of the highest power subassembly for
BOEC as the "worst" situation in the cases considered.

QOOl ..314-1 Amend. 25
Aug. 1976



Question 001.315

On page 15.2-45, reference is made to Figure 4.2.l 1.3-4.anddProvide the appropriate information., since this figureand
in the PSAR.

Table6 4.2.1 .31-2.
table 4are~ not

Response,:

Section 15.2.2.2 of the PSAR has been modified in response to this question.

QOOI .315-1 Amend. 9
Dec. 1975



Question 001.316 (15.2.2.2)

Clarify your conclusion on page 15.2-46 that "no significant degradation
of the cladding would be expected....", in particular, consider. the
mechanical loads and associated accumulation of pla~stic strainin the
cladding for this case.

Response:

The fuel rod analysis results presented in Section 4.2.1.3.1.1 predidt no
cladding plastic strain due to steady state and transient thermal loads,
or due to steady state fuel-cladding mechanical contact. Fuel cladding
mechanical loading during reactivity insertion type transients was not.
included for lack of pertinent data at the time of writing. Plans to

251 obtain this data have been referenced in the responses to NRC Questions
0011. 282, 00.1.283, and 001l.284. - When avaiI labl e, thi s ,data will1 be.
utilized in the appropriate fuel rodh aperformance models which will
be used in preparing the Final Sa.fety Analysis Report•.

51

I

Amend. 51

0001.316-1 Sept. 1.979



Question 001.317 (15.2.3.2)

The statement on page 15.2,60 regarding "tests as described in Section 15",
appears to be in error. Cl-arify the statement to refer to Section 1..5,
or provide a specific and detailed description of the tests to be conducted
for the CRBRP design.

Response:

This was a typographical error. The statement should read, "tests as
described in Section 1.5". (See revised Section 15.2.3.2.1, page 15.2-60).

QOOl .317-1 Amend. 9
December 1975



Question 001.318 (15.3)

Subsection 1.1.1 of the PSAR indicates that, permanent components ofthe plant have been designed for.a stretch Power level of 1121 MWt. As

indicated in Section 15.34, ,accidentshave"beenanalyzed using the nominal
design values corresponding to the design -power -level of 975 MWt. Althlough
your application is for a 975"MWt power Alevel, it, is. not clear that the.
assumed plant parameters used for acciden't 'analyses' in Section, 5.3 are Suf-
ficiently conservative. For example, higher prima*ry flow1rates may result
in higher inlet plenum pressures and increased inlet temperatures which

.should be considered in your analyses. Provide more detailed discussion
regarding your assumption and initial conditions utilized in the accident
analyses and justify the conservatism of the selected values recognizing
the potential for improved anticipated performance of the permanent components.

Response:

As noted in the question, the permanent components of the plant are desJigned
structurally for a stretch power level of 1121 MWt,, though the.Chapter 15
transients and the construction permit application are based on .a design

.power level of 975 MWt. The conservatism of :stretch condition structural
analysis is being applied so that advantage might be taken of more efficient
thermal/hydraulic performance which can be optimistically ptedicted for future.
operation. Presently, the CRBRP HTS and SGS components are sized andtspecifi~ed
so that with a pessimistic combination of pump capaCities, pressure drops,
and heat transfer characteristics, 975 MWt can be delivered from the nucl,'ear
steam supply system.

The low flow~high temperature operating point (with respect to the
reactor) that results from this pessimistic set of design values is termed
the Thermal Hydraulic Design condition (T&H). It is an extreme operating
point of 730°F primary cold leg temperature and 2656F Reactor AT. An
additional conservative 20OF for control and dead band error was added to
the primary cold leg temperature for Chapter 15 analysis.

It is expected that steam generator and IHX heat transfer and primary loop
flow will be considerably better than the T&H design values. This would
result in a lower primary cold leg temperature and a lower reactorm AT.
Additionally, the expected pump head and primary system resistance curves
intersect to produce a slightly lower reactor inlet plenum pressure than
for the design case. Since the expected core pressure drop is lower than
the design value used for the analysis, this plenum pressure will result
in a higher core flow. An estimated expected operating point is then
characterized by the following:

Power -975 MWt
Primary Cold Leg Temperature -715°F
Reactor AT -T&H

For a more detailed discussion of the meaning of T&H and stretch conditions
refer to the response to Question 001.107 (5.3.3.1)

QOOl.318-1 Amend. 23
June 1976



A compari son of the ;expected -con'ditions and those used for Chapter 15
analysis leads to the conclusion that the analyses were conservative.
This has been confirmed by a transient analysis of the loss of s ff-
si.te power. Except for the variation in inttial operating condition,
the same set of conservative assumptions discussed in Section 15
were used. 'Asshown in Figure Q001.318-1. the peak clad temperature. is 700F less .for expected plant conditions. The conclusion is that
T&H plus 20°F conditions are sufficiently conserVative for the anaysis
of plant transients.

(7

0
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Qoo0".318-2
Amend. 23
June 1976
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Question 001.319 (15..3)

It is suggested in paragraph 6 on page 15.3-3 that the thermal Tconditionsfor BOEC represent the worst perio din core life. However, mechanicalproperties for EOEC maybe more severe. Discuss what ýconsideration has beengiven regarding material deterioration for EOEC due t o irradi.ation andthermal creep.

Response:

A discussion of the requested considerations is provided4 :. 2 ..:1 . 3 . 1 . 1 .. 
. •

in revised Section
t5~

QOOl. 319-1 Amend. 25
Aug. 1976
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Question 001.320 (15.3.1.2)

In the analysis-of a spurious pump trip, no consideration has been
given to the sequential loss of flow dueto the sequential loss of
the remaining pumps. Hydraulic mechanisms such as the propagation
of shock waves could result in a sequential loss of flow.

Response:

The requested information is provided in revised Section 15.3.1.2.2 and
new figure 15.3.1.2-2.

QO1.320-1

Amend. 25

Aug. 1976
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Question 001.321 (15.3.2)

0
In the analysis of pump seizure, it is stated on page 15.3-29 that thereis a possibility of reverse loop flow resulting' in a 1arge decrease incore
flow. Discuss the possibility of the existence and effects of hydraulic
hammer on the operation of the remaining pumps.
Res pon se:

The effect propagated to the remaining loops is discussed in revised
Section 15.3.2.1.2.

QO01.321-1 Amend. 16

Apr. 1976
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Question 001.322 (15.3.2)

In the analysis of pump seizure, there is insufficient infobrmation to
evaluate your analysis.

a. Indicate if the most adverse steady state operating
conditions with respect to power level, flow, pressures
and temperatures were used.

b. Provide a discussion of the heat transfer coefficients
assumed and indicate assigned conservatism in the
assumed values.

Revised Section 15.3.2.1.2 provides the additional information requested. 125

QOOl.322-1 Amend. 25
Aug. 1976



Question 001.323 (15..3.1.1)

For the event of loss of off-site el.ectrical.power with scram by thesecondary PPS, it is reported (Figure 15.3.1.1-3 And page 15.3-7) that
the maximum hot channel temperature peaks at 1630 F. It is claimedthat because the temperature exceeds the normal operating temperature
for only 6 seconds, the cladding integrity limits are satisfied. However,we note that although the time duration is shorter than the 150 sec forthe design basis transient, the peak temperature is approximately 30 Fhigher than for the umbrella transient event in Section 4.2.1.3.1.1.

The supporting evidence for the cladding integrity under the. above con-ditions seems to be o0 page 4.2-8 (item 7), ... Transients of short durationand in excess of 1600 Fare felt to be withi.n the extra polation.capability
of the CDF analysis since recent data pn irradiated prototypic- cl8ddingindicate short-term failure at temperatures much higher than 1600 F.

Provide the evidence in relation to these exper'iments. Provide the.quantitative criteria in terms of Temperature" vs. Time for transient
events which do not affect cladding integrity.

Specifically address the response to the case of maximum design burnup
fuel, taking into account cumulative damage to the clad at the end of afull duty cycle.

Response:

The capability of the CDF analysis to.predict the effects of transients
of short duration with peak cladding temperatures in excess of 1600°Fis fully discussed in Revised Section 15.1.2.1. Revised Section 15.3.1.1.2provides the additional information requested.

25

QOOl. 323-1 Amend. 25
Oug. 1976



Question 001.324 (15.3)

The accidents addressed in Section 15.3 are resulting from singly initiated
events. However, some of these events, according to Table 1.2-2 have probAbil-
ities of occurrence that are orders of magnitude greater than 10-6 per reactor
year. This means that the potential exists for multi-initiated events that have
a total probability greater than l0-6 per reactor year. Provide justification for
not including such multi-initiated events in Chapter 15.3.

Response:

These fault events are not combined since the concurrent occurrence of two,
unrelated events in a way which produces more severe results is too remote to
be. included in the design basis. The remoteness *of •the combination of events
results because the two events which are 'unrel~afted must ioccur overa v•'eiy brietime
interval to achieve a synergistic eff6ect 'producing more severe results. The time
interval: is brief due to the rapid."response of the Reactor Shutdown System to
the occurrence of the event as described below. (It should"be noted that the
probabilities in the Table referred to were intended, to provide'an overviýew, of
the event classification, and not to specify the actual probability of occurrence.
These probabilities were deleted from the Table in response to Question 001..4:
to avoid -further confusion.)

Consider the events specified in Chapter 15 of the PSAR. To show the remote
nature of synergistic combinations, it is-useful to group the "evenhts into ý,ca:te-ý
gories: reactivity insertions; primary-flow reductions; iJntermediate ffl ow reduc-
tions; andloss of heat *removal through: the steam generators (due to steam,.generator
system or balance of plant occurrences ). The"events analyzed in6 Chapter 15
include reactivity excursions caused by single rod withdrawal and:pOstulated'
rod runaway. This latter event umbrellas the results of postulating simul4
taneous unrelated failure causing two rods to be withdrawn. Similarly, the
results of losing the flow in a single loop and in all three loops are presented
since there are single postulated events which could cause these sequences.
For both reactivity and flow excursions, the transient is terminated by protection
system action within seconds. To achieve a synergistic effect, the second un-
related event must occur within a time period of approximately 5 to 10 seconds.
Even an event which has a mean time to occurrence of one year only has a probability
of occurrence of 3 x lO-7 over a ten second interval. Since the anticipated
transients specified are not expected to occur even once per year, this probability
of occurrence is a conservative estimate. Further, this probability must be
combined with the probability of the first occurrence which further increases the
remoteness of the event.

Note that the worst synergistic combination of events involving reactivity
insertion and loss of primary flow has been analyzed in Chapter 15 to bound
the postulated result of the OBE. For this case, the OBE is postulated to cause
loss of power to all three primary pumps followed by a step reactivity insertion
at the time of scram initiation due to loss of flow. One of the two shutdown

.....Q01.324- Amend. 22
June 1976



systems (with the additional postulated failure of the most reactive controi l rod)
terminates this event acceptably. This event was analyzed to bound the OBE effects.
However, the results show that, even though postulatd€ombined events-are to -
remote to be included in the Design Basis, the results are within ithe margins
of the design.

Combined events involving losses of.intermediate flow or heat removal are remoteý
for the same reasons stated a66ve. From the' core standpoint, the effect of any
anticipated fault in the intermediate or steam generator system is an increase
in inlet temperature.

In all cases involving intermediate or steam generator initiating events, the
reactor inlet temperature does not begin to increase until after the scram has
occurred. Therefore, combinations of these events with each other or with primary
flow or reactivi ty events could not result in synerg istic effects on the core
temperatures. Similarly, a. scraim .would Occur resulting" f rom the flow or rea'ctiv-
ity fault prior to any effects of an intermediate or hleat removal faults affecting
the core. Therefore, though these combined events a,/.are too improbable to be in-
cluded in the Design Basis, the consequences of such postulated events are
bounded by the present design basis events.

Finally, the assessments of the Shutdown Heat Removal System do include the
probabilities of failures of the various components in determining the proba.bi•lity
of successfully removing decay heat.'

Summarizing, combinati.ons Of two unrelated anticipated transients is.too remote
for inclusion in the design basis since the time period for itni1tiat'ion of the
second event to achieve .deleterious synhergistic effects` i sso, short. However',
other events already anallyzed as part of the Design Bas~is do- show that results,
of postulated combinations would be accommodated by CRBRP.

C

QOOl .324-2 Amend. 22
June 1976
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Question 001.325 (15.4.1.•3)

Indicate where the thick (0.4 to 0.8. i n.) porous heat-generating:blockage
considered in subsection 15.4.1.3 (page 15,.-4-36) is expected, to resurlIt in
cladding failure, relative to the blockage and attendanht wake-region.

Response:

The infomation requested is provided in revised Section 15.4.1.3.4. I25

QO001 325-1

Amend. 25
Aug. 1976



Question 001.326 (15.4.2.2)

Regarding the Consequences of Overpower Pin. for Steady. State and Design
Transients (Page 5-.4-47 it appears.that 3hly temperature limits were

considered and mechanical loads, for example, are not addressed for either
steady state or transient conditions. Discuss the transient response
of a control rod pin. Include a description of the initial steady-
state condition of the pin (e.g., pellet-cladding interaction, if any,
as a function of axial position); transient gas release from the B C matrix
and the attendant loading effects on the cladding; pellet swelling and
thermal expansion, and the attendant loading effects on the cladding; pin
failure mode and position; and, B4C particle sweepout or settling, if any.

-Response

Additional analyses have
are reflected in revised
to that section.

been made i.n response to this question. The results
PSAR.Section 15.4.2.2, including new.Reference 64

Amend. 13
Feb. 1976

Q001.326-1



Question 001.327 (15.4.1, 15.4.2)

Provide the results of appropriate analyses or experimental verification,
if any, to support your statements (pages 15.4-9, 15.4-20 & 15.4-43)
that fuel pin failures tend to be self-limiting.

Response:

This question relates to the consequences of gas release from a failed
fuel pin. Section 15.4.1.1.3 has been expanded to provide the requested
information. 125

QO01 .327-1 Amend. 25Aug,. 1976



Question 001 .328 (15.4.1 .1)

Regarding Effects of Fuel Particle Release, identify -the data and pro-
vide the data results which support your statement that "Experience has'
shown this to be exceedingly low in probability."

Response:

Support for the statement questioned is provided in revised Section 15.4+i.i.5

QOO1 .328-1 Amend 9
Dec 1975
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Question 001.329.(15.1..1.1).

It is stated that failed fuel detection systems are being developed.However, the developmental. program, its s cheduleand.faliback positions
are not provi ded i n 'Ch~ap~teri~' 1.5 of the PSAR. .Assuming that.failures

of.a pin-hole variety (wi~th nofuel particle release) .occur:"and' th'at
the proposed on-line fuel failure-monitoring system developmentpro- "
gram does not result in. the.desired quantitative detection system,
discuss the impact of this assumption on your proposed operation
with failed fuel.

Response:

There are-three functions performed by the failed fuel monitoring
system: 1) detection of gross cover gas activity change; 2)
detection of fuel/sodium contact, and 3) detection of. Which -assembl.
failed in.the presence ofexisting fai lures. The development.- ,program,-;..ý,
.referred to involves only the third functiOn. : As d•scribed. Min"evisd
Section 15.4.1.1.1, an assumption that.the devlopment pro'gra'mdoes not ah
the .objectivYes would involve a potential operational. pena-lty but woulId. not.
affect the ability to detect failures.

Q001 .329-1
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Questionl 001.330 (15.4.1.1)

Provide the appropriate prototypical data and .idenitify the experience
cited .on page 15.4-13 to support your statement-that "rupture-size, in
stochastic cladding failure is likely to be a pinhole."

Response:

The requested information is provided in revised Section 15.4.1.1.5. I 25

QOO1 .330-1
Amend. 25
Aug. 1976
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Question 001.331 (15.4.1.1.6)

Considering •theimpact of a 1.7% D/D, pellet expansion o.n irradiavte.
cladding which has lost a :considerable fr'action of its ductii • nd-assuming initial pellet-cladding contact., discuss the.potenti~al ..for
cladding failure.

Response:

It is assumed the question refers to the following statement in Section
15.4.1.1.6, page 15.4-14: "The theoretically predicted uniform linearexpansion of CRBR fuel and axial blanket pellets would only be I./% and..
0.7% AD/D, respectrively, for extreme reaction conditions after a, fai!lurelate in life. ( See Section 4.2.1.J. )."
The subsection in which this statement occurs .:deals wit.h.K 0th 1•lm

effects of operation with failed: fuel. The prediction: made,.refers to,
the pellet expansion afe th ulpnhs ald eca: dhis cuss ionof "the potential for claddi:ng failure" in irradiated cladding due to
this expansion does not appear relevent.

QOO1 .331 -1 Amend. 9
Dec. •1975



Question 001.332 (15.4.1..2.2)..

On page 15.4.18 the statement is made that ".test'dalta show that undershort term, steady state condition, pin fa1lure is -expected only when
the molten mass exceeds 25% to 30%." Address the situation assuming,
long-term conditions and indicate whether there are ongoing tests for
this condition.

Response:

Page 15.4-18 has been changed to clarify the position.

The statement was not intended to imply that a fuel melting criterion is.
appropriate to determine pin failure under all conditions." For example,
severe undercool ing transi-ents, could result in clad overheating and failure
without any molten fuel. However, the point being made is that fuel pins can
operate even with substantial central meliIting without failure.m ýThe additional
information requested can be found in reVised Section 15.4.1.2.2.1.

~25
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Question 001.333 (15.4.1.2.2).

Provi de a description of the P- .and P-20 experiments cited in the PSAR,
including complete documentation of the experiments and attendant results.
Response:

The. HEDL P-19 experiment was condwcted to determine the effect.of the
fuel/c l addi ng gap. size on the linear heat-rating-to-incipient .melting
for beginning of life conditions. Information was also developed..on
the fuel characteristics (restructuring, gap conductance) for beginning-
of-life conditions. The HEDL P-20 experiment was conducted to evaluate
the influence of burnup..on the linear heat rating to incipient melting.

The utilization of the data of.these experiments in the CRBRP .fuel.:
assemblies thermal analysis is discussed in PSARChapter 4.4-, 4and jn
response to questions 241.8, .3-1i, 24 1. 324, 1l33 24 1 3 4: 241.35 •nd
241.40.

Documentation of the experiments and attendant results can be found in-:.

a) Reference 5 of PSAR Section 4.4,. transmitted in response to question..
241.37 (P-19)

Reference 12 of PSAR Section 4.4 (P-19)

Reference 13. of PSAR Section. 4.4, transmitted in response to question.
241.37. (P-20).

and the following additional references:

QO01 .333-1

Q001 .333-2

R.D. Leggett, el al., "Influence of. Burnup on Heat-.•Rat1ing -
to-Mel ting for- UO0-PuO2 Fuel", Trans. Am. Nu.cl.SoC..
19, pp. 136-137 (1974) (P-20).

D.A. Cantley, et.al., "HEDL Steady State Irradiation
Testing Program, Status Report through February, 1975",
HEDL-TME-75-48, December, 1975, Section V-A. (P-19 and
P-20).

Q001 .333-3 R. B. Baker, et. al., "Interim Report: Effect
on Heat-Rating-to-Incipient Fuel Melting-HEDL
HEDL-TME-75-63.

of Burnup
P-20",

Q001..333-1 Amend.19
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Question 001.334 (15.4.1.2)

Regarding the.Themal Loading of Duct, provide a discussion which considers
the possibility, particularly for irradiated and, embrittledducts,,- that
thermal stresses generated by the application of thermal loads wil.l fail
the duct before melt-through.

Response:

The requested information is provided in revised section 15.4.1.2.3. .25

Q001 .334-1

Amend. 25
Aug. 1976
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Question 001 .335 (15.4.1.2)

The conclusion that large cracks are very unlikely (page 15.4-25)) appearsto be based, In part, on greater duct strength at. the inlet. Considering,ductility instead of strength, especially for a highly irradiated duct,the concl usion that the crack will be limited to a few inches may. not be-appropriate. Provide the test results to justify the conclusion for-irradiated ducts.

Response:

Test data to firmly establish the ductility of highly irradiated ducts .andthe variation in ductility with position (due to fluence and temperaturevariations) are not available. However, these data are not required toarrive at the conclusion that crac~king of a duct (even over the full acti vecore length) would have acceptable consequences. The consequences of apostulated Iarge crack were =proVided in the section.:.-

PSAR Section 15.4.1.2 has been modified to clarify the position. 1 20

Q001.335-1
Amend. 20
May 1976



Question 001.336 (15.4.1.3)

Provide the justification to support your state"ent on page 15.4-28that "such particles of debris 'could only be randomly distributed withinthe heated zone."

Response:

The justification is provided in revisedSection: 1-5.4.-1..3.
I 25

QOO1 .336-1 Amend. 25
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Question 001.337 (15.4.1.3)

Provide justification to support your statement on.page'.15.4--31 that "ifdebris deposition occurs it will not occur preferentially..", "

Response:

The above statement refers to corrosion product deposition in the pin bundl-eand its potential for blockage formation. As discussed in the response:to•"..Question 001.336, deposition within the pin bundle would be random. Inh ,addition, a discussion of experimental evidence indicating turbulent mixingin the inlet plenum is provided in revised Section 15.4.1.3.1.

C
Amend 1.2
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Or-:,
Question 001.338 (15.4.1.3)

On pages 15.4-31 and 15.4-32 it is stated that the core thermocoupleswill be used .to detect blockages postulated to result from debris,-(corros i on- products and lubri cati ng oil ) deposit-i on. ý Operator :ac;ti.-on,-,will be required subsequent to any warning signal~sof slow- actiIng c .ore,blockage. The thermocouples are not safety-related instrumentation-as defined in subsections 3.2.1 and chapteri:7.0.,Since this. Wi~ll -not..be designed as those required for safety, credit should not.be'taken for:any operator action. Assuming failure'of the thermocouple syste•m, ;:.,describe the effects of the above flow blockages on the. subassembl:ies.;ý.-.-Include consideration of long-term buildup and the roleof PPS "-related-"instrumentation to detect and indicate-corrective action.

Reponse:.

Althoughcore exit thermocouples might. provide an Idi ',ca ti"ioln'ý o f -verylar-ge blockagesý, they a&re not relied upon :for'' the.dete'iic't i onof anyibloc'kages.Pages 15.4-31 and 15.4-32 ,have been clarified to r reflec6t thi s position.'The effect of long term buildup of corrosion productsi,' isdicussed' onpage 15.4-31. It is noted that corrosion product "dep ositi no'is oxpe',6t'tedin the fuel assembly pin bundle. Even if conservative corrosion p, roducdepositio' levels are postulated over the entire fuel p if`:' li fetiiej'thconsequences are insignificant.

As mentioned in Section 5.3.2.3.1 of the PSAR, oil leakage.intp .the •ool'antin, 'the pump tank is improbabl e, particularly ,since the: lea:,kage.ýrese]rvo•i••r ..tank which collects any. oil ,leaking past the sea~ls issized ,to lo:,5•50%of the:total supply oil inventory.

Results -of experiments..performed at ARD show that,'even. if,.such .ia.:ileak1 ageoccurs, ..the-reaction products will be small, ria pticles.ihic.a•..
unl,:ike.ly to 'become trapped wi-thi n the -f uel :bundl~e-... In Mthee eeiments,fifteen microliters (15 ul) of DTE-24 turbi~ne. oil was inje€ctedýo.nto- . "iiumdmetal at 8500 and .1050 0F, the sodium having a -surface area '.of :.05 cm and'a' mass ,of approximately 12. grams. Ten minutes was ,allowied• for p'oss•ib•lbO1ie-reaction and the argon cover gas, which Was at one atmosphere, was sampledfor gaseous reaction products. The gaseous products-formed 'were "aillowed toequilibrate with the gas sampling system for five minutes and werbe ,subse-quently identified utilizing established mass spectrometric procedures.

Amend. 15QOOl .338-1 Apr. 1976



The sodium was allowed to cool to ambient, and the stainless steel: reaction
vessel disassembled. Black particles were observed on the solidified
sodium surface in each case. The bulk sodium metal was removed by low
temperature (600'F) distillation and the particles collected. The
particle residues collected from both the 850 0F.and 1050°F experiments
were similar with the exception of quantity and size. The size and
quantity of particulates were greater for the 1050°F reaction temperature.
Measurement of particle size was extremely difficult because the fri-
ability of the reaction products was such that they disintegrated. upon.
the slightest movement. The largest particles formed were of the order
of 40 to 160 mils. However, because of their friability, when, expose'd.:-;-
to the turbulence of flowing sodium (such as in the primary cool•ýa;•,such
particqles would be reduced -to sizes srial-l compared, to anyy,! f-lOW pa.th .
(onh'the orderof, I mil or less). .They would;,d be easil.,ym. sWept a1ong by the,
sodium and not become trapped within the fuel pin bundle. -Iýf ýa lubr ic ant
leak is postulated, mixing' i n the inl et plenum woul d. pecl ude a p•r6ef ntial
transport of the reaction product to a given inlet mo(dule or.,assembly..ý
Blockage formation within a given assembly would require an unrealistlc•
quantity of lubricant leakage collection of :the smal4l particles in a
blockage configuration.

If a large lubricant leakage is -postulated through the pump bearing
seal, the oil level indicator would indicate thesmalfunction liong before
the capacity of the leakage reservoir could be ýexceeded. However:,
even if the operator takes no action, no potential for a .damagjing. .
blockage exists. Even if sequential . operator errors.and/or malfunctions
are assumed and oil, is assumed to overfl~ow the leakage -reservoiTr.and
.leak into the sodium (at the estimated leakage rate 'at which ;oil passes
through the pump bearing seal into the 'leakage. reservoir,) over. a fullT
month (maximum time between sodium chemical analysis for carbon), a

.maximum of -9 pounds of reaction products would be introduced inrto, the
.primary sodium. This concentration C-IOppm) would not have any :potential
for blockage formation because of the small particulate size. Even if
some deposition is postulated, therewould only be small localized reduc-
tions in heat transfer which would not increase clad temperatures sign-i-

ficantly.: The'volatile reaction products are very small in volume and"
would likely be collected in the pump cover-gas and removed. However,
even if they are postulated to enter the primary loop.sodium flow, they
would have no impact on primary system component performance. The reacti-
vity and heat transfer effects of such gases as they pass through the
reactor core would be negligible. In conclusion, there would be no damage
or adverse effects on fuel pin performance, hence no plant protection

-system response is required.

ec

Q001 .338-2 Amend. 15Q001.38-2-Apr. 1976



Question 001.339 (15.4.1.2)

The description of the MARGE/SLUMP CODE in Appendix A is not sufficiently - "
complete. Provide detailed documentation of the modesl used in the code.
and.provide the results of the experimental evidence which support your
statement that slumping and formation of fuel bridges will occur.

Response: -

The requested detailed documentation .of the models used in the MARGE/SLUMP jI
CODE is provided in revised Section A.55. 125

9
Amend. 25
Aug. 1976QOOl .339-1



Question 001.340 (15.4.1.2)

The statement on page 15.4-17 that the "fuel-cladding gap will increase
and close" appears to be inconsistent and in error. Correct the state-
ment accordingly.

Response:

The statement in question was in error and has been revised.

Q001.340-1 Amend. 9
December 1975



Question 001.341 (15.4.3.1)

Regarding the mechanical effects of fission gas release on rods and ductwalls, it is stated on page 15.4-57 that "'the potential for irradiatedcladding to burst under this stress needs further investigation."Provide a description, including status and schedule, of your R & Dprogram to resolve this issue. Include in your description an estimateof the associated cladding strain.

Response:

The estimate of stresses described in the referenced section is grosslyconservative. It does not allow for load redistribution through adjacent-.load points as would occur for a breach of.the assumed length nor thecontinuous, nature of the rod beyond the assumed; contact points. Inaddition, rod bending, bundle;,compressibility,, rod rigidity due to theinternal.gas pressure and the dynamic nature, of the load are also Inotaccounted for. Furthermore, the consequences of such an additional failureare minimal in as much as the failure would not result in a similar loadto additional rods. These consequences. are refl:ectedin revised Section>15.4.3.1. Because the consequences of failure of an adjacent rod would.be acceptable, no R&D programs have been identified. in this specific area.

Amend. 22Q001 Ql.341 -1 June 1976,



Question 001.342 (15.4.3.2)

Provide justification, analytical and experimental-, if. any, to. sub-stantiate your postulated failure mode in subsectionI15.4.312.3 and.indicate if consideration has been given to potential failures.resultingin secondary loadings.

Response:

PSAR Section 15.4.3.2.3
postulating the failure
loadings.

has been expanded to discuss the basis formode and reference discussions of secondary

.1!

QOO.342-1
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Question 001.343 (15.4)

Consider a completely blocked, fueled subassembly at full power. Analyzethe possibility of subsequent subassembly to sybassembly propagatilon; up toand tncluding whple-core involvement, Specify the natureand :extentof initial fuel or 'cladding plugging above:and below the core, fueldispersal and flow regimes and liquid-liquid heat transfer. Include thepossibility of failure propagation via the inlet plenum as well as Viathe S/A duct walls. Perform a similar analysis but with scram occurring.Consider maximum-values of decay heat and minimum values qf shutdownpony-motor flow in adjacent suoassemblies. The analysis should includethe transient effects of initial pump costdown and changes in decay heat.
Response:

Fuel assembly blockage as a potentrial initiator of an HCOA is'addressed inSectipn 3.3.1.4 of CRSBRP.-3 V Jqlyme 1 (Reference 10a of PSAR Section 1.6).It was concluded that 14ioq 410;kages sujfficient to cause coolantPoiling are highly imnpro6ablea, En if an a propagatiqnscenario is hypothesized, the con~equen•e w@u~d be enveloped by other
failure sequences that involve the whole reactor apd have.been analyzedin detail.

q-, _1 Q001 .343ý1
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WD: Ques-tion 001 .344 (15.A)

Define the term "Depl-etion Factors" used in Table. 15.A.3-3 (yelOW). andTable 15.A.3-4 (white).. In addition, verify the interpretation of. heexponential notation used in Table 1.5.A.3-3 (yellow)which uses twodigitsto the left of the decimal, instead of the usual one digit.

Response:

Adefinition of the term "Depletion Factors"' iSections 15.A.3.2.1 and 15.A.3.3.2.(yellow).
notation used in Table 15.A.3-3 (yellow),',the.

13.19-05 1.319X1O" 5

contains a typographical error and sho6d1 read

S provided in revised
With respect. to the. ýexponential
asterisk note indicating that

An update PSAR page 15.A-16 (yellow) has been provided to. correct. thijs error. 25

QOOl. 344-1
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Question 001.345 (App. C,15.0)

Tables 15.1.3-2 and 15.7-1 of Chapter 15 provide the list of all accidents.7 considered in the course of the accident analysis, which result in doses
at the site boundary which are within 1OCFR100 guidelines.: Tab le 15:.7-1
in particular provides a list of "other events". Provide, asimilar
table(s) for Appendix C which, contains a list of all events having the
potential of exceeding the:.iOCFRlOO guidelines, including all "other
faults",. In this table(s) identify:

a. The events which are., or will be analyzed within the reliability
program (App. C)..

b. The events which are discussed or analyzed elsewhere in the PSAR,
with a specific cross-reference (subsection and page).,

c. The individual events which should be summed up for obtaining the..
overall probability of exceeding 1OCFR100 guidelines.

d. The initial allocation of reliability goals assigned.to each one
of the relevant.events..

Response: "

The Reliability Program Plan (Ref. QOOI.345-l, Section .1)- provideS. the
basis .for the scope of the Reliability Program. Based on the rationale
provided in that document, only, correrelatedeventsrwill receive detailed
rel iabil ity eval:uation.n: These event n's •i•c'lude failvure•of the, Reactor
Shutdown System and failure of the: Shutdownh` .Heat Removal System when
which could impact operation of, .either the 'shutdown:.,or" 'shutdown heat

removal systems :are incluIded.,within.the6 appropria.te system's reliability
evaluation. This includes structural failure of 'items such as the vessel,
core support, piping etc. Other events which have the potential to
release radioactive source material,,. :.but wh'ich are.not related to
fail ure of :the safe~ty. :systems , are' described -in, Sections"1.2.2.and1.2.2.2 of the Program Plan, with appropriate reference to thet PSAR
sections where they are evaluated. Examples of conditions evaluated in
this category include refueling machine operation, storage of radio-
active material, and natural phenomena such as earthquakes.

The specific events and their associated frequency of occurrence, which
are used to determine the yearly unreliability of the Reactor Shutdown
System and the Shutdown Heat Removal Systems, are defined in their
respective current assessments (References Q001.345-2 and Q001.345-3).
The extent to which allocations have been made is described in Section
1.2.3 of the Program Plan.

QOQ1.345-1 Amend. 20
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Thus the specific responses to the four parts of this question are:

126 a. 1. Failure of both shutdown systems when required to act.

2. Failure of decay heat removal system, due to any. mechanistic
cause6, following reactor shutdown.. .

3. Assembly-to-assembly failure pro pagaton potential.

4. Transients. beyond the capability'.of the Plant Protect~ion System.

b. No core-related event, other t-han the above, has a potential. :for
producing••gsite boundary .•sqes. i1-nex, cess of 1.0CFRiOO0.

c. Same as re. spse to a, above.

d. 1. 10-7

2. 8 x 1,07

3 and 4 combined: .0-7

References:

QOO .345-1.

QOOl .3415-,2.

QOO1 .345-3.

Clin•h Rii.ver Breeder R eactor l.ant Reiiabi.tity. Program%
S;bi~ l it"o the, :Nkde glJny,.eCRB•R:R Prd•jiec~t O••z.-e, Ren,guaty:, y I Com9g;nby h.

RPf Pr, eT J anarl9C
•Rel•iability Assessment of CRBRP Re-ac-t6r Shultdown, Sysitem,WARD-D-0H8,1 Rek 1, sumite

Offce NYymbr,195.NRC by- CRBRRP Poject'

Update of the Preliminary Reli:abfility. Rr.edicti~on for CRBRP
Shiitdown Hea.t Remnova Sys tem,. NEDM, 14082., S ubmi•tt ed, t6o NRCby CRýkP Poect. 0.fice, January, 1976.
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Question 001.346 (C.2.1.4)

As an integral.part of the plant design philosophy the PSAR assumes:•(1) 0all failures are independent; .(2) common..mode failures (CMF). are.highlyunlikelydue toredundancy, diversity, and equipment 'physica-l separation in "the design; (3) the project will remove or accommodate CMF via design;and (4) a systematicapproach.minimizes the .. ikeli~hoodof-overlook~ing potential'CMF.

a. Is it correct. to state (page C.2..l-21)that the system goals for b ththe primary and secondary shutdown system have been. achieved in:theabsence of an attempt at quantitativemodeling of CMF'for the model inSection C.2.1.4?

b. Provide the best analyses completed to date on common mode aspects of thereliability of the specified plant protection systems.
Res.ponse..

(a)- The. ainalyses presented i n Appendi~xCoftePA pro vid.e ~rasorable assurancethaat,. important rei abl ity i'ssuesr.elatg to CRBRP: safety'sy!sit•mis w iII beaccommodated and thca t the Refe e si.• n haS capability i• it .stringent reliabi i ty, goals;.. Speci•ically Sections r2.1.4 and C; 2I.• o•the PSAR.present an initial as~sessment* t,•o•show"tthat random independentfai Iures do .not signi fi cantly, ti .pact e `6,tR,.',Shit~d6W •System • liility.and to provide reasonable assurance that this system as designed is cap•able_of meeting its allocated goal even when other significant fault evenits such;,as human, errors, common mode/common cause failures and test and main'ienanceactivifties areq considered. Even though -no attempt. at quantf ication of aanyýfactors other than random independent faiures ,was .presented in th• •SAR,R"it is ;reasQnable to. assume that the rexctor shutdown system will be able:to. -accommodate these other factors within the all9cated-goal.
System unrel i abi 1 i ties (including common mode failures) of 10-4 •to l0ý5, foreach of the separate systems (primaryand secondary) seem, by the bestpresent practice, to be achievable (seefor example Anticipated Transients:without Scram for Water Coo1ed"Power tReactorsrWAH-270, September, 1973).Many parts of the CRBRP reactor hutdow system havethe same basic design.as those used in operating reactors so that the CRBRP shutdown :,system ._shouldbe at least this good. The probability of common mode failures can"bereduced significantly through design or operational changes resulting fromcareful application of failure-mode and effects analysis and fault,,tree/event analysis, rigorous testing programs for components and systems, .andconsideration of human factors in relation to design,.testing,qper'ation,and maintenance. This approach is presently undertaken in this program withah exhaustive component level failure modeand effects analysis,.a testprogram which is in place, and the inclusion of human factors considerations.

97

Even. if it is not conclusive thatsame degree as random independent
they can be sufficiently evaluted

all of these factors can be quantified to ttfailures, current studies indicate that
so as to judge their potential

- .Amend. 20
May 1976
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effect on the goal. Thus it is considered prudent to set such a.
stringent goal and strive to meet it in such a way that safeitysystem
reliability is maximized.

(b) The most recent common mode failure analyses completed can be foundý`In
Section 3 and Appendix 9.7 of WARD-D-0118, Rev.l date November, 19175.
It should be recognized that this is an initial effort of an on-.going,;
iterative activity . A brief description of how. common. mode/common- cause
failures -are considered wi:thin the CRBRP reliability program appears
in Section 4.2.3 of the Reliability Program Plan and is repea:tedj below
to emphasize the importance which the Project places upon resolution
of. common mode concerns.

The overall approach for resolving common mode failures is simi-lar to
approaches for other types of failures; identificatio'n; and resoblution.
The failure probabilities associated with the combination of. the ý-i ni'tatilng
event and its effect on the system must be statistically credible to-
warrant resollution. The--approach o h CRRpoga~ st prA6vi~de'a
systematic methodology, for (a:) identificT ifon o-f'ptnf'omWmd
failure mechanisms, i~nc~luding evaluation of thes mechnssodtmn
system effects and criti~cality, and (b) resoluti.on 2o these failes,and implementation of compensatory"features to Iega te•s ilgniifJican tl•y•.

critical effects or reduce them to na a cc6eptabl6ae level.

lIde nitfifc cation

A. search for common, mode failures and causes wi-ll consider functi onala1
dependency, design and manufacturing, deficiencies, operat.ional and maintenance
procedures, environmental causes, effects of plant accidentS, natuhralphenomena,
and others ýwhich may evol ve from hontinuous review of LWR ."operatingq ýxperieinces.
This identification task wi 11, address the component and system, level of- the,ý,
RSS and .SHRS, and wi ll uti lize Kthe~ analys~is methods descriibed' bel.ow;.

Two different approaches will be made at each: level, (a) aneventa assumption
approach, and (b) a fault assumption approach:. These wil'l :be sdpplemented
by an ongoing literature survey for other identification techniques,, &a -review
of operating experience, and a test program which will help to verifythe
absence of common mode failure mechanisms.

In the event assumption approach, an exhaustive list of potential common mode
failure causes and events will be developed and used to challenge the
susceptibility of components and systems'to failures. To aid in this procedure,
a Common Causative Factor Checklist will'be developed and-sequenceszof'
causative factors (chained causative factors.) will4 be considered.- This
methodology is described in the Reliability Manual Chapter 7, Common Mode
Failure Analysis (CMFA). As the hypothetical accident scenarios become
complex event tree analysis may be utilized to aid in identifying combinations
of events and provide an organized format for systematically dealingq-Wiith'.-
these combinations individually. Event trees are further delineated in
Chapter 7 of the Reliability Manual.

In the fault assumption approach, reference components and system will be
evaluated to determine modes of failure which may occur, which.events may
cause failure, whether these can be common mode events, and what the failure
effects are. These tasks will be carried out as part of the FMEA process-

QOOl 346-2 Amend. 20
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where probability and criticality rankings will be made. A special FMEAform will be utilized for common-mode-failure and criticality analysis, asshown in the Reliability MfIanual Chapter 7.

Other analysis tasks which may be used.for particular systems-andcomponen-tsare Fault Tree Analysis or Safety Assurance Diagrams (SAD), (modified eventtrees).

Resolution

Resolution of identified potential common mode failures will be made indifferent ways. These include:

Analysis

Limit Testing
.Design Changes

Administrative Controls

Analysis
Potential common mode failures and causes which have been identified will
be evaluated to determine their criticality and l ikelPihood of occurrence.If it is determined that the system is safe to acceptable limits withoutchanges, no further actions will be recommended. If the analysis .is incon-clusive, one of the other approaches to -resol.ution will be utilized. Incertain limited cases where common mode initiators cannot b~e-eliminated,probability analysis may be performed to confirm the low acceptable probabililty
of common, faillures.

Limited. Testing

Where practical and when needed, limit' testing will be done to.confirm s~afelimits or:operating envelopes. Such tests might require. environment simulation,statistical sampling, and interface mockup. If tests and analyses cannotconfirm system safety, design changes ýor procedural changes will be recommended.
Design Changes

Design changes to remove the potential for common mode failure mechanism maytake many forms. These include:

a. Diversity in concept and detailed desi;gn.
b. Diversity in component fabrication sources and techniques.
c. Redundancy of functions, components, and parts.
d. Increased safety margin for added protection.

Administrative Controls

Where it is impractical to make design changes, procedures and administrativecontrols will be used to assure system safety. Redundancy and diversity maybe applied to administrative controls to protect against a procedural errorwhich might lead to common mode failure. Administrative controls are definedincluding consideration of human factors to reduce the impact of human error asa common causative factor.

Amenda 2(Q00.34-3May 19ý76



Question 001.347 (App. C)

Discuss the reliability-safety analysis of the CRBRP as related to .design
• basis events due to natural phenomena (earthquakes, floods, tornadoes, etc.)

within the context of the current reliability criterion.

Response:

The design basis events relevant to the reactor shutdown system are listed
.in the design.duty cycle. Using the design duty cycle as a basis, a relia-.
bility duty cycle was fnrmulated bv considering only safety implications of
transients rather than any equipment lifetime implications. Also, some of the
event descriptions were modified to reflect.this safety concern. Those events
used in reliability analysis are listed in the reliability duty cycle. These.
duty cycles are presented in appendix 9.2 of. WARD-D-0118, Reliability Assess-
ment of CRBRP Reactor Shutdown System, Rev.l, dated November 10, 1975.

The reliability analysis of core-related radioactivity.sources using.. these.
duty cycle events, which. consider natural phenomena,, Is pesen6tedf
reactor shutdown system in WARD-D-(118, Re. 1d. TI h inf
and accident conditions on component failure rate data is'described in, the
response. to PSAR QueStion #01.349. Theanalysis ofno -re-el"Tated radio-activiity sources is, presented i6 sections 15.5, 15.6, and 1d.7 of .the PSAR.
Other events which are considered statistically remote atre diis'cussed, in
the CRBRP Reliability Program Plan, transmi,tted to NRC. on January 13, 1976.

A .discussion of the design basis events due to natural ,phenomena a nd .theq
reliability/safety analysis within the context of the current reliabiblitv
cri.terion is presented in the CRBRP Reliabillity Program Pian. The
earthquakes, floods, tornaodoes, etc., forming a part of the design .bases
for the plant, are selected in accordance with past licensing. practice,
and not in a probabilistic manner. The re iability evaluationswilwl not
include assessments o.f the probability of failures due to natutra.l-:phe-
nomena (earthquake, floods, tornadoes, etc.) beyond those considered
within the design basis.

QO01.347-1 Amend. 23June 1976



Question 001.348 (App. C.)

Compare reliability calculations based on natural environmental phenomenato reliability calculations and solutions based, purely on all other non-environmental events.

Response:

The reliability treatment-of natural phenomena is. described in the responseto Question 001..347. When assessing avsystems reliability, the impact ofall potential environmental conditions must be considered. The safety systemsare always operating inman "environment"' which is changing with time.,, Al'l)events within the design bases of the CRBRP Reactor Shutdown System (..RSS),and Shutdown Heat Removal System (SHRS)I are considered (with proper frequencyof occurrence weighting) when determining reliability. This includesconsideration of the impact. of natural phenomena on the system as well asnormal and abnormal operating conditions created within.. the Plant.' Theevents considered in the reliability evaluation-of the RSS and .SHRS .aredescribed in their respective current. asses0smen0t 3( References QQl•34l ahQOO1.348-2). Calculations have not' been 'performed e.ithe strictly incuini ot rstrictly excluding na tural phenomena.

References:

QOO1.348-1.

W19

Reliability Assessment of CRBRP Reactor Shutdown System,WARD-D-O118., Rev.. 1, submitted to NRC by CRBRP.ProjectOffice, November 1975.

Update .of the Preliminary Reliability Prediction, January 1976,for CRBRP Shutdown Heat Removal System, NE,M-14082. Submittedto NRC by CRBRP Project -Office, January I976.-

QO01.348-2.

92;)
QOOl .348-1 ..Amend.. 23

June"1976



Question O01.349I(App.tC.)

.4' Several components will be required to function under both normal, operation
and-under transient or accident conditions.. Itis not clearwhether.the'
reliability analyses will consider component failure data. based Ion .sthes edifferent environments. Discuss how the reliabili.ty analysesfor eac•hcomponent will take into account the failure data .for the: postula te cd`on-
ditions associated with those transients and accidents for which".thecom-
ponents are required to function.

Response:

Revised Sections C.l.3.4, C.2.1.3 and C.2.2.1 provide the requested,
information.

Q001.349-1 Amend. 19
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Question 001.350 (App. C..)

4V
The following questions are based on Figure C.1-1:
a. When will a complete fault-tree of loss of in-place coolable geometrywhich considers all relevant initiators be available?
b. Can the transfer-in symbol 20 as it appears on Sheets 2 and 9of FigureC.1-1 be explained?

c. Provide additional justification as to why random and common mode fail-ures are completely separated in the tree on Sheet 9.ofFigure C.l-l.
Response:

a&c. It is not intended to provide a complete fault-tree analysis of lossý-of-in-place coolable geometry. Selected fault tree/event tree analyseswill be conducted to aid in the systematic identification of commoncause events. An example is the detailed evaluation of initiatingevents associated with fuel element failure propagation.
b. Sheets 2 & 9 of Figure C.l-l have ,been corrected and the symbol 20has been deleted or replacedby the appropriate symbol.

A

0DI
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Question 001.351 (App. C. App. B.)

The objective of having less than 10-7 SDS probability failure per year that
could lead to loss of in-place-coolable geometry was addressed by::

I A goal to provide a design such that the unavailabi lity: of. the two SDS
would be less than 5 X 10-8.

2 Expected number of times that the protection system is chal.lenged, per
year is approximately two.

a. Is it possible to construct.the probability distribution of the
number of times the protection system is challenged during reactor
lifetime?

b. What are the frequencies of the individual emergency events

considered in Appendix B.

Response:

a. An initial reliability duty, cycle" has bee:n.constructed wh11ch provides
the frequency distri bution of .num ber, and type of transients to'. whiich
the Reactor Shutdown System is exposed. A probability distribution of
the number and type of challengeS to the 'protection system .-.wa's .derived
for a single worst"year (thought to be real•ilstic•for eeal6 iy years o0f
operation, later years would have fewr"crhll•n`ges). Te, esig•n duty
cycle was used as a basis for the formulat-ion of the reliabjiity duty
cycle. The probability distribution wasderived asui ngthat dqchall;enlges
to the protection system arrive in a randoim.fa:shion .foýll:owiý,nq a Po-i'ss6n'
arrival process. Details of the reliabi liity duty cycle.can be fo1Ind
in Section 9.2 of HARD-D-OIl8, Reliabi~lity-:Assessment(o)f ýCRRP Reactor
Shutdown System, Rev. 1, dated-Nov. 10, 11975..

b. The frequencies of the individual emergency.events.-iin, the duty .
cycle have not been specified for either structura analysis or
reliability analysis. The events spec'ified' in the .emer4genC• y
category are considered to be such that while one occurrence of
a single event may take place during the plantli fet•ime, when
taken individually, the events are not likely to occur at all.
For the structural analysis, the analyst must consider 5 occur-
rences of the most severe event for each component, plus two con-
secutive occurrences of the most severe event (or most severe
unlike events if the consecutive occurrence of those events is
more severe than two consecutive occurrences of the most.severe
event).

Amend. 22Q )Q001.351-1 June 1976



Question 001.352 (C.l, C.2.1)

K )
The analysis in Section, C.2.1 is. based on success-state- mod•Ie.ijngan&,block
diagrams, i.e., the operational states •o fs the ýsystem are f'und in ••terms
of. all possible combinations of..operational states of its components and
the reliability of the system1 is • computed in terms of its component relia-
bilities.

a. Compare the success-state method of analysis with a method based on
failure probabilities.

b. A fault tree as developed in Section C.l, based on failure probabilities
would simplify the analysis and make it easier to follow failure paths.
Discuss why this method was not utilized in the fault tree analyses.

Response:

a. A simple two-out-of-three system will be: used as an example.to:compar-e.,
success-state methodology with .a method based .on farilurie probabilities.

.The system logic is shown below:.. .

Using success-state methodology, a success table must be generated.(X indi-
cates a fail ed state w ith a failure probability Q whi4le! a blank 'indicates
a success state with a success probability R=1-Q).

Success Table

System
State #

2

3

4
5

A B CSs.

x

x

x x
x

: 6. X x

x

x
x
x

7

8
x xX x• x •

Note that states 1, 2, 3, and'
system reliability is:

5 lead to system successes. Therefore, the

QOOl .352-1
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Rsy RAR;R. + RARBQC + RAQBRc- + QRBRC

Setting, Q=]l-R-; R R RARC-- RARBRC•+-.RBRC RARBRC

=.3R2 
- 2R.3 if-RA R' ".R

For the. same-system, a fault tree approach would: begin with a system fault-:
tree::

System
Fail ure.

AB.+ AC + BC

A B - A C . " .C' ,'.AC

A B AA B C
fails fais. fails fails fails falils

This yields, a Boolean solution of:

System- Fail ure = AB + AC + BC

Using Boolean. Algebra techniques. to, find- the failure probabill ity- expressifon

P (AB: + AC + BC) = P(AB) + P(AC) + P(BC)

-p(ABAC), - P(ABBC) - P(ACBC)

+ P:(ABACBC)'

= P:(A)P:(B) + P(A,).P(C.) + P(B)P(C)
-P(A:)P(B)P(C) - P(A)P(B)P(,C):- P(A:)P(B)P(C);

+ P(A)P(B)P(C)

S3Q 2Q3 if P(A) = P(B) . P(C) = Q

Now, if the two methods are equivalent,

QO01. 352- 21
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3R2  2R3 -1- (3Q2 - 2Q3 ) I 1- 3(l-R) 2 + 2(l-R) 3

9 1 3 + 6R- 3R2 + 2- 6R+ 6R2 - 2R3

. _= 3R2  2R3

This shows that the two methods compared give equivalent results.

b. The fault tree developed in Section C.l was developed primarily for quali-
tative evaluation of loss of coolable geometry. By means of the faul.t tree,
it is easier to follow the failure paths and understand how the system works.
However, it is easier to handle monitoring, renewal, maintenance, corrective
actions, and duty cycle usage with success state modeling than with fault
tree analysis. The PSAR electrical model discussed in Sectioný C.2.1.4 was a
first attempt at modeling the monitoriniig: andý corrective acti•on aspects of
the electrical systems using a Markov model.. This model, had 6 states which
covered, all' system states which were,,of interest. The most recent assess-
meint (WARD-D-0118, ReliabilityAssessme:nt of. CRBRP Reac-tor Shut'down System,,
Rev. 1, dated November 10, 1975), has an electrical subsystem Markov model
(Sections 4.3 and 9.4) of 27 states and takes advantage ofmonitoring, cor-
rective action and renewal aspec-ts of the electrical: subsystems,.

The success tables of the success-state modeling all~owed a. visual expression
of the Markov model (page 9-54 of WARD-D-011D8)., The top level, model (Sec-e
tions 4.2 and 9.1 of WARD-D-0118) also uses Markov techniques to allow.
mechanical subsystem renewal, duty cycle usage, and modeling of both time
and challenge dependent failure mechanisms. This modeling is more easily
done wi~th the success state approach than with faultl tree analysis. The,
earl ier success-state models allowed a ready transition to the 'Markov
models because the system states were presented and system logic: wa-s.used&-..
directly.

QOO1.352-3
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Question 001.353 (C.2.1.5)

OýD'
In this section there are multiple models for the primary.;electrical 'dndsecondary mechanical systems used in the evaluation of Shutdown System avail-ability. In clarification of the Shutdown System analysis provide the spe-cific equations used in the evaluati6ns- of SecStion C.2.1.5 and relateEquation 2.1.4-il to Equation 2.1.4-29.

Response:

The results of Section C.2.1.5 are listed
their meaning-or definition.

below with remarks concerning

Case

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

System
Primary Electrical

Result

5x10-5
pg. C.2.1-20

II

'I

15x00
5

pg. C.2.1-21

14x10
pg. C.2.1-22

Remarks

Average unavailability,.
monitoring, 1/2 safe to
total failure ratio, redun-
dant protectiove function
withiOshared sensor, 720 ,
hour test interval..

Average unavailability,
1/2 safelto total failure
ratio,, redund'ant, protective
functiloh with shared sensor,
720 hour test interval no
monitorlng.

Average unavailability,
monitoring, 1/2 safe to
total failure ratio, single
protective function, 720
ihourtestrinterval.

Average unavailability,
monitoring,, redun dant pro-

tectve uncionwith slharedý
sensor, 720 hour testin
terval, vary safe to total
famiure ra io.

Average unavailabilsty,
monitoring, 1/2 safe to
total failure ratio, re-
dundant, and single protec-
tive* functions, vary test
interval.

Same as No. 1

Same-as No.. 2

Same as No..3

II

sensitivity
Table C. 2.1-2

(5) n1

(6) Secondary Electrical

sensitivity .
Figure C.2.1-15

6x10-
5

pg. C.2.1-21

21xlO-5
pg. C.2.1-21

33x 0-5
pg. C.2.1-22

(7)

(8)

II

II

tý
Q001 .353-1
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System

(9) Secondary Electrical

(10) 1I I'

(11) Primary Mechanical

Result

sensitivityý
Table C.2.1-2

sensitivi ty
Figure C.2,.I-15

2xi0-5
pg. C.2.1-20

sensitivity
Figure C.2.1-16

2xl0-5
pg. C.2.i-21

sensitivity
Figure C.2.1-16

(12)

Remarks

Same as No.4

If I'

Same as -No. 5

Rod unavailability of 0.01

Vary rod unavailability

Rod unavailability of 0.01,
2/3 logic - 100,000 hr. MTTF

Same as No. 12

(13) Secondary Mechanical

(14) is if

Average unavailability is found by taking the expression for the. syst;em 'ýre-
liability-Rs(xt), where k is a vector of component failure rates and t is

time, and integrating this over a time interval. of interest then avera ging
the-result, as follows:

U S I-A S I-T I T f12 Rs(A,t)dt..
U5= A5 = 2 1 TI,

Note that all the electrical results are average unavailabilities.

Results number 1, 2., 4, and part of 5 use Equation 2.1.4-29 for RS(At)

which represents the reliability of a redundant protective function with
a shared sensor for the primary electrical subsystem. For this case,

(X A' XB'AB , ADC AE3 XF) where xA = Aflux sensor +Xtransmitter' AB =

A comparator' AC =Acalculational unit + comparator' XD = 2/3 logic'

XE:= -summing logic & logic driver' AF = Abreakers" Below are the data

used for each of the above cases. All Vs are in units of 10-6 failures/hour.

A FX

TR

ACM

XCU

A2 / 3

ASL

XBR

XAA

Base Data
5

20

12.5

16.7

5

5

12.5

25

Case 1
2

4

6.25

.3.33

2.5

2.5

6.25

Case 2

5

10

6.25

8.33
2.5

2.5

6.25

Case 4

2

8xK

12.5xK

6.67xK

5xK

5xK

12.5xK

2+8xK

Case 5A

2

4

6.25

3.33

2.5

2.5

6.25

6 15 6

QOOl .353-2
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(Oont' d)

AB

Ac

AD:
/

Base Data

12.5

29.2

5

5

12.5

Case 1

6.25

9.58

2.5

2.5

6.25

0

720

Case 2

6.25

14.58

2.5

2.5

6.25

0

720

Case 4

12.5xK

Case SA
6.25

19.17xK 9.58

5xK

5xK

12.SxK

0
720

2. 5

2.5

6.25

0

T

TI 0

720

The base data column represents the input Mean Time toaFailures (MTTF!s)• fromf
Table C.2.l-1. These base data were modified for each of the 14 cases
described -here. -.Since no model was developed f mon i-tori.ngri aI g redundant
protective function, a conservative, approeximattion w a's used. All monitored
component failure rates were multtplied by a factor of 2/5. This approxi•
mation was developed using equa tion 2.1 .4-11 for a single protective func-
tion with K=0,8, R=0 .9,j and3`-'1,=48 hours based on engineering judgement.
(See also responset question 001.355). This can be seenn. c case 4
where XFX, XTR, and XCU aremultiplied by the factor prior to multiplica-

tion by a safe-to-,total' failure ratio.factor.

Case I is just case 4 'with K=1/2, where K is the ratio of unsafe to total
failures. Case 4, shows the sensitivity of that ratio. -Case 2 does not
consider moni toring, therefore no, 2/5 factor appears. Note that allI sensor..
failures are unsafe and thus no K factor appears in case 2 or case 4. Case .5
varies T2 to show test interval sensitivity.

Results numbered 6, 7, 9, and part of 10 use Equation°2.1.4-36 for RS(xt)

which represents the reliability-.of a redundant protective functiIon with a
shared sensor for the secondary electrical system. For this case, A = 0(A'

XB' C XE) where XA =flux-sensor instrumentation' B comparator'

+ +
AC flow sensor instrumentation calculational unit comparator'
XE = logic signal gear +logic train" Below are the data used for each of

the above cases.

FX

AFW

IN

X CU

ACM

XLSG

ALT

Base Data

5

2

20

16.7

16.7

2

8

Case 6

2

0.8

4

3.33

8.33

4

Case .7

5

2

10

8.33

8.33

I

4

Case 9

2

0.8

8xK

6.67xK

16.7xK

2xK
8xK

Case lOA

2

0.8

4

3.33
"8.33

1

4

QO01.353-3
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(Cont'd) Base Data Case 6 -Case 7 Case 9 Case IOA
25 6 15 2+8xK 6xA

AB 16.7 8.33 8.33 16.7xK 8.33
. 55.3 16.. 46 28.67 0.8+311.37xK 16 .46.

A 10 5 -5 lOxK 5:
E

T 0 0 0 0 0
T2 720 720 720 720 T

The above data are formulated in the same manner- as the, primary ,case.

For results 3I and the rest of 5,, the following equation is used to" ,express ,
the- reliability of. a single protective:functionn inthe primary.

RPE {RCH, I 3RCH C(-RcH)} X.ROL

where ROL is given by Equation, 2.1.4-22ý andRCH iR s defined,,beow-: A- is
defined as (ACH, AL, AB) where ACH , H flux, sensor +X Atransmitter +Acomparator'

L 2/3 logic summing logic & logic driver" B breakers"

Balse Data Casei:. 3I Case 5Bi.
AFX 5 2 21

XTR 20 4 4
A 12.5 6.25 6. 251CM

A5>2/3: 2-. 5, 2.5,

ASL 5 2.5 2. 5.
k: 12.5 6.125- 6.125

T 37.5 12.125- 12.25ICH
A 10 5 5L
XA 12.5 6.25 6.25B

TI 0 0 0
T2  720 720 T

Case 3 and 5B are monitored and 1/2 safe-to-total. failure ratio, and simila'r
data manipulation is performed to get to the above.table.

For results 8 and the remainder of 10, the following equation is used.for
the secondary electrical single protective function:

QOOl.353-4
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RSE = (3K-2)RCH3 + (3-6K)RCH 2 + 3 KRcH

where K is Adetectable/ACH and ACH = flux sensor +f ensor 2instrumen -.

tation + calculational unit + Acomparator logic train' Thisequati6on".

is an extension of Equation 2.1.4-11 in order to provide sensitivity infor-
mation dealing with redundant protective functions versus single protective
functions. To find the best that a monitored single protective function
can be, it is assumed that all failures of the monitored components are
detectable with certainty, and are made safe instantly. This is implied
from setting Rm=l (certain detection), KfET=1 (all failures of monitored
components detectable), and a- =0 hours (instantaneous tripping of channel
with detected failure). Note that no monitored factor is used sincethe
equation takes monitoring into account.

Base Data Case .8 Case.1OB-
FX . 5 5 ... 5 "" :" ..

AFX

A W2 2 2

AIN 20 10 10

A 16.7 8.33 8.33

ACM 16.7 .8.33 8.33

ALT 10 5 5

A 90.4 -48.7 •48.7
CW

K 63.7/90.4 35.33/48.7 35.33/48.7

T 0 0 0

T2 720 720 T

To demonstrate the conservatism of the 2/5 monitoring factor, using the
equation given in the primary case of a single protective function, setting
ROL=I.0, and using the following 2/5 factor data (xCH =27.5xO-1 ) yields

a secondary unavailability of 38xlO- 5 as compared to 33xi0-5 calculated from
case 4. This indicates that the 2/5 factor is a conservative approximation.

For results 11 and 12 use Equation 2.1.4-30 and for results 13 and 14 use
Equation 2.1.4-33. Result 13 is derived in detail in the response to
Question 001.356, part (b).

Equation 2.1.4-29 applies to primary electrical subsystem redundant protec-
tive functions without monitoring. Equation 2.1.4-11 applies to both primary
and secondary electrical subsystem single protective functions with monitoring.

An updated model has been developed and used to reassess the shutdown system.
The results and a description of the model and data are presented in WARD-D-01.18,
Reliability Assessment of CRBRP Reactor Shutdown System, Rev. 1, dated
November 10, 1975. It is suggested that future questions on the assessment
techniques and results refer to this document.

QO01 .353-5
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•Question 001 .354 (C.2.1.5)

In this section it is stated that the quantitative results are based on.failure data from Section C.2.1.3. Although .some data is available in Table.c.2.1-1, Section C.2.1.3 contains only referenes to data,. such as referensto FFTF and commercial reactor experience. Provide'a .systematic-, .documented .listing of the data used.to obtain the. results of the-evalucation0 of Shutdown'System availability (Secti n C.2.1 .5) inclIude, a clear identific•tio n of- thý,emodel parameters to which the data relates...

Response:

See response to question 001.353. Also note that an improved model, data,and new assessment results are presented in WARD-D-0118, Reliability Assess-
ment of CRBRP Reactor Shutdown System, Rev. 1, dated November 10, 1975.

0) Q00 1 .354-1 Amend. .15
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Question 001.355 (C.2.1)

A Markov model of the Protective Function Network is used in the evaluations
in Appendix C.

a. Indicate how the fraction of detectable failure, KDET, is determined.

b. Provide the numerical value of KOET

c. Provide the value used for RM (probability that a detectable failure
is detected). ( t

d. Provide supporting evidence for the valuves used for, RM and KDET.

e. Indicate how the four blocks 'ofFigure 2.1.5 relate to the thee.blocks,

for the.Protective Func tion Networkiniguie2.;.7*.
f. Indicate how B (Page C.2.l-l0) is actUa ll1y determined and what value I i

used in the calculations. •

g. Based on the available data in Section C.2. 1, an analysis of Equatiton
2.1.4-11 indicates that RM KnrT must be approximately 09 in order
obta-i-n a Primary Electri c~l~tem unavailabil.ity.on the order of-O 1 .0.
I Th i-s requires .both'R and K be greater than0.O99, $.which is unlikeiy.

Explain in detail hoW Equata 2.1.4-11: is util zed i the. assess-•en "
of the Primary Electrical :System unavai.lability. Provide supporting
documentation for the data base used "in this analysis.

Response:

a. In later assessments, K wi be determined from the FMEA done on:the,
various electronic"comp I~nts.. In the predictiOn in thi's Section as...

in the most recent assessment.(WARD-D-01l8, Rel-iabil ity' Assessment -Of.
CRBRP Reactor Shutdown System, Rev. .ldatediNovember 1O, 1975), KDET
was determined by engineering judgement (see revised Section .E.

C.2.1 5).

b, c, d, and f. This information is in, revised Section C.2. 1 .5..

e. This information can be found in revised Section C.2.L.4.3.1.

. :Equation 2.1.4-11 is used to compute the reliability of only. a single pro-
tective function which is monitored. Thus, the equation'would model •only '
a part of the Primary Electrical System because the logic network. and
scram breakers are not part of the protective function network as dis-
cussed in Section C.2.1.4.3.1. The Values of electrical system unavail-!
ability on the order of l0-5 are obtained under the assumption of redundant
protective functions as shown in Section C.2.1.5.4. However, the most:,-.
current assessment (WARD-D-0118, Rev. 1, dated November 10, 197S): :shows.
that with a new model and improved estimates of component failure
rates, a single protective function that is monitored can lead to
unavailabilities on the order of 10-5. Engineering judgement was. used. for.:
K' R, and 8. The Data Bank for the X's is documented in Table C2.•l-lof the:
PSAR. The current assessment has a more detailed documentation: of data..'

Q1 .3155-"1 Amend. 25.... q OO ] 135 "II l l• ll' Aug. 1-976



S7) Question 001.356 (C.2.1)

This question number was assigned to a continuation of Question 001.355.
The information requested has been provided in the response to Question
001.355.

Amend. 15
Apr. 1976Qoo0 .356-1



@3 Question 001.357 (C.2.1.5.6)

The expression for the reliability, of the Primary Mechanical System of the
Shutdown System under the assumption of. independent caontrol rod•failures-is4
given to Equation C.2.1.4-30. Although it is correct that a rod- unava'il-
ability of 0.01 implies a system inavailabili ty of =2xlO- 5 , the system un-
availability is rather sensitive to the rod unavailability in the range of
interest. For example, if the rod unavailabi lity is 0.02 instead of 0.Ol
then the system unavailability increases by an order of magnitude. If.the
rod unavailability is 0.05, then the system unavailability is -2 x 10-3..

a. Provide further information on the applicability of the data (Section
C.2.1.5.6) that supports a rod unavailability of 0.01.

b. The analysis of the Secondary Mechanical System.is similarly based' on
independent rod failures. Based on- 'the availability expression for'
three out of four rod insertions on Page C.2.1-18 and a rod unavailability
of 0.01, the.Secondary.Mechanical System unavailability is calculated
to be 5.9x(lO)- 4 , which is larger than the result of 2xl0-5 given on
page C.2.1-21. Provide the step-by-step analysis, including assumptions
and computations, that yields a Secondary Mechanical .-Sysitem unavail-
ability of 2 x 0-5.

Response:

Information regarding parts a and b of the question is provided i~n revised
Sections C.2.1.5.6 and C.2.1.4.4, respectively. , 25

Amend. 25
Aug. 1976QOOl .357-1
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Question 001..358 (C.2.2)

The preliminary model used component and subsystem failure rates to estAmate.* .; :
the probability of simultaneous failure of the four redundant heat remoVal paths.
These failure rates are given in Table C.2.2-1.

a) Provide the source of.these numerical failure rates.

b) Discuss the plans to improve these numbers if they are.currently
estimates, based on insufficient data, or are for equipment similar
but not identical to that proposed for the CRBRP.

Response:

a) The source of each failure rate is .provided as an-appendix to the_
"Update: of the Preliminary Reli.bbil ty.P~redicttionfor theCRBR
Shutdown Heat RemoVal Systemi" (NEDM--:4b82 January ,1976) wh•h•
was submitted to NRC in January, 1976.

b) Plans to improve the basis for the failure rates include the foll -.
owing:

i. Cortinued review of data which become..availablýe.and continu ed:.ý
interaction with appropriate equipment specialists.

ii. Testing of selected components within the reliability program
as described in Section C.3.2.2 of the PSAR.

iii. Continuance of the current policy of close follow of the
pertinent engineering development and technology testing_ anned-

or in progress within the CRBRP Project and the broader LMFBR
Program.

@)
Amend. .23
June 1976

Q001 .358-1



Wk~ Question 001.359"(App. E)

In the initial presentation of this Appendix it is stated..that "areliability assessment of the primary piping integrity, utilizingfthePHTS interior stress analysis resultswill be made by:June 1975.".' InAmendment,5, October 1975, it is stated "an updated reliability assessmentof the primary piping integrity .... will be made by July 1976."Provide this initial reliability assessment of the primary.piping, includingmethodology, procedure, failure data, and actual calculations.

Response

The information in question was.-submitted to NRC in the "CRBR PrimayryPipe. Integrity Status Report" on December 19,. 1975._ The:,rel:,ab;111.ty .assessment is contained in Section 6 as supported dby-Sections 3 ahdA,4.

07) _j

Q I,_-_ QOOl .359-1 Amend. 11Jan. 1976
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Question01O.360 (Appendix*E).

A basic project position is that large pipe ruptures in the:primary.
heat transport loops have a sufficiently low probability (l0-8 /year)
that they may be excl.uded as design basis events for the CRBRP.
Although the reader is referred to Sections 1.1, 1.5, 5.3, and App..C.
of the PSAR, sufficient material to verify this reliability assessment
is not provided. Further material in the Preliminary Reliability. .
Assessment, Figure E.4-1, due in June 1975, has not been provided.

Provide sufficient information to verify, in a preliminary manner,
the exclusion of a-large pipe rupture as a design basis event.

Response:

The requested information has been-provided',in the ý'CRBRP-.rimary i'Pipe:
Integrity Status "Report",. submittid to NRC on December 1, :1975.

'9
Qoo0 .360-1 Amend. II

Jan. 1976



Question 001.361 (5.3.3.6.2)

A possible failure mode discussed in this section is piping crack growth
under cyclical conditions, in which a crack is assumed to propagate from
an initially undetected flaw.

a) Provide a probability density function as a function ofsize for
undetected flaws (or the methods to be used in developing this
probability density function). This analysis should consider
the current limits of detectability of flaws in stainless steel,
particularly when sodium is in the system.

b) Show how the probability density function is used to vgrify that
primary piping failure has a probability no larger 10-/year, with
sufficient details for an independent analysis.

Response:

a) The response to this question is found in Section 3.2 of
the Primary Pipe Integrity StatUs Report (WARD-D-0127 of Dec. 1975)
The analysis for an iTnitial undetectedflaw does not require
consideration of sodium in the system, since no sodium is present
during pre-service inspection.

b) The response to this question is found in Section 4.5 and Section 6
of the Primary Pipe Integrity Status Report. A supporting
Section is 3.2.

Q001.361-1 Amend. 19
May 1976



*i~) Question 001.-362. (5..3..3.6.2):
In this section an analysis .shows that an undetected axial crack (.1.5 4inKlong and 0.125 in. deep)' due to high circumferential s-tresses in tihe coldleg pipe elbow of. the inlet downcomer adjacent to the-reactor inlet nozzle,a region of relatively severe stress from a fatigue standpoint, exhibits anegligible growth of 6 x 10-7 in. It is assumed that the materialis
304 stainless steel at 800QF and that there are 600 significant transient(cyclical)-events during the plant service life.
a) Does experimental evidence exist or will it be obtained, to support thissignificant analytical prediction of crack growth? Provide. details.
b). What is. the effect on crack growth if: multiple flaws (undetected) arein close. proximity, iie., does .the: above anal-ysis assumethe singlecrack is* con tained .within a-:.relative'ly large, ar.ea. ..O'f-Undamaged pipe?
-Response:

This information may be found in revised Section 5.3.3.6.2.
125

99-11
Q001..362-1 Amend. 25

Aug:. 1976



*2 Question .001.363 (5.3.3,6.2)

.This question number was assigned to a continuation of Questiono001.362.The information requested has-been provided in the response. to Questjion001.362.

QOOI .363-1 Amend. 19
May 1976



Question 001 364 .(5.3..6.2. ;

A possible piping failure mode which involves a th~rough-the-wall crack in
a pipe elbow is shown to have a critical axial crack size (size for which
bulging occurs at operating stresses) of 15.4 inches fo- design pressure
and 18.1 inches for operating pressure.

Provide the analysis used to derive critical axial crack sizes, and show
the relevance of this failure mode to the initial reliability assessment
of 10-8 pipe rupture failures/year.

Response:

Undated analyses based on actual. experimental results from model elbows ýa re
presented in Section.4.6.2, -Piping' Critical Crack Sizes," of .the Primary.--; '
Pipe Integrity Status Report (IARD-D-O127, dated December, 1975r). iti'ca:]
crack lengths are given on page 4.6-5. Based on test data with

specimens of more nearly prototypic geometry, ýthe critical crack length is.
revised from 15.4 inches to 20 inches.

In. Section 4.6.3.3, defects in an elbow are shown to penetrate ,the wall
be.fore reaching critical crack length The report, therefore, presents:

1) experimental indication that a flaw will propagate through
the wall rather than preferentially extending to critical crack
length without wall'penetration (and leakage); and

2) the prediction of a very low probability of wall pentration, a,
failure event much more likely than flaw growth to critical length.

Based on these results, it can be concluded that rupture due to crack growth
to critical length is well within the allocated qoal, of 10-8 per reactor year.

Beyond the quantitiative material presented, important considerations which are
not yet quantifiable provide strong support for the conclusions of adequate
primary piping integrity. System design and engineering have provided a set
of duty.cycle events in the piping specifications which conservatively
represent expected plant lifetime loads. In addition, provision is made for
inservice inspection and continuous monitoring. Any leak occurrence will be
detected in a timely manner by either sodium leak detectors or radiation
monitors. These items, coupled with stringent specification requirements
for manufacturing quality and inspection verified by a rigorous quality
assurance effort", provide confidence that pipe rupture has an adequately
low likelihood of occurrence.

Amend., 23
QOO . 364 ".4-. June 1976



Also of interest is the fact that testing to enable a degree of
quantification of the leak before break sequence of events is ongoing..
Testing to measure leakage rate versus through-wall, crack size :is underway.
Testing to measure leak detection system .capability ils..•li~kewise underway.w •.with data to measure system reliability in more nearly prototypicarrange-"

ments planned to be ini-ti~ated, in 1977.

Amend. 23QO0l..364-2 Junen 17•~~~ ~ """..June. 19 76.
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Question 001.365 (5.1.5.2)

Discuss the transient behavior of the DHRS system and what the maximum
temperature of the fuel cladding will be when it is in use; under the
most severe conditions anticipated.

Response:

The transient behavior of the DHRS is in expanded Section 5.6.2.3.9.

126
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QOO 365-1
Amend 2Aug. 1A7
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Question 001.366 (5.2.4.4)

Discuss the buffered seal concept in more detail. Explain the arrangement
of seals and how uniform buffer gas down flow .is assured, and why channelingon one side cannot occur, which would defeat the objective of ithe bufferedseal, and allow higher concentrations of radioactivity to escape pas't thebuffered seals.

Response

The question as stated refers to a set-down ledge combined with a downpurge seal concept where there is buffer gas orificing at the set-downledge. The CRBRP seal design utilizes a Na dip seal in the 400°F regionof the closure head and an elastomer seal in the 125 0F region of the riserassembly. There is no buffer gas flow in the annular space. The channelingproblem referred to in the above question is not encountered.

Additional description of the sealing arrangement requested is providedin revised Section 5.2.4.4 and new Figures 5.2-7 and 5.2-8"...

Q001.366-1 Amend. 20
May 1976
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q001.367 (5.3.1.1)

Discuss why the requirements for the Heat Transport system-are ýstated as
performance objectives. Discuss if there is any implication that' if these
objectives cannot be achieved, they will not. be required, and if so, in
what areas are these performance objectives:likely to be waived.,

Response:

Section 5.3.1.1 is based on 5.2.1.1 Performance Objectivesof the
Standard Format & Content of Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power
Plants, LMFBR Edition, prepared by Regulatory Staff, USAEC 1974.

There is no intended implication that these objectives will not be met,
and to avoid confusion., Section 5.3.1.1 has been retitled, "Per formance
Requirements". Consistent with ,this change, specification of two thirds
as the rated power for two oop operation has been deleted because it is
unknown at what power two loop .peration will. be most acceptable.

QO01.367-1 Amend. 17
Apr. 1976



.i Question 001.368 (5.3.1.1)

Discuss the design basis of the IHX for sodium water reactions and checkvalve responses. What combinations of amplitude, duration, and.,numberof cycles are used in the design-of the iHX for sodium water reactionimpulse and check valve closure? Will these be treated as ASME faultedconditions?

Response:

The analytical methods and criteria for demonstrating IHX accommodation ofthe design basis sodium water reaction and check valve slam are discussedin revised Section 5.3.3.1.5.

Amend. 16
Q001.3 68-, Apr. 1976
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Question 001.369 (5.3.1.4.3)

Describe and discuss:your proposed %gas pressure test for the re-actor coolant system, and its objective.
'Response:

Section 5.3.1.4.3 has been revised to more clearly describe thegas pressure test entire strength and tightness requirements to beplaced on the HTS.

Amend. 16Q001.369-1 Apr. 1976



Question 001.370 (5.3.1.5)

Describe and discuss the sodium gas leak detection system., its sensitivityand response as a function of sodium'leak rate,. for thel'most :severe condi-tions anticipated, in a low oxygen and moisture environment..

Response:

The. answer to this question can be found in Section 7.5.5 of.the PSAR.

91))

99 
Amend 12Feb 1976

Q001 .370-1



Question 001.371 (5.3.2.3.4)

Discuss the applicable experience with constant load pipe hangers in
areas such as the CRBRP reactor cavity environment for, the life expectancy
of CRBR. Describe the features being provided for remote maintenance, if
any, for inaccessible pipe hangers.

Response:

The concerns expressed in this question are addressed in revised Section
5.3.2.3.4.

*1

QOOl .371-1
Amend. 16
Apr. 1976



Question 001.372 (5.3.3.1)

Provide supplemental Information on the methods employed& in 'the des~ignhof heat transport system components. How.are;. thenýrioml~binal value1e'sdet•e.k i'ned,the expected deviation established,, and how are.these factors combinedtodetermine the most probable expectation of performance? .What kid 0ofsensitivity studies are employed for structural design with variations inthe sequence of application of loads and variability of materialsproperties?

Response-

The answer to the first part of this question can. be found in thedescription of the Monte Carlo technique for randomly selecting-heat-transfer coefficients, process varfables, and uncertainty ranges .aspresented4 in the answer to PSAR Question 001.107.

Revised Section5.3.3.1.2 provides 'the Information, requested n thelast sen-tence of the question

9' QOO1 .372-1 .Amend. 19
May 1976



Question 001.373 (5.3.3.1)

eq'ý Discuss what tests are planned for the check valves and will these include'convective flow tests to establish low flow chaaracteristics as wel-l asfull flow tests with sodium.

Response:

Revised Section 5.3.3.1.7 provides the information requested.

~7}

QOOl. 373-1
Amend. 19
May 1976
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Question 001 .374 (5,3.3.6)

The discussion presented does not mention the effect of residual'stressesfrom work-hardening, forming, machining, and grinding. Experience withLWRs have indicated that these effects may play an important role incrack initiation. How will these considerations be included in thefracture mechanics assessments being made?

Response:

The CRBRP Primary Pipe Integrity Status Report, submitted to NRC onDecember.18, 1975, gives detailed information concerning the influenceof cold working on fatigue-crack growth behavior for 304 stainless steel(see Section 4.1.4).

WD

Q001 .374-1
Amend. 14
Mar. 1976
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Question 001.375 (51.4.1.2)

Is the Liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reactor Materials Handbook, to.be
considered as a Topical Report..and if so when will it be submitted
in final form for the CRBR project?

Response:

The LMFBR Materials Handbook was the predecessor of the Nuclear
.Systems Materials Handbook (NSMH).. A reference to the LMFBR
,Materials Handbook is the equivalent to a reference to the NSMH,
because the initial publication'of the NSMH contained the same
data as the LMFBR Materials Handbook. Any modifications to the
initial publication are fully justified in Volume II of the NSMH. "

The NRC is on distribution for.the NSMH and its revisions.

The NSMH where utilized in the PSAR, is referenced in the appropriate
PSAR Sections. 42

Amend. 42
Nov. 1977QO.O1.375-1



*2
Question 001.376 (5.5.2.6)

Discuss the basis and experience for materials selection and sizing of the-
SWRPRS system.

Response:

The information requested is provided in revised section 5.5.2.6 of the
PSAR.

Amend. 19
May 1976QO01.376-1



*n Question 001..377,(5.5.2.7)

Discuss what disposition will be made of the sodium reaction products .in the
event of a steam generator tube rupture. Discuss how:the remainder of
the intermediate Coolant system will-'be protected agaiinst caustic stress
corrosion following a steam generator failure.

Response:

Revised Section 5.5.2.7 provides the information requested.

4ý-:)'

QOOl .377-1 Amend., 19
May 1976



Question 001.3781(5.2.1.1)

Provide the analyses showing the assumptions made for -the meltdown statement,such as temperatures,.heat paths, convective cooling paths and creep assump-tion, to support the statement that the core support structure will lastfor 300 hours.

Response:

The meltdown statement referred to in the question has been deleted sincethat requirmeent will not be placed on'the reactor vessel.

The information requested in this response is provided in revised Section5.2.1.1.
25ý

t}
q00l .378-1

Amend. 25
Aug. 1976



Question 001.379 (15.0)

Provide the number and size of the reactor head and vessel support boltsas.well as the high strain rate data for the materials used in the hold
down bolting system.

Response:

As indicated in Section 5.2.2.and CRBRP-3, Volume 1 (Reference lQa ofPSAR Section 1.6) the reactor vessel support design has been modified,replacing the bolted attachment of the reactor vessel flange to the support
ring with an integrally welded attachment.

The closure head assembly which consists of the three rotating, plugs,
interconnecting riser$, and attached components, is mounted to thereactor vessel flange via the outer risers. In addition, the pIugs and..-flange are interconnected by shear rings which would transfer upward ioad-ing• directly to the flange, in lieu: ofthr'opgh the riser assemblies.
The entire reactor vessel/closure head assembly is secured to the reator
support ledge of the reactor cavity by a row of bolts through, the supportring, These bolts would experience tension.due to upwa•r tlo'dings on the
closure head. The design specifies 09 hold down bolts fabricaed -from
SA193 Class 87 (120,000 psi yield strength) with a total cross section of415 sqyare inches. The bolt system remains elasti during tIhe SMBHQloading, Therefore high strain rate data are not required.

Q001.379-1

Amend. 62
Nov. 1981



.Question 001 .380 (15.0)

Provide sketches and/or drawings of the details of"the reactor inletand Qutlet nozzles 'indicating: the clearance between the inlet and theoutlet piping:and associated guard piping.

Response:

Figure 5.2-lA specifies the clearance between the bo-tom 00 of the vesselýpiping and the bottom ID of the guard vessel to be 2.00inches minimum.This minimum clearance is required at full power operating conditions.+.For further details on the inlet.and outlet nozzles see Figure 5.2-15.:T..,.the reotor vessel inlet pipe will have an O f 2.00" and the reactorvessl outlet pipe will have an 00 of 36.00", whereas guard vessel. inlet' pipe will have an ID of 38.00" and the guard ves~sel outlet pipe.0'ill. ý"havyelan 1D of S0 inches.

Q:)

QOO 3$0,1

Amend. 62
Nov. 1981



on Question 001.381 (9.1.3.1.2.)

It would appear. that a common mode failure effecting the sodium and NaK
pumps in the EVST cooling system could make the system inoperable. If this
was to occur, how much time is available before boiling commences in the EVST,
under the. most severe conditions, and what are thetconsequences? Justify-your
position that a single pump in each circuit provides adequate reliability for
this important system.

Response:

The safety evaluation of the EVST cooling system in Section 9.1.3.1.3 discusses
the safeguards incorporated in the cooling system.design which. preclude the
possibility of a common mode failure rendering all three cooling loops in-
operable. No credible common mode falilUre including a complete ..loss of all
off-site and on-site power can be identified -for total interruption of• E•tVST:
cooling. ,

Each:of the two normal EVST cooling circuits is.noraJlly tsupplied by off-site
power. In case of off-site power failure, the normal cooling circuits are,
served by the two standby (diesel) AC-power.sources. Each normal cooli ng- cir-
cuit is connected to a d~ifferent standby power source.

The exceedingly low probability of a complete loss of all AC-power is evident
from the diversity and redundancy of power ,supply osurces discussed o in Chap-

ter 8. Subsequent to the .asking of QOOl.381, a-third cooling loop'was added
to the EVST. This loop was added so *that even in the extremely unlikely
even.t of a failure .of both normalEVST cooling loops, EVST cooling .will be
maintained by operation of the third (baackup) natura-l convectionwcooling .
circuit. This circuit consists of natural circulating sodium,-NaK, and. air
to remove EVST decay heat of 1800 kW.while maintaiining .sodium temperature
below 775 F. This loop requires no electric poWer for operation and does
not contain pumps.

@77)

44

Amend. 44
.April 1978

Q001 .381-1
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OC-) Question 001.382 (9.1.3.1.5)

Leak detectors are not mentioned for the EVST. Will they be provided and
are they maintainable between the EVST and-the guard vessel?

Response:

Sodium leak detectors will be provided in the EVST. This is stated in
Section 9.1.2.1.2. The leak detectors proposed are'two sodium aerosol/
vapor monitors, and two liquid sodium conductivity detectors.

Aerosol monitors described in Section 7.5.5 are connected to two gas.
suction tubes which are installed in the inerted, annular gap between
the EVST storage and guard vessels at different circumferential positions,.
They terminate each at a different level near thel bottom of the c1lindrca1

section of the EVST.

No maintenance is requiredfor the
is in a local panel accessible for

gas , s-ampl *ing-s tu bes.
routine maintenance.

The gas sa`mpl&er

07.

The conductivity detectors are described .in Section 7.5.5. They,,are located
at the lowest point of the concave part of the guard vessel bottom.. Two
guide tubes at different circumferential positions exten'd from the bottom
of the guard vesgse'l to a~ccessi'ble locations at the topofte,..EVST. The
guide tubes serve for i-nserti.on and removal of the conductivity. se:nsors
and thei•r , cableS. The cond r ition of 'the- installed .detectors and thir cir-
cuits is continuously monitored electrically to assure that all codn'nections
and wiring are 4in wo.rking order. In. the, event of. detector failure, the
detector is pulled out and a new detector is inserted in" the guide tube.

Amend. 14
Mar. 1976

QOOl.382-1

*1



0:7; Question 001.383 (9.1.3.2)

What safety procedures would be initiated i~f a leak developed in thefuel handling cell spent fuel storage.tank blocking the'flow ofargoncooling gas between it and its guard vessel?

Response:

IThe information
9.1.2..2.3.

requested in this response is provided in revised Section

Amend. 25Q001.383-. Aug. 1976
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Question 001.384 (9.1.4)

If a CCP was dropped, even though it was. prevented .from falling overhorizontally by the EVTM, could it be picked up again by the EVTM?If not, how long would it take to boil sodium in the CCP with the hottestfuel subassembly? Discuss the consequences of such an event.

Response:

The information requested can be found in revised Section 9.1.4.3.3.
125
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Q001 .384-1
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Question6 0,0-1.385 .(ý1.4.34A

Diiscuss: how sodium and fission products a•e removed. from"thedrip -pan-of.the. EVTM. Is there a possibility: of a fi.re in the dri panduir,ingthe.travel of the EVTM.in the RCB or RSB?

Response:

Revised Section 9.1.4.3.2 provides the requested information.' I 25

*2
Amend. 25
Aug. 1976Q001.385-1



Question 001.386 (9.1.4.3.3)

Reference and provide reports in which the similarities of the FFTFand Hallam Fuel Handling mechanismare compared to those to beemployed in CRBR and elaborate on actual test or operating experiencewith these mechanisms in a similar sodium and cover gas environmentand temperature.

Response:

No reports exist in which the similarities of the CRBR Ex-VesselTransfer Machine (EVTM) and other ex-vessel fuel. handling machinesare compared. Accordingly, the reference to the Hallam Fuel Handling.mechanism has been deleted from Section 9.1.4.3.3. As discussed inPSAR Section 1.5.2.7, test results will be used to show the adequacyof EVTM heat removal capabi~lity.. After the- detai•ed design of theEVTM is developed, the mechani-sms chosen as: components of the EVTMwill be appropriately qualil(fied to.ensure ther •abiity to oDeratein the required environment.

Q001.386-I
Amend. 15
Apr. 1976



Question 00. 38 7 (9.1 .4.4.2)

In,,the event that invessel transfer machine mechanism malfunctions andone has to go to-a manual operation, what is the-maximumtemperature
attained by the fuel cladding, for the hottest element, for. the mostsevere situation, during the manual transfer operation? Say, with a hot,fuel subassembly out of the reactor sodium but not in the invesseltransfer machine, with little.or no cooling of the CCP.

Response:

Revised Section 9.1.4.4.2 provides the information requested. '25

.Amend. 25:
Aug. 1976
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/
Question 001.388 (9.1.1.)

Locate on Figure 9.1-2 the contingency storage area for new fuel and
describe how new fuel would be handled (movement paths) to utilize this
storage area.

Response:

The contingency storage area identified in Figure 9.1-1 has been deleted
from the Refueling System design due to system design refinements. Figure
9.1-1 has been modified to reflect this design change.

0>7ý

OD
QOO.388-1 Amend. 22
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Question 001.389 (9.1.2)
Discuss the extent of fuel examination contemplated in the FHC. Will

fuel subassemblies be taken apart in the FHC? If only the exteriorsurface of the duct is to be examined, how will the sodium film beremoved? Discuss the purpose and expected frequency of the examinationsplanned.*

Response:

Section 9.1.2.2. has been expanded to discuss spent fuel examination. j25

Amend. 2.Q001.389-1 Aug. 197



Question 001.390 (9.1 .2.1.3)

Provide the analysiss showing• that the. EVST `top:.cover can 'absor" the
heaviest drop Ioadss carried 'above it: withouft chang~ing tIhe:lattkie
spacing of the fuel storage tubes.ý LiSt the wigts of th"e'heavis•t
objects that may .be carriedover :the'EVST.

Response:

The upper surface of theEVST closure head assembly consists of -ad 6.5-inch:
thick striker~plate, .supported at its periphery. (see .Figure.,QOOl..390-l).'
The striker .plate forms part of the RSB operating floor and prot ectsthe.
underlying thick steel closure head by absorbing all normal and off-nonal
structural loads, including accidental impact oadsi T distance te,
the lower surface of the striker plate and t hte Uppe" r- .s6rfa o6.6' of the6' s .tee"l 6
closure head is about 10 in.

The. heaviest•load.norallyd'e Eoor ...r.. .... e -, ov r.,.

valve (9 tons.):." The lift: height of the IEVT-,MCfIo:vlvb-` e-, iasv -4§Jflmiedý
to.2 feet. No heavier l oadswhi 'h: ht be carriedover the". .
EVST can be identified. The spent fuel s.hippig cask. for
example, i's being transferred only b~etween :the: caskýsa and aralra

.car; both facilities are more than 20feet distant-from the per-iphery
of the EVST. All heavy maintenance equipment is transported by the arge.

a ,.; -1 ... 2

component transporter (LT eween RSB a`nd'RCB (See Setion 9. -2.1.2.2)The. heavy maintenance equipment and, the LCT 'Are handl-e~d only by the ,double
reeved main hooko h S rdecae n they are no6t:carried, over

Qk... of. the ...: .r d a ..
.. . ... .. ,e , ... , . .

,the EVST. Seismic restraints prevent equipiment loaded on top of the LCT'
from topplng ont , the R ofthperating floor or EVS, during an earthquake.

Amend..
Q001m.390-1 Nov. 19



In spite of these considerations, a hypothetical heavy weight due to:
maintenance operations has been postulated to drop onto the EVST.. The
25-ton load limit of the RSB bridge crane ;auxiliary .hook-was selected.
as hypothetical weight for this "umbrella" event.. A .drop height .of - .
2 feet above the EV$T striker plate was assumed.- This .represents .the
maximum handling height above the operating floor during maintenance
operations.

Stress calculations were performed to determine the maximum deflection
of.the striker plate, and the maximum stress due to the postulated impact
load. The analysis was based on the following ground rules:

"(1) The load drops onto the center .f the EVST striker plate
with a load impact area of I ftc.

(2) The impaCt load was converted to an equivalent static
force, .using a spring constant WhiCh: takes the presence
.of inspection holes and fuel transfer .port : 'holes in :the
striker pla.te into consideration.

(3) Conventional'flat plate formulas for deflection and

stress were used.

The results of the analysis a-re as follows:

(1) The weight of 25 tons dropping 2 feet .is equivalent to. .
a static force of 1.15 x 106 lb. acting on the striker

plate center.

(2) Due to this force, the striker -pl-ate would experience
a maximum deflectioon of 3.93 i~nch i.nto _the.. airý space
between striker, plate -and stee l top .:shioe.ld. This amount
of defl ection, is -hnot: sufficient f or the -s•t.ri;ker, p!lat.e
to touch the underlyiing ::closure .head:, 'therefore, the.,

:impact load would not be transmitted to the..steel closure
head.

(3) The maxmum striker plate stress due to the impact, loadi
is about 13,000 psi,, which compares toga minimum yield..
strength of 35,000 psi for the striker plate material-

Fromwthe above considerations., it.-was concluded that the accidental drop
of the heaviest object car-rie-d over the -EVST could not lead to a change
in lattice spacing of the fuel storage tubes.

Q001.39012.
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Question 001.391 (9.1.2,2)

Discuss how you propose to maintain equipment in the FHC and how thiscell would be decontaminated of alpha particles after handling failedfuel assemblies.

Response:

The information requested can be found in revised Section 9.1.2.2. 5

9

#2
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Ques.tion 001.392 (9.1.2.2):

...When new fuel,. at ambient temperatures, Is inserted i the VST t.he
fuel subassemblies could be subjected to a therml m shock. Discuss howthis is controlled and what stresses occur in the.fuel- subassembly,.and where the most severe loads are and do they approach the yield pointof the material?

Response:

The purpose of the gas filled (dry) preheat stations in the EVST,mentioned in Sections 9.1.?,2 and 9.1.4.1, is to provide a slower heatuP..rate for new fuel assemblies than would be:achieved by direct immersioninto.sodium.-

The preheat.station5 are thimbles ..fil.led1witth EVST argon cover gas. Theg ga'is lisn-thermal equilibrium with the sodium surrounding the thimbles.New.Fuel assemblies are inserted into the thimbles with alOwering speed
o f 2 t/mi.n.

He.•. transfer calculations using the computer code 0 EAP (oiffereentalO.Eqti-On:ý-Ana1yzer Program, described' in Appendix"A.of the PSAR) with
conservative assumptions were performed to obtain. temperatures gradientsin a:newv .fue I assembly during preheating. Thenewfuel assembly was
as., umedtohave an initial temperature of 70°F,'and-was suddenly subjected,to~a 42gF.t mp~rature step due to full submersion in the argon: gas of.:the preheat thimble.

.The resultSoflthe analysis indicated.that a maximum temperature :differenceof. bout 3960F •Wil occur between the center fuel rod and: a. fuelrodint~he+outer rw, located near a corner of the hexagonal bfuel as'ernbly•iuct. •The maximum rate of temperature increase will occur in the outer
fuel rdd: and will be 12.5 0F/min. The maximum temperature gradient •through theIfuel cladding is less than 1O°F/in. in radial direction..This gradient'is two orders of magnitude less than a local temperaturegradlient.of 1200OF/in. required to induce thermal stresses which wouldexceed the material design stress of 40,000 psi.

It:iAs .concluded that immersion of new fuel assemblies in preheat stationsdoes.not .impose any severe thermal loads to the cladding.

QQOl .392-1 Amend. 6198• " ~Nov. 198,1•



Question 001.393 (9.1.2.2.1):.

Since it is expected that.the FHC wi11 be contaminated by Ialpha, howvj isthe spread of alpha contamination controlled when the cell plugs areremoved into the RSB which is also, open to the RCB during, fuel handling,and to the. atmosphere through the H&V system? IIt is realized that.floor valve and transfer machine is Used bUt'it does not seem:. ikely'that 100% control of alpha particles is realistic.

Response:

Prior. to -fuel handling operations which involve transfer of.fuelassemblies in and out of the FHC-.or EVST, the fuel transfer port plugs
will b•e "removed'. This is accomplished using floor valves*Tand -the EVTM.l The-'.'.EVTM..couples with its closure valve1tO a floo.or v1al o topof tar fue anhsfe
port and: removes. the port plug. 'During s p ,rapt-t t 'the eRSBpfacility, theport plug is within the inerted containment boundry and a drip.pan in the EVTM closure valve receives any. 'sodi~uým wh:ich migh.t. diripý fromn thebottomnof a port plug. After the EVTM has traveled : t the inrtd RSB plug.
storage facility, its closure valve is coupled .to a floor valve and the pl1ugis deposited into an empty position of the rotatable plug stora:ge facilityrack. ,During the plug. transfer process and' during the enti-re.t-t'ime, of. plugstorage, no plug surfaces are ever in contact with the atmosphere of the'RSB/:RCB.

However, a small. annular area underneath. the EV'•TM .closure valveand a matching surface on the floor valvesýcould contain small ,amountsof contaminated sodium. The following administratively controlled,precautionary procedures are presently anticipated whenever the
EVTM is decoupled from a facility with potentiala..lýpha-,contamination,i.e.,,the reactor, EVST, or FHC. These procedures are preliminary,
pending further refinement of the Reactor Refueling System equipmentand facili.ty design and their operation.

A. General Techniques. for Contamination Confinement During.!Fuel Handling

1. The immediate area of the EVTM movement path isbarricaded or roped off prior to any fuel or plug transfer.Only a mechanic and health physicist (HP) are present insidethe barriers, specifically near the floor valves being-serviced by a transfer machine;- Both wear appropriate
protective clothing and respiratory protection.

2. -Before: the mechanic can proceed with any hands-on operation
involving potentially contaminated surfaces:, -the. HP surveysthe direct radiation and radioactive contamination ,of these
surfaces and records the data. If the radiation contamihationlevel is acceptable, he notifies the mechanic to proceed withthe operation.

3. At frequent inte.rvals the EVTM cask volume within-the
pressure boundary is purged with fresh argon from the floor

Amend. 62
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servicestations. The contaminated gas is vented to: the6 ; -
same stations, These stations are €onnec1ted to the plant
argon supply and processing,systems..

4. Interface purging is perfqrmed by theEVTM. before
opening the cl9sure valv@e..g4te to e..clude air from -the--,
transfer passage. The interface is again purged-after closure,
prior to separation from the floor valve, to dispose, of any-
contamination gas.

B. Specific Proceiure.After Machine Recpupling

1. The .EVTM is uncoupled fully raising the extender.

2. The mechanic covers the -floor valve ipth apla-ti@ •hee-
and secures it to thevalve Thi, sheet. is -nqt removed
until" the next time the EVTM will mrte agaipn: Phe t
same.floor vAlve, He.thpn places a secono plas.i shet q
on top of it. This will serve as1a1dips al bag after thee
.next operation is completed,

3. ,The mecha6nicctl~qans:the annular area of thq plosure valve,
e.g. , by wiping. it w-i th alcohol dampening swabs. He than
puts the used swabs onto the second sheet on top of the
closure valve, and closes it forming a ditpopal bag arqund
thp swabs and any drippageý. L4ter thq, bagý Will b? t-rnsferrede
to the Radioactive Waste System'in a drum or other appropriate.
container-

4. Finally the mechanic covers the cleaned lower surface of the
closure valve with another plastic sheet and secures, it to
the closure valve,.

5. The. EVTM is moved, to its next location. There the
plastic cover sheet is removed from the closure valve before
coupling to. the floor valve. The removed cover sheet is
transferred to the Radioacti.ve Waste System.

The following three .items. will all contribute to minimizing the occurrence
and/or spread of alpha-contamination during fuel handling and storage:

' . , .Q.OTl .

Q001.393,2
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1. Close monitoring for failed fuel, as discussed in Section 7.5.4.

2. Transferring and storing all components with potential alpha-
contamination in a sealed, inerted atmosphere, as described
in Section 9.1.

3. Following carefully planned and administratively controlled
procedures, such as outlined above, whenever a transfer
machine is decoupled and moved from a facility with potential
alpha-contamination.

*9 QOOI .393-3
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Question 001.394 (9.1.2.2.1)

14 9 1

OC:')

What controls are proposed on the building H&VSystem during-fuelhandling? Is full ventilation air continually exhausted to atmospherefrom both buildings? Discuss what precautionary measures are takenduring this time, if any.

Response:

The response to this question is incorporated into revised PSAR Sections9.6.2.2.1 and 9.6.3.2 and into revised Figures 9.6-5, 9.6-7.and 9.6-8.

8mend. 49
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Question 001.395 (9.1.2.2.2)

What maximum temperature doesthe Dowtherm attain durilng loading of: the
spent fuel cask, what is.the vapor -pres'sure. of Dowtherm at th-i s. temperature.,
and what is its flash point? Discuss the fire potential in the fuel.
shipping cask loading operation.

Response.;

Revised Section 9.1.2.!2.2 provides the information requested. [5

Amend 25
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@0, Question 001.396 (9.1.4.4.2)

Discuss how the maximum force required to remove spent fuel is related
to bowed subassemblies, and relate this to burnup and core position.What maximum force can a spent fuel subassembly withstand without failure?Can the pulling force be transferred to the pins, andwhat force can theywithstand at end of life postulating that a duct may have cracked duringthe fuel removal operation.

Response:

Revised Section 9.1.4.4.2 contains the discussion requested.

~j
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Question 001.397 (9.2)

The Sodium and Decontamination System is located in the
proposed that alcohol may be used-as a cleanIing agent.
will exist at any given time in the RCB? Where will it
how will it be used?

RCB and it is
How much alcohol
be stored, and

Response:

This question is no longer applicable. There is no planned use of alcohol
for sodium removal in the Nuclear Island and the statement mentioning that
process has been deleted from Section 9.2.2.2. The Water Vapor-Nitrogen
(WVN) process has been selected as the reference sodium removal process..

.L,
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Question 001.398 (9.2):

Discuss the potential for release of trapped fission products present:iin thesodium into RCB associated with cleaning a large component in which hydrogen
explosion might occur.

Response:

The uncontrolled or runaway reaction of sodium with water and resultant
hydrogen generation in the Large Component Cleaning Vessel (LCCV) is
defined as an "extremely unlikely event". The postulated accident would
be a result of a failure, malfunction, or operator error but nevertheless
can be used to evaluate the design basis for the vessel. The response to
question 001.201 describes how regulation of water vapor concentration in.
the water vapor nitrogen (WVN) mixture introduced in the cleaning vessel.
and regulation of nitrogen purge.:ratewill control the 'hydrogen concen-
tration in the Primary Sodium Removal and Decontamination (PSR+D) System.
The response also provides information on the monitoring of any H2 con-
centration and actions should a hlgh H2 concentration be indicated.

Detailed Information is provided in new PSAR Section 15.7.3.7.1.

Q001.398-1 Amend. 23
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Question 001.399 (9.3.4)

The table identifying leak detectors shows an aerosol type detector for
the cold trap cells. There is no indication'of a leak detector on the
cold traps themselves. Justify the-absence of leak detectors on the
cold traps to indicate leakage.as quickly as possible since the primary.cold traps are a potential large source of radioactivity.

Response:

All liquid metal containing systems (piping, vessels and equipment) will
be provided with adequate leak detection to meet plant desion and.appli-
Cable regulatory requirements: The preliminary design of the liquid
metal leak detection system,-Including the quantity, type and location
of leak detectors was provided under separate cover in September 9-76.1
Table 9.3-4 indicates planned.location of leak-detectors for the
auxiliary liquid metal systems. Furthelmore, radial monitors ý,are.
planned to be located in the ,.ce.ll:s conhtaiinJg primary _system: piping,
and components to detect .leaks of any4radilogi4cal significance.
Nothing contemplated would preclude the addition of. leak detectors
on the cold traps themselves if it becomes necessary to do so at
a later date.

Amend.QO01..399-I March.. 1



@0
Question 001.400 (9.4.2)

Discuss what precautions are being-taken in the location of heating elements
and their control and rate of heating to assure that excessive thermal gradients
and stresses do not occur during preheat with empty piping.

Response:

The requested information is provided in revised Section 9.4.2.

QOOl .400-1 Amend. 1:9
May 1976
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Questton 001.401 C9.5.1.1)

0(7ý'-!, Provide your analysis to show that the head access area does not exceed1/10 MPC considering back diffusion through.the buffer gas, using thehighest specific activity in the cover gas and the lowest dilution rateby the H&V system.

Response

Preliminary estimate of total cover gas leakage through all seals of thereactor vessel head and head mounted equipment is 0.012 scc/min. Inthe calculation of radionuclide efflux shown in Table 12.2-1, each isotopewas conservatively assumed to be present in the leaked gas at thesame concentration as in the cover gas (Table 11.3-2). Calculation ofhead access area (HAA) radionuclide concentrations given in Table 12.2-2was based on the efflux of Table 12.2-1 And assumed that this was uniformlymixed with and diluted by 12,000 cfm of once-throuqh ventilation air*.-.Credit was taken for decay of radionuclides withi-n the HAA, after- rel••e aes§e.1,ýfrom the seals. The sum of the nuclides i's 0.075 times MPC as, s~hownin Table 12.2-2.

This calculation is quite conservative in that it. takes no credit fordecay of radionuclides-prior to release in the HAA. Actuallly •a1 ofthe paths from the cover gas space have buffer volumes with- residencietimes which are many half.lives for most of'the isotopes. ThIs a•llowsradioactive decay to take place, thus reducing radiozisotope contentbelow the assumed concentrations before release of the leaked .gas toathe HAA.

SGII
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Question 001.402 (9.5.2.1)

Elaborate on the sodium fire control. system in which it is staited that',
2,500 scfm can be provided to any one-of eleven cells in the intermediate
bay. Are these cells designed to withstand the increase in.gas pressure
resulting from gas inflow, products of combustion, and the heat added to.the mixture?

.R~sponse::

The. nitrogen, flooding capability has. been eliminated :frOm the fi re:
P otection 5ystem. PSAR Section9.13.2 provides a complete descripiion
• of thý Sodium Fire Protection Systems and-Sectioýn15.6.J..• provides
an evaluation of the plant capability to wilthsltandthe effects of a
sodium fire in the IHTS cells.

.37)
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Question 001.403 (9.5.2.5.1)

It is not clear from the discussion of item (c) what the .response ofthe CAPS system is under a high purge rate. Discuss the relationshipbetween these two systems.

Response:

Paragraph 9.5.2.5.1 refers to instrumentation requirements for thenitrogen distribution subsystem. Item c delineates the need for controlof pressure and/or flow to various components, including the RAPS andCAPS cold boxes. Section 9.5.2.2. has been expanded to provide therequested information. I25
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Question 001.404 (9.4)

Discuss what measures have been taken in the chilled water system to prevent
water contact with sodium equipment through leaks in piping or transport.of
moisture or water through ducting?

Response:

The information requested has been provided in revised Section 9.7.3.

Q001.404-1 Amend. 15
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Question 001.405 (9.6)

Justify the open containment concept for both the RSB.and the RCB as being
consistent with the low as practicable objective and providing defense
in depth for the design basis accident yet to be defined for CRBR. It
would seem that the H & V system provided has the prime objective of pro-
viding a dilution mechanism for the escaped radioactivity from the reactor
and defeats the concept of confining radioactivity for treatment, decay,
and later disposal. Secondly, the open containment concept becomes an
active system rather than a passive system depending upon the closure
of dampers and valves to become effective rather than the reverse situation
in which no active action has to occur to provide containment. Justify
your selection of this containment concept.

Response:

The CRBRP containment is designed and the plant ope.rati6ng;; phJi losophy is
developed on the basis of an open containment. The dessign of the contain-
ment and the containment ventilation system is.provided with sufficient
safeguards to prevent accidental release of radioactive materials.

The presently identi fied steady state release: of radioacti vity during plant
operation, identified in PSAR Section 11.3, results in eff-luents and asso-
ciated doses orders of magnitude lower than the levels of -OOFR20. Section:
11.3 lists the total annual gaseous. effluent release ýfor CRBRP as 7,10 Ci/yr-, I
compared to the minimum total gaseous effluent release of LWR's studied in WASH-
1258 of 3600 ci/yr.

PSAR Section 11.-3 lists the i Itegrated dose to the population within 50
miles of the CRBRP site in the year 2010: as 1.7:X. x -10 man-rem/yr. The
added cost'of a closed containment over the reference design open ,containn-
ment cannot be justified from a cost benefit analysis because. of. thie low
operational releases from CRBRP. An integral part of the CRBRP design is
to allow personnel access during normal plant operation, in order to ensure
equipment operability and to perform routine operations of equipment located
within the containment. This equipment is located in containment so that it
is closer to the primary system equipment it serves. (Examples are sodium
sampling, inservice inspection, access to I&C cubicles, and Large Sodium
Component Cleaning Vessel use.) The airborne activity would be too high
to allow continuous occupancy during operation if the containment were not
purged (open containment).

RCB

In order to provide a very low leakage barrier at the primary containment
boundary, a seismic Category I, tornado hardened concrete confinement struc-
ture is provided around the outside of the inner steel containment vessel with
an annular space separating the two structures.

Amend. 62
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The annular space between the inner and outer containments will-be maintained
at a negative pressure relative to atmospheric pressure during normal operation
and accident condition and is exhausted through high efficiency filters. :The
filtered..exhaust point is chosen to obtain maximum dispersal of the radio-
active material prior to reaching the Control Room intake. In addition, the
recirculation system-for the Control Room atmosphere is increased ýin capacity

to 8500 cfm.

The containment atmosphere ventilation system is reduced in capacity from
50,000 cfm to about 14,000 cfm in.,order to minimize the potential release
of activity from containment during valve closure time. The containment
supply and exhause penetrations will be reduced from 48" to 24". Contain-,
ment isolation of the HVAC system exhausts will be designed to meet item 4
of the CRBR Design Criteria 47. The containment ventilation/purge system
is provided with a time delay duct to prevent the release of radioactive
materials during accident conditions. The time delay duct is sized for
such velocity, that the containment isolation valves will close before.
the contaminated air reaches the valve zone. Radiation monitoris whic hpro-
vide signals for initiating closure of the containment isolation valves
are provided at the inlet ofthe time delay duct and in the HAA.

During normal plant operation and all accident conditions, the containment/
confinement annulus space is maintained at a minimum 1/4" water gauge
negative pressure with respect to the outside atmosphere. During normal
plant operation, the RCB Operating Floor is maintained under s.light:negative
pressure (<1/8" water gauge). Capability is provided to filter the contain-
ment/confinement annulus exhaust through the annuldus filter units during
normal plant operation and all accident conditions. The filter system.
will consist Of two 100% redundant filter-fan units consisting of prefilter,
demister, heating coil, HEPA filter bank, absorbent filter bank, after
HEPA filter bank and fan components (approximately 14,000 CFM capacity).

A tornado missile protected, Seismic Category I enclosure is provided for
the RCB annulus filter-fan units, the RCB normal exhaust fans and the
annulus pressure maintenance fans. Shielded wall partitions* are provided
in the HVAC equipment room between the redundant annulus filter-fan-units,
RCB exhaust fans, and the annulus pressure maintenance fans. Tornado
missile protected, Seismic Category I air intake and discharge openings
are provided.

RSB

The design for the RSB is described in PSAR-Section 3.4 and analyzed in
Section 15.6. The resulting doses are significantly below appropriate
1OCFR100 guidelines values and meet or exceed all of the Design Criteria
specified in PSAR Section 3.1. However, modifications to the RSB HVAC
system were made to limit air infiltration and to provide recirculation
and filtration capabilities during all operating conditions as discussed
in Section 9.6-3. .

Q001.405-2 Amend. 62
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Question 001.406 (5.3.1.1, 5.4.1.1, 5.5.1.1)

For the design bases stated for the PHTS and the IHTS, the performance
objectives include operation of these systems to i,'emove.decay.heat by,
natural circulation, as identified in item (c) of these sections. More-.over, in Section 5.5.1.1, the performance objectives of the Steam
generator system includes removal of plant sensible heat as well as
reactor decay heat under natural circulation conditions, as indicated
in item (d). Specify whether the CRBR plant design will be committed
to make these performance objectives into design requirements for the
CRBR plant. Identify the applicable experimental data and/or R&D
program on which the analytical methods would be based to establish
the natural circulation capability for the removal of sensible and
decay heat from the.reactor.

Response:

The CRBRP project is committed to natural circulation decay heat,
removal as, a design requirement from rated thermal power :>(975:M•W) on
three loops. The plan to establish the capability for rem6val oV senseible
and decay heat via natural circulation is defined in a report titled"Verification of Natural Circulation In Clinch River Breeder Reactor -
A Plan", which has been supplied under separate cover.

@9
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Question 001 .407 (5.5.2..6).

Inasmuch as sodium slugs can.be injected into.th.eý pi-ping system from.:.the'
rupture discs, which can.,lead :to high: reactiveforcesand possibly
sodium-hammer impacts on the system, provide the criterion or'the basis
for the design of the pi.piIng sizes and"sys'tem to the. separatio,-on tank to
preclude SWRPRS.failure and the subsequent formation.of ,apotentially
explosive bubble of.hydrogen in the, steam generaitor ce.ll atmosphere. rn

the event of failure under' these circumstances discuss the possibility
of the consequences exceeding those estimated for the intermediate heat
transport system pipe. leak..d.iscussed in Section 15.6.1.5:, -because. of the
explosive capability of 'the- hydrogen potentially leading- to the propaga-
tion of structural damage.

Response:

The basis for desi-gnh of the. SWRPRS. pi.ping.1 and: components ,- w•ih -speci Al.
consideration of -the system cmponnt ilocate d--i thin the ' stam;g!iera:or
buiIdi ng, .have -been seledted 'to precl4ude:-.a arup'ture:;of the' system for
sodium water reactions up toand inzluiSng.- -T••De:signBasis-ateen to
Sodium leak (bDB). The. disgnis: b.ed ~upo'n the ioiigPipredicted -

within the system :by anaysis of the,1hea.t transport system and the-'
SWRPRS by the TRANSWRAP .code'. .Anlysi of the conditions in SWRPRS
following :the, DB'L shwthat. the gr-baEtet loads resujlt ~from forces crea'ted;
as the slug of sodium is forced through the pipe: from the Steam Generator
Module to the; Reaction.Products Separatorb Tas•s (RPST). .

The high veliocity of the, sodium slug.:as it raversest p a sa~ppee',bs..: credtse a chd- I

deflected arouind- the- be'A'ds &:'t thepiie;!lbows c the l ads which
represent the basis for the pipingl and RPST design. These faulted loads
are combined with those-of:.the. SSE in order to provide: a&,degree of
conservatism conshis:tent withthe inotentof Regulatory Gu.ide.48.-

Assumptions made for the-TRANSWRAP: analyses for the CRBRP inclludeb a high
degree of conservatism in establishing theu velocities and the gas pressure
at the leak location in the faultedd steam generator moduiie. The-most
significant assumptions whi~ch maximi".ze theý volume of hydrogen gas assumed
to be generated by the TRANSWRAP analyses during the-interval that the
sodium slug is being accelerated from the. steam generator into the RPST
are-assumptions a and d of Section 5.5.3.6.2 as follows:

a. Instantaneous conversion of all water injected to hydrogen gas as
represented by the reaction: H2 0 + 2Na * Na2 0 +.H2+

d. There is no heat loss from the reaction products to. the surrounding .
structures.

Amend. 23
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Assumption a introduces a significant margin into the calculation by
assuming full release of the hydrogen from the reaction between.water/steam "
and the sodium. Test data indicate that the hyd rogen release is approxi-
mately 55% of the total hydrogen in the reaction. The analysis also
assumes that the water/steam reacts as soon as it ha's passed beyond the
failed tube at the location postulated for the leak. ,For the.DBL, a
hydrogen gas bubble will be formed atthe" location'of the leak which
pushes the mass of sodium away from the leak location. Thelassumption.
of instantaneous conversion of water to:hydrogen is .conservative because,
of the transient time for thewater/steam to penetrate through-the
hydrogen bubble and reach the sodium. The conservatism which might be
attributed to this has not been estimated..

Assumption d results in hydrogen gas._bubble.Vemperatdure.of about 2500F.
The steam generator structure and IHTS piping and essentially all of:the-
sodium mass in the steam generator moduleq will be in the temperature...
range from about 650F to 950F. .. The mass of this structre, p•iping, and '

sodium is several orders. of magni tude greater:h.tan the •iass' of hd-ro.ge
generated during the DBL: steam geinerator fa•iure. This'hy.rogen wIl beI
relati Vely q u~ic kly cool ed .ito 0-near thetempeatuIre ofthe metal strcture
and sodium with which it is in contact.. Th"he reduced.temperature will
reduce the effective pressure-voil.ume ýof the h:ydrogen in t Jdri•v•ing
hydrogen.bubble significantly from that assumed in the TRANSWRAP anaiysiys.
Reference 12 of Section 5.5 provides detailed informaion. regarding the

LLTR test program which includeis as test- objetives,s the'determination:
of the adequacy of the TRANSWRAP analysis procedures and the effectiveness.
of the sodium-water;reaction pressure relief system as adapted to that
test system.

Because of the conservatism discussed.above the'release of hydrogenf
resulting from a failure of the ,SWRPRS is not a design basis forCRBRP.

Amend. 23
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Question 001.408 (E.2.2)

Provide the technical basis that structural integrity of the reactor
vessel is maintained in the event of a double-ended pipe rupture in'
the PHTS creating near boiling conditions in the core.

Response:

Revised PSAR Section E.3.1.2.2 discusses the structural integrity of
the reactor vessel in the event of a double-ended pipe rupture.

QOOl .408-1
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Question 001.409 (E.2.0)

Provide.the basis for not consi.derying the accommodation of'a spectrum'ý..
of sodium pipe ruptures. a(in luding the. double-ended ruiptur.e) inthe
IHTS and SGS cells. In addition,'Confirm whether or not these
cells will be vented.

Response:

A spectrum of sodium pipe. ruptures.('including the.double ended
rupture) in the Steam. Generator :Bu•l ding, are being considered in
the building design bases. The envel oping cases and the effects of
the sodium..•spills are currenhtly, being determined,. In general, the-
pplant could accommodate :maj Spills by trippirng the-reactor andremoving.

decay heat via.the unaffected ..loops. of the IHTS, SGSI and SGAHRS.
The cells in the SGS will b1 e _ .1vented-..(between& cell1.s within6 each loop
and to the environment) to mai.i.fnta ;in*the ninternalI -pressure, wi thin
the capability of the cell Wals..

Amend. 34
Feb. 1977
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W-7-N Question 001.411 (E.3.1.3.1).

Confirm whether or not the dimensions of the reactor guard vessel

change from the.reference design in order to accommodate the pi~pe

sleeve. In addition, provide the technical justification to support

the conclusion that the sodium level will not be such as to uncover

the reactor outlet nozzle during a double-ended pipe. rupture transient.

Response:.

The.reactor guard vessel inlet pipe nominal I.D. has to be increased
:from 38 inches in the reference design to 54 inches in order to.accommo-

date the pipe sleeve. This increase in guard Vessel. pipe'size results

in an increase in the guard vessel annulus volume from 2855.cubi'c-feet.

to 3183 cubic feet. The larger.guard vessel pipe size also-requIres a..

lowering .of the guard vessel skirt. to .vessel attachment piti-'eit. However,ý:

this change will not affect the guard vessel annulusý volume.

For the Parallel Design with the 'p:ip.e sleeve around the prit, 1 ma ry cold-leg

pipinq, the volume of the sleeve annulus is •much smaller than the R e fe rene

Desiqn guard vessel annulus volume. Thus, for ruptures with-i~n 1th e'sleeVel

the vessel sodium level will be maintai-ned: (width a comforta blem, ian)

above the minimum safe level. For breaks in other locationsi of the p rimaiiry

pipe within the guard, vessel, analysijs shows that even With .

the gUard vessel enlarged to a ccomodate the pipe sleeve and no pipe

sleeve-in place, the minimum safe sodium level in the vessel. wil1l be•

maintained. The interaction of plant features to ensure ,maintenance of
the minimum safe sodium level (for the reference design) is di;cussed in
PSAR Section 5.3.2.1.1.

QOOl.411-l Amend. 19
May 1976.
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Question 001.412 (E3.1.1):

On Page E.3-1, the
channel in section
radial blanket hot

reference to the definition of the radial blanket hot
15.2 is unclear. Provide the' definition of the
channel.

Response:

In Section 15.2, as in A0pendix E, the radial blanket temperatures.
described are for .the- hottest rod in the highest power radial blanket
assembly. This highest power radial blanket assembly is identified as
assembly Al on Figure 4.4-18 which has a peak linear heating rate of
17.6 kw/ft on a 3a basis. As defined in Section 4.4.3.2, "The hot
(or maximum) rod is the one in the assembly with the maximum cladding
mi.dwaill temperature; due.to the flow distribution in a wire wrapped
assembly, generally it does not coincide with the peak rod. Hot channel/,
hot spot factors are added to the nucIear peaking factors characteristic
of the'hot.rod. Hot rod temperatures:.at Oo, 2a or 3a are generally
quoted, depending on the selected deg6ree of. confidence".'. Thehhot
channel/hot:spot factors which include engineering and nuclear uncertainties
are combined semi-statistically (see Section 4.4.3.2). For transient
studies such as those in Appendix E and. Sec~tion 15.2, maximum temperaýtures "
are calculated at the worst time in life for the hot rod on a 30 basis
using hot channel/hot spot factors which are given by Table .4.4-5 and
described in Section 4.4.3.2. The reference in SectionE3.lil has been
revised for clarification.

_" QOQ1.412-1 Amend. 20
May 1976
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Question 001.413 (E3.1.3)

"Discuss the sensitivity of the calculated coolant temperatures and
saturation temperatures to the scram signal delay time for different
trip functions."

Response:

The requested information is provided in Section E3.1.3.1 of the PSAR.

Q001 .413-1 Amend. 19May .1976*
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Questio .001 .414.

The current pipe-sleeve'analysis performed with the DEMO. Code' appears
to depend on the .abilitg to calculate. differences in- temperatures as.
low as approximately 50 between the coolant and saturation' temrperatures'.
Unless the uncertainty in the current DEMO analysis, cannot be-establ i shed.
to be significantly less than the presently calculated~temperature diff-
erences, the. margin provided by the pipe-sleeve concept for the accommo-
dation of pipe rupture cannot be adequately quantified. Additional infor-:
mation and/or R&D efforts are necessary to resolve such.uncertainties and
to-confirm that such margins can realistically be expected. Include 'in
your response a discussion of the status and content of'the optibnal pipe-
sleeve flow test program indica~ted on Figure E.4-1.

Response:

The NRC staff has stated in the, July 9, J976-ACRS meeting, that the "Projoct
need not consider a double ended • _.rup. tue're !:,of the :primary cold-le• g pi ping
.as a design, bas iss event.: • This NitionR is continsgent on the"
Project providing an adequaite t r6eý-servic,/ini6p•,,itection program, a.mate.rial
surveillance program, material performance.ve6rification program and a
verification program for the l.eak detection system. Formal documnentation
of the NRC stated position. is expeckte•d t'ob .be issued to the Project in the-
very near future. The Project expects that full agreement can be reached.
between .the Project and the NRC sataf f on the, conditions used as the baist "s
of the NRC posi ti.on. The refore;, tkheo.Project will cease activities on the"
Pa ra I el. De s i g n P ipe Rupture Accomodat ,ion, whi.ch i-ncludes the pipe-sleeve
flow test program and will foCUS on the Refer e Deskign"BasisLeak.

Not withstanding the above, to respond to the first part of the 'question
concerning DEMO, the pipe sleeve analysis presented in Section E.3.l.3
was performed using a cohnserva'ti~vel~y blýiased set,,of parameters to include
uncertainty (noted in Table' E.3l.) Theiconservatism applied to the analysis
is discussed in the response to Ques~tion -,,001,I.419. The Thermal-Hydraulic
Design operating point from which the .pi~pe, sleeve analysis was initi-ated
also has a conservative basis described in the response to Question 001.318
(Sec.tion 15.3). Calculational uncertainty inthe DEMO Code is judged to',
fall )ell within the bounds of the above conservative biasing, and a margin
of 50 F is considered sufficient to show adequate core cooling.

Amend..1 25
QO01.414-1 Auq. 1976



Question 001.415 (E3.1.3)

Discuss the possibility that other criteria besides coolant-boiling may 'also
have to be established-to insure a-coolable geometry taking into consider-
ation possible clad deterioration and the possibility of clad rupture due
to fission gas pressure at EOEC.

Response:

The core damage criterion for primary pipe rupture is that loss of coolable
geometry shall *not occur as a result of the event. As discussed in Section
E2.2, this criterion is interpreted as a requirement to maintain the hot
channel coolant below saturation conditions. This will assure that no;
cladding melting and relocation occurs. For cladding melting to occur
during loss of cooling events, the cladding must be dry. Therefore any
effect which may be hypothesized to cause cladding melting must
evaporate the adhering liquid film from thecladding and then maintain:
channel conditioning greater than saturation. A mechanism that could be
postulated to increase the sodium resiidence time inh the core due to partial
voiding of the channel is cladding rupture (due to cladding deterioration
and fission gas pressure) and subsequent fission gas release. This is
discussed below.

Figure 4.2-21 of the PSAR. shows the transient limit curve for the top
of the fuel stack for the hot fuel pin in CRBRP assembly 6 dueto, thel oss of
flow event illustrated in Figure 4.2-,20. This shows that at the end of life,
80 Mwd/kg,, corresponding to 411 full power days, the coolant temperature must
exceed about 1600'F for claddifng failure to occur. This considers cladding
deterioration and the fission gas;pressure increase due to increasing sodium
temperature. The curve intersected 16000F at 411 full power dayswwhich re-
presents the design basis lifetime for worst case conditions :and worst
material properties. However, the loss of flow transient represented in
this analysis is relatively slow. To better assess the consequences of a
rapid transient in which the cladding is expanding away from the fuel, the
transient limit curve for a fast reactivity insertinn with zero contact
pressure was estimated from Figure 4'.2-22. This permits comparison of the
effects of creep rupture damage with plastic damage (ultimate residual
strength of the cladding). The failure temperature corresponding to
411 full power days was also about 1600'F. This indicates that the LOF
transient in Figure 4.2-20 is still sufficiently rapid that creep rupture
effects are not significant.

The core exit coolant temperatures for a double-ended pipe rupture
with a sleeve, Figure E.3-3, are about 1710 0 F. However, these hot pin
temperatures correspondto BOL pin power ratings for which Figure 4.2-22
shows that failure is not expected to occur. (It should be noted that the
assumptions for BOL and EOL conditions are more conservative than BOEC
conditions.) When adjusted for EOL fissile depletion (80 Mwd/kg) the
corresponding coolant temperatures are conservatively estimated to be about
1580 0 F and cladding failure is not expected. However, it is noted that even
if 1600OF would be exceeded, this would indicate that one fuel pin may fail,
not that a gross number of pins would fail.

Amend. 22
Q001.415-1 June 1976



The failure temperature in the blanket is expected to be about the same asthat in the core, namely 16000 F. However, the most probable failure'locationwould be be between core mid-plane and three quarters up the total pelletstack height. Figure E.3-4 indicates that for double-ended rupture wi~th asleeve the coolant temperatures do not exceed this value. Furthermore, ifcladding failure should occur, the failure is probably a considerable dis-tance from the gas plenum and the resultant friction in the gap would
preclude rapid fission gas egress (see similar discussion for fuel pin inSection 15.4.1.1.2).

It is concluded that, for loss of coolable geometry to occur for a piperupture transient coolant boiling must be initiated. Loss of claddingintegrity resulting in fission gas release at EOL is not a mechanism whichcould cause coolant boiling during pipe rupture events with a sleeve design.

Q001.415-2 Amend. 22
June ý1976



Question 001.416 (E3.1.3)

Provide representative transient results of the important parameters such
as the variation as a function of time of coolant temperature, flow rates,
local pressure, and possibly other significant variables as a function of
time to illustrate the physical behavior of the system. For these transients

select a pipe break location that leads to exceeding the saturation temper-
ature, one that results in incipient saturation, and a location that results
in temperatures well below saturation. Provide results with and without
the pipe sleeve.

Response:

Additional figures are provided in Section E.3.1.3.4 for the requested
23' transient results.

57x
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Question 001.417 (E3.1.3.1)

Identify the nature of the pump coastdown modification referred to in.
this section and provide the primary pump characteristics used in the
analysis including the pump inertia, rated hydraulic and frictional torque
pump head and torque versus flow at all pump speeds.

Response:

The modified pump coastdown referred to in Section E3.1.3.1 is the minimum
flow coastdown transient calculated by the DEMO Code for a minimum full-speed
stored kinetic energy of 5.39 x 106 ft-lbs (as specified in Table E.3-l).,
The pump characteristics equations and coefficients for pump head, torque,
frictional torque loss and RNPSH, as used. in the DEMO - Rev. 4 analysis,."
are given in Table E.3-1A.

WJ
QOO1 .417-1 Amend 16

April 1976



Question 001.418 (E3.1.3.1)

( Provide the technical justification and supporting documentation for the
use of the refined flux-to-(pressure)½ trip function given in Table
E.3-1.

Response:

The Flux - /Pressure'subsystem initiates trips for reductions in primaryflow (or positive reactivity excursions) over the load range. Core inletplenum pressure is a rapidly responding indication of core coolant flowwhich would drop rajidly following a pipe rupture, initiating a trip.The subsystem performance is dependent upon initial operating level and
is modeled with a dynamic trip equation is shown in Table E.3-1. Themodel chosen includes worst case errors for the sensors, signal con,-
ditioning electronics, comparators and logic. For additional conservatism
errors are then accumulated in the direction to delay a trip signal when-
needed by summing the conservative errors in the worst safety case direction.
Using the sum of conservative errors rather than balancing the errors.about
the mean adds additional conservatism to the analysis. The analytical
model Iof the Flux - ,Pr ssu-esbsystem shown in' Table E.3-1 conservatively
represents the Plant Protection System perirmance. in response to the "events analyzed in this Appendix. A discussion of the methods used to..derive PPS trip equations will be provided in the response to Question 222.65.

67)

QOOl .418-1
Amend. 22
June 1976
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QuestionI001.419 (E3.1.3.2 and E3.1.3.4)

With.regard to the results presented in Figures E.3•-l to E.3-4 inclusive:

a) It is noted that if the uncertainty in the calculated coolant
temperatures were *in the order of + 10%, the break locatilon
atiwhich the coolant temperatures exceed the saturation
temperature .appears to be affected substantially. For example,
for the core hot channel the break location may shift approximately
60 ft. from around the top of the downcomer to the. vicinity of the
check valve exit. In view of this sensitivity provide estimates of-
the uncertainties in the calculation of the coolant:temperatures.
These uncertainties should be-those associated with parameter
uncertainties within the DEMO Code, such as variations in gap
conductance of about 30% as well as the uncertainty in-the -DEMO Code
representation of the CRBR plant. Identify the exfsting or fUtture
efforts to validate the DEMO Code experimentally.

b) Provide the distance of the IHX inlet from the reactor vessel
inlet in order to calibrate the curves measured from the reactor
vessel inlet with those measured from the pump..

c) Identify whether the differences between the coolant. temperatures
and the saturationtemperatures are the minimum values through-
out the transient so that boilling does not ,occur before the
temperatures shoWn in the figures are attained.

Response:

a) The loss of pipe integrity analysis Was conducted with a- set of
parameters biased to include uncýlertai nty. The uncertai~nties having
principal bearing on calculated coolant temperature can be lumped
into two groups, 1) those associated with the plant operatiing
conditions and, 2) those associated with rea!ctor power. and
thermal hydraulics.

The uncertainties in plant operating. condit~ions are accommodated
in the analysis by commencing-the transient analysis from the
Thermal Hydraulic Design conditions (T&H) plus 200 primary cold
leg temperature. The conservativism of the analysis, commencing
from this extreme operating point is discussed in NRC Response
001.318 (15.3). In that response the difference between T&H
and expected peak temperatures, for a loss of off-site.,power,
was shown to be 70°.* This difference would be even larger for
a pipe rupture since it is a more severe transient.

Reactor power and thermal hydraulics Uncertainties are fully
considered in the design and analysis through the effects of the
hot channel factors which are discussed in Reference QOOl.419-1. The result
of the stacked uncertainties in the hot channel factors is shown in.

Q0 9 Amend. 25
QOOl.419-1 Aug. 1976



Figure Q001.419-1. (Note that the amalysis assumes single phase
sodium flow up to 1950OF which is not realistic, but serves to
.demonstrate the margin resultant from stacking uncertainties). This
analysis was done from the plant TDM condition for the hottest channel..
in the active core at steady state. The hot channel, which is used for
pive rupture analysis contains the hot.channel factors of reference
QOOl.419-l,whereas the expected hot channel. does not. As shown the
hot channel factors provide 2650 F of margin for the reactor uncertainties.

Validation of the DEMO Code for primary pipe rupture analyses has
been performed by:

(a) Comparison of DEMO. primary loop hydraulics against the
IANUS Code (Westinghouse Proprietary) primary loop hydraulics, and

(b) Comparison of DEMO reactor thermal-hydraulic response with
that of the FORE-IIM Code.'

Since IANUS and FORE-IIM have been validated to the extent noted.
below confidence iný DEMO validity, has been gained.

1. DEMO -IANUS Hydraulics Comparison

Figure QOO .419-2 presents a comparison of the reactor.,inlet
flow transient following a primary, inl~et *pipe rupture, as
calculated by DEMO and by IANUS. Since IANUS is configured
for FFTF, this. comparison, was performed. for FFTF parameters
by adapting the DEMO hydraulics to represent FFTF.. The
slightly faster flow decay in the first half-second in IANUS is,
due to neqlect in IANUS of the fluid inertia in the pipe from-
inside the vessel inlet plenum to the break. The close
comparison provides a validation of DEMO ýhydraulic mode'lIing

and, since IANUS has been verified against the SEFOR tests
(Reference: QOO.l.419-2), further validity is provided for

DEMO hydraulic modelling..

2. DEMO - FORE IIW Reactor Comparison

Figure Q001.419-3 presents a comparison of the reactor exit
temperature response of the DEMO Code and the FORE IIK Code
for a postulated inlet pipe rupture in the primary system.
This comparison supports the validity of the DEMO core average,
thermal-hydraulics and neutronics modelling.. Figure Q001.419-4
is a comparison:.between DEMO and..FORE IIM. radial blanket calcu-
lated temperatures. This supports the validity of the radial
blanket hot channel model. The FORE IIM core model has also
been verified against the IANUS model by the FFTF Project..

(it is recognized that the DEMO results may not be realisti,,cl above
the saturation temperature. However, the results shown iniFigure
QOO..419-4 are effective in demonstrating the validity of DEMO in
the region below saturation temperature).

QOO.419-2 Amend. 25
Aug. 1976



.The DEMO Code has also been the subject of a.careful independent
review by the Argonne National Laboratory. The results presented

W .. in Reference QO01.419-3 support the validity of the fuelled assembly
hot channel thermal model.

In summary, the DE1O calculations have been and will .con.tin-:6 to
be examined for their appropriateness-afid. accuracy. DEMO resul ts
have been compared to other calculations and indirectyiY 'tdo test
data. This has given confidence in the.ýcodes basic'caIculational
scheme and its ability to represent system and compOnent real or
required performance. On a continuing basis,:as the,des.ign and
construction progresses and component and system test data
becomes available, applicable portions of :the code wili- be compared
to this information.

b) The analysis results presented in Figures E.3-l and E.3-2. were..
plotted on separate scales to either side of the IHX Hprimary as
a consequence of:the flow path complexity •ithinh the6 •,X. •T•hi•sJ
complexity prevents a physically meaningful interpretation of,,
distances throug gthe uni (the same consideration was iot.appliied
to the check vaflTve due to its nearl.v:direct fow path). The tota
length along the pipe from the reactor vessel to the: IHX outlet nozzle
is. very nearly 17.3 feet. The e levationdifference from1 HX outlet
nozzle to inlet nozzle Centerlineon' the primary side $ '22. f...t.
7-1/2 inches, with the inlet nozzle 5.feet 4 inches from the IHX
centerline. Use of these.,dimens-ions tointep nt.ý is.,stance
of pump-to-IHX break locations from 'the,0'reactorv•esse,••li"•T so•• ould'
.be limited to reference purposes only :to avoild mi sinterrpretatifon
of 0path lengths within the' IH-X..

c) The temperatures plotted in the .Section; E3.l.3 analyis are the
worst case temperatures .at any point Withihn -6•7t'he d ii'6-of .hth
transient cases run; i .e., the t:em "'•spit't' are the

maximum sodium exit temperature a-1ohTg wi*th' them'i.hiim'ur-i' .•.;tirafiob(n
temperature occurring at the time, of the peakhin exit temperture.
Examples of representative temperature traces have 'been -qiv, en i-n the
response to Question .001 .416.

Amend. 25,
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Question 001.420 (E.3.1.3.4)

Provide the technical justification for locating the flow restrictor
approximately 20 feet above the reactor inlet nozzle. Provide-the
flow characteristics for the flow restrictor as well as the basis
for establishing these characteristics and the estimated uncertainty
in these characteristics...

Response:

The flow restrictor is located such as to roughly cutin .half ,the. total
volume in.the pipe/sleeve annulus that has to be filled with sodium in
.case of a postulated pipe rupture, before. the back pressure is generated
that stops the break flow. As Figure QOOl.420-1 indicates,, an annulus
with a radial gap of about 3.85 in. or less would be required, to limit
the amount of sodium egress such that the short-term coolant temperature
peak at the core hot channel outlet does not exceed the saturation,
temperature. Because of access requirements a radial .gap of 7.0 in. has,
been chosen. This increases the annulus volume.by a factor iof.
(19.OJ - 12,0 2 )/(15.852 - 12.02) 2.02 (for pipe and sleeve dimensions
see Figure E.3-5). Thus the flow., restriCtoir decreases th•• vailable
annulus volume down to the required size.

For defining the flow characteristics, the restrictor i,s modeled as an
orifice. Using the current radial gap of'O0.5 in. between the pipe and th.
restrictor, the cross sectional flow area of the orifice is.AR -0,267 Pft.
The. pipe/sl~eeve .-annul-us has a cross sectional fflo. area of AA. - 473.ft 2 -
which results in an area ratio of AR/AA ='0.056. The pressure drop
across the flowrestrictor is then calculated as

2
AP= K (V /2g)y

where' K is the friction loss coefficient, V2/2g is the, velocity head
and y pg is the density of the-sodium times the graviitational cý,constant. d
The friction loss coefficient is calculated (according to the CRANE Hand-
bookof Hydraulics) as

KR3 (1/ AR 2

AA
A R3

with " 0.63 + 0.37
A

using,,the above given value of AR/AA •=".056 yields K =.2.3.

The uncertainty in the calculated value for AP is estimated at approximately
10 percent.

Amend. 25

. Aug. 1976
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Question 001.421 (E3.1.3.4)

Clarify the last paragraph in this section where reference is made to.
the coolant margin to boiling that is required to satisfy the acceptancecriteria.

Response:

The response to this question is provided in the revised Section E3.1.3.4.

3 QOOl .421-1 Amend. 15
Apr. 1976



Question 001.422 (E.3.1.3.4)

*7

27

W-;"')

Discuss the structural integrity of the flow restrictor and itsexpected performance under the load conditions associated with piperupture in its proximity as well as at other locations along thedowncomer.

Response:

The flow restrictor was included in the design option developed foraccommodation of a postulated PHTS cold leg pipe rupture as a designbdsis event. Based on the belief that NRC concerns with respectto inservice inspection, material surveillance and leak detectioncan be satisfied, the Project no longer considers the pipe rupture.as a potential basis for parallel design efforts. This is consistentwith the NRC Staff position presented at theJuly 9meeting of.theAdvisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards. Hence a direct responseto this question is not considered appropriate

Amend...27QOO.422-1 Oct. 1976



41C) Question 001.423 (QOO1.275)"

In connection with Item 001.275 provide scale drawings showing the details
and locations of the pipe and sleeve, support structures and hangers, and
flow restrictor.

Response:

New Figure E.3-5A,.Pipe Sleeve Interface Control Drawing (Preliminary),
provides the details and:locations of the Reactor Vessel inlet pipe,
flow restrictor and pipe sleeve seismic restraint. Flow restrictor
details are shown in Figure E.3-6 of the PSAR, and the pipe sleeve
seismic restraint in Figure E.3-7. The support structure and hanger
locations, for the Reactor Vessel inlet pipe will remain as'.per reference
design.

Q001.423-1 Amend. 20
May 1976
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Question 001.424 (References)

Provide references 2 and 4 on page E.3-14; Revision 4,of WARD-D-0005, .November 1975, and "CRBRP Decay PowerAnalysis", WARD-D-0090, July 1-975.
Response:

Reference 2: Revision 4 of WARD-D-0005 was provided to NRC on March 29, 1976.
Reference 4: "CRBrRP Decay Power Analysis", WARD-D-0090 has been providedunder separate cover.251

W@'
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Question 001.425 (AppendixE)

Although the role of reliability methods in the safety analysis of nuclearreactor systems has been increasing, large inaccuracies as a result of.inadequate data base may be expected, especially for first ofza kind systems..For example, the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-!1400)al~lowed'for'an error spreadof two orders ofmagnitude for the failure rates associated with LWR piping:systems.

Provide. the confidence interval associated with the.point estimate for.the
probability.of pipe rupture in the primary heat transport system. Show i.nsufficient detail the analysis used in deriving this confidence limit.

Response:

A fairly detailed structural reliability assessment of the primary cold leg.
piping was provided to NRC by WARD-D-0127...submite i•• -December"1975.(Reference 2 of PSAR Section 1.6) Those. results "show•ato0erance6of two ordiers
of magnitude due to uncertainties without violatingt•tbhe ,pipipng, integrity
reliability goal.

C

Q001.425-1 Amend. 24
July 1976



Question 001.426 (Appendix E)

In a recent evaluation of the integrity. of LMFBR primary piping, Chow et al.*
concluded that the linear elastic fracture methodology (as proposed in
Appendix C of the PSAR) is rather limited in its ability to describe crack
growth at elevated temperatures in LMFBR primary piping.

Provide the justification for the use of linear elastic fracture methodology
in the structural reliability assessment of the primary piping.

*Reference: "Integrity of LMFBR Piping: A Preliminary Evaluation" J.G.Y. Chow

et.al., BNL/FRS-74-2, September, 1974.

Response:

The normal operating temnerature of the cold leg is arouwd 7500 F which is
well below the creep range for 304 stainless steel. The application of
linear elastic fracture mechanics methods to crack growth calculation is
well established if creep is not a factor (see Reference QO01.426-l. As an
example, to verify that the fatigue-crack growth rate is an unique function of
stress intensity factor; Figure Q001.426-1 presents a compilation of fatigue-
crack growth behavior for 304 SS at room temperature as obtained from the ten
specimen types shown in Figures Qool.425-2 and 3. Figures Q001.426-1, 2 and 3Q are reprints from Reference Q001.426-1. Further substantiation is found inS .... Reference Q001.426-2. In addition, James (Reference Q001.426-3) concludes ,that
creep is a second order effect on the crac growth of 304 SS at lO00OF. Sihce
this temperature is the maximum imposed by any duty cycle event (see Reference
Q001.426-4) on the cold leg piping, linear elastic fracture mechanics appli-
cation to crack growth evaluations is applicable. Moreover, the stra-in-har-
dening properties of the piping material at the cold leg temperatures are such
that, where stresses exceed yield, shakedown to elastic behavior occurs after a
very few cycles (see Section 4.4 of Reference Q001.426-3 and Reference Q001.426-5).

The piping integrity assessment of the hot leg piping has not been documented. The
applicability of linear elastic fracture mechanics for the hot leg is under study
and will be addressed in the hot leg piping assessment which will be provided as
a supplement to Reference 2 of PSAR Section 1.6.

References:

QOOl.426-1 L. A. James, "Fatigue-Crack Propagation in Austenitic Stainless
Steels," HEDL-SA-1051, Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory,
Richland, WaSh., January 1976.

Q001.426-2 J. A. Begley and A. A. Sheinker, "Crack Propagation Testing
for LMFBR Piping - Phase I.Final Report," WARD-HT-3045-17,.
Westinghouse Advanced Reactors Division,.Madison, Pa. 15663
(in publication).

Amend. 24
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QOO1.426-3 L. A. -J-ames, ".Some ,iQues.,tions., .Regarding the Ilniteraction l'F:of
Creep .and Fatigue, ASME Paper 75-.'WA/-Mat-6.

Q001 .426-4 "Primary "Pipe I•ntegrity Status Report," WARD-D-0I27,
Westinghouse 'Advanced ReactorsrDivis-i~on, .?Madison, Pa.,
December 1975.

Q001 .426i-5 "Criteria of ASME -Boifler and Pressure Vessel Code For Design
•by Analjysis in -Secti-ons IH and VIII, DiVision 2, "American

Society odf Mechani.cal Enginneers., 19.69.
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Question 001.427 (Appendix E)

Q• The Parallel Design (pipe sleeve) for the primary piping may have somedisadvantages which should be considered in a reliability assessment, e.g.,
a lack of inspection access to the welding of the primary piping at the
inlet nozzle.

Provide a detailed reliability assessment, parallel to the one carried
out for the Reference Design (described on page E.4-4 of Appendix E)., for
the alternate, pipe sleeve, design. This should include a comprehensive
failure-modes-and-effects analysis associated with stress loading of the
pipe sleeve as a result of a double-ended pipe rupture. In particular,
provide analyses which establish the survivability of the pipe sleeve
following a double-ended rupture of the primary pipe at the inlet nozzle.
Include a description and labeled drawings or diagrams of the primary
piping support structures with the pipe sleeve present.

Response:

The pipe sleeve design will be such that adequate inspectability will be..
provided, as delineated in Appendix E. Relevant information can be found
in Sections E.3.1.2.1 and E.3.1.2.3.

The structural design of the pipe sleeve will employ-well established
deterministic analysis and design methods. Under the design basis pipe
break conditions, the design of the pipe sleeve will assure its structural
integrity necessary to perform its specified safety function. Therefore,
we do not plan to perform a "detailed reliability assessment for the pipe
sleeve design". However, if the pipe sleeve is implemented in the design,
an FMEA will be performed to assure the pipe sleeve doesn't introduce any
unrecognized failure modes which might contribute to loss of coolable
geometry.

Details of the piping support structure associated with the pipe sleeve are
shown in Figure E.3-7. Beyond the top of the reactor guard vessel, the piping
insulation performs the sleeve function and no changes in the piping support
structures from the Reference Design are anticipated.

Since inspection capabilities are not affected by the presence of the sleeve,
and no changes are made in'the piping support structure, it is concluded
that the pipe sleeve does not affect the assessment of decay heat removal
reliability, and additional reliability assessment for the pipe sleeve
design is not required.

Q001.427-1 Amend.-23

June.1976



Question 001.428 (Appendix E)

The response of cell liners has been previously questioned in item

130.37 and in the request for topical information, item 15, (letter

dated October 6, 1975). These concerns are relevant in connection with

pipe rupture due to the potential for water evolution from concrete in

situations involving either partially or fully lined .cells. The

potential for hydrogen generation from this.water, and any subsequent

procedures for venting containment should be addressed.

Response:

The Reactor Cavity and the PHTS cells are fully lined cells. The response

to Question 001.210 discusses prevention of liner failure, venting of

steam pressure, containment purging and hydrogen evolution as associated

with Reference Design sodium spills. The information contained in the

response to Question 001.210 is also applicable to Appendix E sodium

spills.

Q001,428-I Amend. 24
July 1976
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ec Question 001.429 (E3l..2.1)

271

El

Provide the information requested in Question: 120.38 for the innerreflective sheathing for the piping thermal insulation which is toperform the function of a- sleeve with a 1.5" annulus for pipe ruptureaccommodation. Describe the analytical or experimental methods anddesign criteria to be used in designing the insulation shielding andinner sheath supports to withstand the loads associated with a possiblepipe rupture.

Response:

The use of thermal insulation sheathing as a piping sleeve wasincluded in•.the design option developed for accomn odation :of apostulated PHTS cold leg rupture as a design• basis event. Basedon the belief that NRC concerns ýwith :respect toinservice, inspection.material surveillance andl.ieak detectionS can -be Satisfs ied, '.th&.T'Pjec-tno longer considers the pipe.ruptureras a potential basis for paralleldesign efforts. Ths is 1co nsisteni t with the N Saff pi .ti ...presented at the July 9 meeting of the Advi.sory Committee on ReactorSafeguards. Hence a direct response to this question is.not considered.appropriate.

Amend. 27
Oct. 1976

QOO .429-1'



Question 001.430 (E.3.1.1 Green)

The parallel design study for pipe rupture proposes addition of flow
.restrictors and sleeves to the reactor inlet piping up to the check
valve to protect against reduced.core flow in the event of a pipe rupture in
this region. Pipe integrity studies will attempt to show pipe rupture not
to be a credible event in either the hot leg or the. cold leg without prior
leakage and that there will be adequate time for shutdown. Leak detection with
suitable sensitivity and response characteristics is necessary to sustain
the logic of this argument. Discuss how your plans would change if this
position could only be supported for the cold leg (400OF - 7500 F) piping which
operates in the elastic regime. Current efforts appear to be primarily
directed to defects in the cold leg piping and conversely leak detection
development appears to be oriented towards detecting hot leg sodium leaks.
Discuss the change in leak detection sensitivity between hot and. cold leg.
piping; describe and discuss the R&D program to develop the leak detection,
system for both cases.

Response:

Additional information in response to-the first part of the question concerning
the hot leg piping design is provided in amended Secti'on 1.5.2.1.5.

Revised Section E.3.1.2.4 provides the leak detection information requested.

Amend. 22
June 1976QOOl .430-1
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Question 001.431 (E3.2 Yellow)

The principal thrust of the proposed reliability studies seem'to be
directed to show the adequacy of the QA program in eliminating large defects
and that those defects that escape detection could not generate a self-
propagating crack in the stress field in which.the system operates (i.e..,
leak before break). The scope should be broadened to include other failure
initiating mechanisms such as design errors, construction mistakes, QA
errors, and deleterious environmental effects.. Relate the proposed
reliability studies to actual LWR experience rather than to the limited
LMFBR experience.

Response::•.

A rather large initial flaw size was selected as a starting point in the
analysis provided to NRC in WARD-D-0127. The .size of the flaw and the
basis for its selection are described in that report. The flaw:selection,.
as discussed in WARD-D-0127 is intended to reflect the risk of construction
mistakes and QA'errors. It is assumed that theU. udetected.flaw is- sharp
edged, oriented for maximum growth, and placed at thepoint of highest
stress. These assumptions provide margin against design errors..and
construction mistakes which might result in higher-stresses than expected.

WARD-D-0127 has shown that reactor grade sodium does not produce any
deleterious effects. Only the reaction products of leaking sodium could
produce significant deleterious environmental effects. These woul~d-be.
mitigated by rapid detection of small leaks as discussed in.WARD-D-0127.

Piping integrity analyses of the LWR's are clearly .of general technical
interest. However, such differences in geometry as much thicker walls.and
such differences in piping failure effects as the significantly greater
stored energy in LWR piping make the comparisons of limited usefulness to.
CRBRP. Consequently, no extensive engineering.effort on LWR pipi.ng compari
sons is judged to be warranted. However a review of-LWR operatiTng exp'erience-
is currently. underway. The reported LWR abnormal occurences are being
screened to determine which are relatable to CRBRP. The ongoing reliability
studies will include an assessment of the protection provided by the CRBRP"
reference 4esign against the appropriate LWR observed abnormal occurrences.

Amend. 25.
QOOl .431-1 Aug. 1976



Question 001.432 (E4.M Yellow)

Several considerations are related to sodium leakage other thanpipe rupture and the installation of a sleeve in the reactor cold legbetween the reactor and the check valve. Among these are the cell design
pressure, venting and placement of hot and cold cell liners., Sincea spectrum of leaks could be involved.giving rise to a series of design.,options, provide further clarification by discussing leak rate vs cell
pressure, venting and cell liner options.

Response:

Preliminary assessments of the"PHTS cell maximum pressure versus sodiumleak rate are provided in response to Q040.4.. These -preliminary
assessments were based uponr-the design basis leak approach transm'.tted toNRC In tha Information in Advance of CRRRP Cell Liner Des14n Meeting on.-June 8, 1976.

In addition to the evaluation of the deSign basis leak, the cell linersystem and structural 'design has been evaluated ';for s•yste inventoryspills to determine margin. The analytical resul.ts areý be6ing confirmed-by a sodium (evaluation) dump experiment at HEDL schedule to be made -inmid-year 1977.

The present PHTS cell and reactor cavity design does not differentiatebetween hot and cold liners as described in'the previous referencedadvanced cell ,liner information. Liners are provided w insulation7. and a gap for venting steam/vapor from behind the liner.

The structure of the PHTS cells and the reactor cavity has bee.evalruatedand can. wfthstand transient pressures of 30 and 35 jpsA.ig,, respectively,and venting between cells for pressure reli:ef is presently not anticipatedas being necessary. Venting between cells would beundesirable becauseof the potential of contamination of larger areas than necessary.

Leak detection means are being provided to detect leaks as small as100 gm/hr in 250 hours. Liners are being designed to accommodate thedesign basis leak. To insure additional margin, the cell liners andstructures are being evaluated for system characteristic sodium spillslarger than the design basis leak.

QO01.432-1 Amend. 35
Feb. 1977



W__ Question 001.433 (15.A.3.3.1 Yellow)

In the analysis of the EVCC, the initial temperature is taken as 1075.°F,and-the elevated temperature due to decay heat is limited to 1200'F.The flow blockage analysis in Figure F 6.4-5 shows however that thesodium temperature in the vessel can rise as high as 1400°F prior tomelt-through to the EVCC. Discuss the effect this would have on thepartition factors for the fission products dispersed in the sodium,and consequently, on-the RC source term (Table 15.A.3-4). Justifyextending the method of partition fractions, as used by Castleman, ifthe sodium temperature is calculated to rise beyond 1200'F; note thatCs and Rb boil below 13000F.

Response:

In Amendment 24 to the PSAR,:.the Project-withdrew the Paral'lel- Desipnfrom further consideration by the-NRC staff, This question requestsadditional information relative to analyses conducted in"support ofthe Parallel Design. Accordingly$, the question is no longer directlyapplicable. The considerations associated with developing the sourceterm for the TMBDB analyses are discussed in Section 4 of CRBRP-3,Volume 2 (Reference lOb of PSAR Section 1.6).

*7

Amend.. 62,
Nov. 1981Q0011.433-1



Question 001.434 (6.2.5.2)

You state in Section 6.2.5.2.1 that the heat removal system for the
Reactor Cavity shall be designed to maintain certain:temperature during

:normal operating conditions, and that its operation is not required
following a CDA. Provide the&design criteria for this system and discuss
the consequences of its failure during normal operation.,

Response:

The response to this.question is provided in revised-PSAR Section 3A.1.3.

Amend. 25
Aug. 1976

QOOl .434-1



Question 001.435: (F.3.2)

Assuming the accident sequence in F3.2.1.1 but with pump trip at the
e~xpected trip conditions, what differences in the scenario would be ex-
pected?

Response:*" 16

The accident sequence postulated in this question should not be considered
as .an HCDA initiator for the reasons discussed below.

Table Q001.435-1 shows the five trip functions and trip levels that apply
to the startup situation. For the assumed case of a continuous control
rod withdrawal, the first trip would be.at %20% power due to the Primary
Shutdown System (PSDS) Flux-Delayed Flux trip function. The backup functions.
are the Startup Nuclear (SSDS) at ý25-30%, the Flux-Total Flow (SS9S)at
%60%, .the Flux - Pressure (PSDS) at ,60%, and the High Flux (PSDS) at

115%.

One may postulate that the SDSs fail either electrically only or mechanically
only. The postulated sequence of failures can be discussed more fully by
use of Figure Q001.435-1 which reflects the startup condition. 60

Path #1 on this figure is a postulated case of two electrical failu.res.
These would leave the pumps running and the rod continuing to withdraw.
This'is the case discussed in Section 4.3 of Reference lOa, PSAR Section 1.6.1j60

Path #2 is the case postulated by the question and would require all of the
following failures:

4 Failure of the CRDM pulser or operator error

* Failure of the rod block interlock

* Simultaneous common mode failure of at least 2 of the
3 independent electrical trains of the primary shutdown
system

0 Simultaneous common mode mechanical failure of at least
2 of 4 secondary rods.

Thus, only by postulating two unrelated.(one electrical and one mechanical)
common mode failures can the scenario postulated by question 001.435
occur. One common mode failure must involve the primary electrical system
and cannot involve the secondary electrical system. The second common
mode failure must involve the secondary mechanical system, not involve the
primary mechanical system, and preVent at least two of the secondary rods
from being inserted. Therefore, this sequence is less probable than the
postulated common mode .failure of both electrical systems and should not
be considered as an initiator.

S*Note that Appendix F has been withdrawn. However, the accident sequence
referenced in the question related to a control assembly withdrawal at
startup with shutdown system failure. 60

SQ001.435-1 Amend. 60QOO..435-1 Feb. 1981



In paths 3 and 4 it is postulated that there are common mode mechanical
failures of 14 of the 15 primary rods and, obviously, no mechanical failure
of the rod postulated to be continuously withdrawing. The overall pro-
bability of path 3 is significantly smaller than paths 1 or 2 because of
the large number of rods which must experience a common mode failure and
because of the mechanical diversity between the primary and secondary
systems. The overall probability of path 4 appears to be even smaller than
that •of path 3.

Summarizing the four conceptual paths discussed above, it may first.be
noted that path #1 does not result in' a pump coastdown because no rod.mecha-
nical failures are involved. In paths 3 and 4, a mechanical. failure .ýof the "
PSDS' Would result in a trip of the primary .cool ant pumps and interruption
of electrical powerýto the contro.- rods- stopping. the withdrawal. Sie.ý,the.
trip Would occur at about 30% power, the reactor power would remain at that
level. .. Only path #2 shows a sequence of events consisting of continuous
power increase plus trip of the primary pumps.

If theevent postulated in question 001.435 could occur, the coastdown of.
the flow (which would be initiated at about 30 seconds) would result in hot
chanhel coolant boiling in about 35 seconds. At that time the reactor power
would be about 50% of full power and the flow.would' be about 20% of fuli
flow. ýThe coolant boiiling would resul't in cladding failures and the continued
heating would result in fuel melting. This would eventually result in : a
slow core meltdown characteristic of the Transition Phase analyses presented
in Section 4.2.3 of Reference iOa, PSAR Section 1.6. [60

0
C

Amend. 60
Feb. i981
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TABLE QO.01.435-1

SUMIMARY OF PPS TRIPS FOR STARTUP POWER RANGE

Trip Function

Flux-Delayed Flux

Startup Nuclear

Flux-Total Flow

Flux - Pressure

High Flux

Shutdown System

Primary

Secondaryýý.

Secondary

Primary

Primary

Approximate Trip Level

20%

25 30%

60%

60%

115%

QOO .435-3 Amend. 19
May 1976



NOTES SOS SHUTDOWN SYSTEM
NFC NO FURTHER CONSEQUENCES (NO LOSS OF COOLABLE GEOMETRY)

Figure Q001..435-1. Accident Progression Diagram Assuming Continuous Control Rod
Withdrawal At Startup And Failure Of Both Shutdown Systems

7683-153

Qoo0 .435-4
Amend. 19
May 1976



Question 001.436 (F3.2)

Indicate if ramp rates much greater than (such as 19¢!sec) or much lessthan 2.4€/sec are possible during startup. If so, what differences inthe F3.2.1.1 scenario would be expected?

Response:

The CRBRP Project has consolidated all considerations given HypotheticalCore Disruptive Accidents into report CRBRP-3 (References i1a and lOb,PSAR Section 1.6) and its associated references; consequently, PSARAppendices D and F have been withdrawn in Amendments 24 and 6 respectively.The response to this question is now found in Section-3.3.2.2 of Reference10a, PSAR Section 1.6.

'~ I

Q001 .436-1 Amend. 60
Feb. 1981



Question 001.437 (F3.2)

Discuss the reason for the preliminary conclusion that the event in
F3.2.1.3, Seismic Reactivity Inseriion-Operation Basis Earthquake
(OBE) With Shutdown System Failure, will be similar in consequence
to the LOF event of F3.2.2.1. Is:"there a greater possibility for a
hydrodynamic disassembly as opposed to the cited LOF events? Pro-
vide the schedule for performing the detailed analysis of this event.

Response:

The CRBRP Project has consolidated all considerations given Hypothetical
Core Disruptive Accidents into report CRBRPý3' (Ref erences, Oa a nd IOb,
PSAR Section 1.6) and its associated references; consequently, PSAR
Appendices D and F have been withdrawn in AmIendments 24 and 60 respectively.
The. response to this question is now found in Section 4.;4.2.2.3, of
Reference lOa and Section 8 of Reference 15, PSAR Section 1.6. 60

*JW
Amend. 60
Feb. 1981Q001.437-1



Question 001.438 (F3.2)

It is not obvious that a common:mode failure(s) involving both primary
and secondary systems has an overall probability "significantly smaller"
than failure of both systems and failure of the pumps .to trip on demand.
Provide the justification to support this view. Indicate if a flow
transient from an overpower condition would be similar to (a) the LOF at
normal power, (b) the scenario in F3.2.1.3.

Response:*

The relative likelihood of various failure sequences is discussed in thel,

response to Q001.435.

The consequences of flow transients initiated from an overpower condition-
are provided in Reference 10a, PSAR Section 1.6, Table-4-4, cases L33 through
L40.

*Note that Appendix F has been withdrawn. However, the scenarios:referenced
in the question related to:

a) Loss of Off-Site Electrical Power with Shutdown SYstem Failure

b) Seismic Reactivity Insertion (OBE) with Shutdown System Failure

QOOl0.438-1 Amend. 60Feb. ý., 1981
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question 001.439 (F3.2)

Specify the approximate length-of time that the reactor can operate at.
115% power before component design stresses are exceeded or fuel failure
is expected.

Response:

The CRBRP could operate at 115% for several days before any significant
consequences would result from the overpower condition. The long term
consequences of operation.at 115% power will be discussed below.: How-
ever, it is important to first note the present design is such that the
plant will be tripped at 115% power by the PPS and that the plant will be
manually tripped within 5 minutes at an overpower condition less than .15%.

An analysis of the consequences of operation at 115% power was performed to
ascertain whether any short term safety consequences would result. First,

a prediction-was made of the final steady state flowsa and.temperatures fo
the system. This was done by a simple extrapolationi fromi the U-2B transient

(an Upset Event,, uncontrollIed rod Iw~ithdraWal. with trip) ., The plant is
designed for sixteen U'-2b transients in which it is assumed that the Pl!ant
is tripp.ed after 5 minutes of operation at 115% power.. Durinq the period,
preceeding the reactor trip., it was conservatively assumed ithat the PHTS

and IHTS sodium flows remained constant at their itni't~iaI .steady state
values during the overpower condition. The feedwater flow was allowed to
be increased by the automatic control system. The approximate final 'tem-

peratures and flows are given in Table QO01.439-I. It is seen from the
table that the largestt temperature increase-wou1ld be only 656F and would
occur in the PHTS hot 9leg. It i s also noteworthyý that .,the i ncrea-se iin the

PHTS cold leg is only 300F and that this results in a temperature of 780T F
which is well below the creep regime for the material,.,

A scoping calculation was performed to determine the, period of time the

CRBR could be maintained at 15% overpower before :fuelI aid radial blanket'

rod cladd.ing "design, limits were exceeded. For the assembbies considered,
this cai cul ation showed that this time period is minimum when the overpowert
is applied at end of design life, which is 1.5 equilibrium cycles for the

fuel rods and 6 equilibrium cycles for the radial bl anket rods.

The conditions assumed for these calculations, the fuel and radial blanket

assemblies considered, and the principal results of the calculations are

summarized in Table Q001.439- 2 . The design limit utilizedin this calcu-7

lation is the cladding cumulative -damage function (CDF) ýlimit of 1:.0- .

This design limit and. the method for calculating cladding CDF is f ully
discussed in Section 15.1.2

QOO1.439-1 Amend. 20
May 1976



To determine the allowable overpower operating period, calculations
for the fuel and radial blanket rod cladding CDF versus time up to the
end of design life were repeated. The upset tv'ansients were included
in this part of the calculation, but the emergency transient was not. At,
the end of design life the 15% overpower environments were imposed on the
rods and the cladding CDF versus time calculations were continued until'
the time for the cladding CDF to reach 1.0 was:determined. No additional:
transients were imposed during the 15% overpower period after end of de-
sign life. Effect of the 15% overpower environment on the cladding CDF
was calculated assuming hot spot cladding temperatures at a 3 o level of
confidence and thermal-hydraulic design conditions.

These results show that the fuel rods can be maintained at 15% overpower
for approximately 12 days past end of design life before the CDF limit i's
exceeded. The radial blanket rods can be maintained for approximately 4
days past end of design life at 15% overpower before this- limit is ex-
ceeded. These time values are very conservative, minimum quanti-tires.since
3a environments were used in these calculations. If the 15% .overpower en-
vironments would have been assumed at the 2 a: level of -confiidence,, the ,
times to exceed cladding limits would-have been considerably lla~rgeer.

Even if a few radial blanket or fuel assembly rods weIre to fail, the
consequences would be acceptable as shown in Section 15.4

Reactor structural components would also not undergo any signilficant ad-
verse effects. Time at 115% power, in addition to the ove"rpower phase of
the U-2b events for which the reactor structures are designed, would-not
cause significant additionalr creep.damage and would; be accepta:ble for a
time duration in the order of weeks.
Operation at 115% power would also be acceptable for times uP to the order

of years for the heat transport system. As is shown in TabIe Q001 .439-1,
the temperature increases are 65 0F or less. The PHTS and ýIHT S cold legs
stay well below the creep temperature. Since the PHTS and IHTS pumps
remain at constant speed, all of the primary or equilibrium type of stresses
would remain essentially the same. There would be a small decrease in
the allowable primary stresses. Stated more specifically at the beginning
of plant life, if the 316SS hot leg components were operating at the maximum
allowable primary stress t which is based on the full lifetime of the
plant (approximately 3xI0 hrs.) :and if the higher temperature occurred,
the plant could be operated for 3..4years before the code design allow-
ables for the higher temperature would be exceeded. The 316SS interme-
diate hot leg components could operate at 1010'F for 5.7 years before the
Code design allowable stresses would be exceeded. For the 2-1/4 Cr - 1 Mo
steam generator operating at 1010F, the time would be 3.4 years before the
design allowable stresses vGcld be exceeded. On the other hand, at the end
of design life, there is r.•p re-fefined primary stress margin over and
alove thp dieinn duty eve-l Inad historv so that n3l definite time to
reach the design limit greater than zero can be assured.

QOOl .439-2 Amend. 20
May 1976



-The secondary stresses in the piping would increase slightly due to in-creases in thermal constraint stresses, from the higher temperatures. Thistcould lead to increased ratchetting. The secondary stresses will be limitedso that strain limits (0.5%) at welds which,cannot be exceeded over the lifetirrof the plant. At the beginning of plant life the 316SS hot leg compo-nents operating at the 1080'F with a 10% increase in the previous operatingstress would produce the design strain of 0.5% after 1.2 years of operationat the higher temperature. For the 2 1/4 Cr-lMo and 316SS components at10100, the design strain would not be produced for 2.3 years at the highertemperatures and stresses. As for the primary stresses, at the end of lifethere is no pre-defined strain margin over and above the design duty cycleload history, so that no definite time greater than zero can be'. ass'ured.

The additional creep and fatigue damage that would occur at the sli.ghtlly
elevated temperatures' would be very minimal because the fatigue curve fr•316SS is the same for the temperature range from 10000F to 1200'F. Inaddition, from stress rupture considerations and using the.logic abeeforprimarystresses and secondary strains, at the beginning of plant life,hot leg components are predicted to operate from: 2.3 to 7 years at thehigher, temperatures and similarly no definite time greater than zero can-be
assured at the end of life. Hence, the acceptable lengths of time that thereactor can operate at 115% power could be anywhere from zero to about 1., 2years before exceeding design limits as explained above.

The acceptable lengths of time that the HTS can operate at 115% powercould be up to about 1.2 years before exceeding the design . limi ts as
explained above. In addition the heat exchangers, steam generators. piping
and other major components would have steady state stresses which are usually
low because the extreme and/or limiting stresses result from .the many
thermal transients for which those .components are designed including thesixteen U-2b events. Theref re, the stresses and "strains used above to
determine the acceptable operating times at elevated temperatures are very
conservative.

In. summary, the postulated transient in which 115% power is achieved is
very improbable, but would be acceptable in terms of thermal stresses and
fuel failures for periods at least of the order of days for the reactor
structures and for periods of the order of weeks to years in the FITS.

QOOl .439-3 Amend. 20
May 1976



TABLE QO01.439-l

APPROXIMATE NSSS CONDITIONS •AT -POSTULATED
115% POWER

Parameters

Reactor power

Feedwate r flow

PHTS hotb leg temperature

PHTS cold leg temperatu re

IHTS hot leg temperature

IHTS cold leg temperature

I 975 MWT
Initial Conditions *

100%

:4015 T

7500F ..

950°F

6710aF

Final ý'Conditions

115%

112%

10800F

1:010'F

680OF

*Thermal Hydraulic desiign 2,conditionis: With allowance for infsitrument error

Q001.439,.4 Amend. 20' 4 May 1976 .



TABLE QOOl.439-2

MINIMUM OPERATING TIME AT 115% POWER
BEFORE CLADDING DESIGN LIMITS ARE EXCEEDED

Rod Type and
Assembly (see

Figure 4.4-5
in PSAR)

No. of Days Past End-of-
Life at 115% Power to

Attain Cladding CDF= 1.0

Hot Fuel Rod
of Assembly 6

12 days

Hot Radial
Blanket Rod
of Assembly A

4 days

Notes:

(1) Operating conditions during rod design life:

Steady state
Transient

- 2a plant eAxpected
- 3a T&H design

(2) Operating conditions during 115% power: 3a T&H design

' QOOl .439-5. Amend. 20
May 1976



Question 001.440 (F3.2)

It would appear that the events in F3.2.2.2 through F3.2.2.6 all result
in substantially higher bulk sodium temperatures at the onset of hot
channel boiling or clad failure than the LOFevent in F3.2.2.1. Provide
the results of analyses of the event F3.2.2.6 and one other of these events,
assuming that no operator action is taken to prevent core disruption.
Summarize the differences between these events and the LOF event as
regards the general accident progression, the likelihood of moderate to
large energetics, and the post-accident heat removal requirements. Provide
the reactor coolant temperatures and the coolant saturation temperatures
in these cases as a function-of time. Also, include:a discussion of the
effect of the estimated uncertainties in the DEMO Code results on the
conclusions.
Response:* 160

The requested information is provided-in References 001.440-1 and 2.

Loss of One Heat Transport Loop
The results in Reference Q001.440-1 show that the loss of one heat trans-
port loop with postulated failure of both reactor shutdown systems leads
through a 10 minute transition to a new steady state with acceptable
increased plant temperatures (<1150F) and reduced reactor power. No
operator action is assumed during the 10 minute transition

Loss of Feedwater Flow

The analysis reported in Reference Q001.440-2 indicates that the worst
anticipated reduction in feedwater flow coincident with a postulated
failure of both reactor shutdown systems is either:

(a) a loss of one out of three feedpumps with. failure of the standby
pump to start (each pump is capable of delivering 50 percent of
full flow); or

(b) a total loss of condensate flow caused by inadvertent closure of
the condensate flow control valve.

The results show that in both events (a) and (b), the available time for
remedial action would be sufficient (10 minutes) to assure termination
of the transient by operator intervention. In the worst case condition,
operator. action is necessary in 10 minutes to terminate the transient.
and thus preclude coolant boiling in the blanket-hot channel. However,
with no operator action during, the first 90 minutes, no structural
failure in the Heat Transport System-would occur, no coolant boiling
in the fuel Hot Channel would occur and core coolable geometry would

49 be preserved.

Amend. 60
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DEMO Uncertainties

No specific uncertainties in the DEMO model have been identified whichwould be expected to significantly alter the conclusions in ReferencesQ001,440-1 and 2.

*Note that Appendix F has been withdrawn. However, the events referenced
in question related to:

F3.2.2.1 Loss of Off-Site Power with Shutdown System Failure
F3.2.2.2 Primary Pump Trip with Shutdown System Failure
F3.2.2.3 Intermediate Pump Trip with Shutdown System Failure-
F3.2.2.4 Inadvertent Closure of One Evaporator or Superheater

Module Isolation Valve with Shutdown: System niFail-ure
F3.2.2.5 Turbine Trip with Shutdown System Failure
F3.2.2.6 Loss of Normal Feedwater with Shutdown System Failfure 60

References:

Q001.440-1

Q001.440-2

McCall, T. B. and Markowski, F. J., "CRBRP, Response of
the Plant to a Postulated Loss of One Heat Transport Loop
With Failure of Both Reactor Shutdown Systems", WARD-D-0169,
February 1977

McCall, T. B., Calvo, R. and Markowski, F.; J., "CRBRP,,.Res.ponseof the:Plant to Anticipated Reductions in Feedwater Flow;Wi•thPostulated Faiflure"ofBoth Reactor 'Shutdown Systems".
WARD-D-0170, February 1977-,491

Amend. 60Feb. 1981 ¶QO01 .440-2



Question 001.441:

Assuming that a failure occurred which introduced oil into the primairy
sod ium, but tha 6t6e hydrogen wa•s hnt ventzd to thd pump coVer ga§, what
r.eacti vitytr~anien§ts§ ar possible?

RespOnse:

As discussed* in Sections 5. 3.f2;. 3.1' and 15.4... 81 . nd.also.i the
response to QU`e6sii6n 001; .251' oil takage iefo the coolan i'' ehe 0piimp
tank is hfghK unhlikelTy.

However, for the a'ssu Ompfion, as stt-ted in tee q uesion, i hat tht e bearing
oil fl'ow Teaks ifnto the sodum a nd tfa noneof 6he hydrogen is vented

tot te pump cover glasý, the assocfafedi r fI ea t`vt onse~r~wr
estimated. Phy sically, such a sit ationi -t~ ot occur sf... f... the.
hydrogen to go' intoq soltutioh, so6me of it intist iethe• t•fi,•g g as to
provide the parti al pressure re-q4 d to' • i. m i•i: The •rt enr. i
solution'.

In stati'c capsul'e systems wizth4 dif uiion .6ntroiI.d solu.tion. .t.s. at
about. 600"F, equilibri Um Wa~s attained in about nine~ty minutes (Re fere ,nc e
Q0011.441-). 1 in the pump tank, thie T agesurface area of t;h•,,bbles', lTiqUfd
turbulence,, high temperature (955'F) and low hydrogen partial pressure in
the cover ga~s, all enhance the rate of solutionr Which Will be miuch more6
rapid than in the capsules. Based on these resfflts, it is cohcluded, that:
gaseous hydrogen could only 'exist in sodiumO if the eip- ui'.e time is consider.-
ably less than 90 minutes'. At longer tin:rr, any 6 'hydr6gn WbUl d be- in
sol ution.

For the purpose of this analysis, thbe cold trap was assumed: not to remove any
of- the hydrogen from' the sodium. If a pump bearin oil flow of lOc.c./hour were

assumed, which is representative of the expected f1ow for this type of pumfpi
then about 1.4 gis hydrogen would enter the sodium. Since the three loop flows
mix in the vessel inlret plenum the resulting increase in hydrogeg level is
2.9 ppb/hour. The- saituratioon level of hydrogen in sodium at 7307F is 51 ppm
(References Q001.441-2 and' 3) corresponding to about 24-.32 kg hydrogen in the
primary sodium. It w"ould take more than,, two years for the above leakage rate
to reach such a hydrogen level assuming thAt the oil supply reservoir of the
leaking pump is erroneously replenished eight times during this peifod, and
no hydrogen is removed by the cold trap.

Q001 .441-1 Amend.. 19
May 1976
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The resulting reactivity consequence is an up-rmp of3.7 x 4

cents/hour considering the core. only (0.8 x 10- cents/hour considering,
the core and blankets) to a maximum of 7.2 cents (2.0 cents considering
the core and blankets) at the attainment of cold leg hydrogen saturation
conditions. It is inconceivable that such a leak could continue for
this length of time and that the plant would continue to operate to a
hydrogen impurity of level of 5.1 ppm (the cold trap specification is
only 0.1 ppm), however the reactivity consequences are negligible even
compared to the reactivity rate due to burnup.

The consequence of delayed hydrogen solution was assessed based on the
reactor products of oil/sodium tests (see Response Q001.338).
The quantities of gaseous hydrogen, which dissolves in the sodium 1quickly:,
and gaseous organic reaction products, which dissolve'slowly and only toý.
a minor extent, were used to estimate a: gaseous product buildup in the
sodium. The quantity of hydrogen bubbles was conserativelyaestimated.to
represent the oil leakage for ninety minutes. The organic, gases tend to
form carbonaceous particulates which include some of the hydrogen. Con-
servatively these gases are assumed to conthinuouslybuild-up in the coolant

The total volume of gas in the core'used to assess the reactivity conse-
quences corresponds to hot leg temperature and pressure which iS conser-
vative by a factor.of about 5. For end of equilibrium cycle conditions
it requires.about 2900 hours of oil leakage to raise the gaseous content
of the sodium to a level sufficient to cause 1 cent increase in reactivity.
This is clearly inconsequential. (

QOOl .441-2
Amend. 19
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Question 001.442 (Appendix F3)

Provide the results of an analysis of the consequences of an assum-
ed loss of off-site power and failure of both diesel-generators to
operate.

Response:

.The assumed loss of off-site power and-failure of both diesel ge-
nerators is not presently part of the Design Basis for CRBRP. Since
the CRBRP design includes .two ott-site sources and the redundant.
Class 1E onsite power systems the assumed event should not be part of
the design basis. This approach is consistent with past preced-
ents for LWR's with similar design features.

QOOl .442-1 Amend. 17Apr. 1976



Question 001.443 (F6.2.1)

Provide justification for excluding analysis of the beginning of life (BOL)
core for the two design basis accidents. There are a number of, reasons why
one might expect an accident with greater consequences from a BOLkcore. For
example, for a TOP accident one may expect:

a) Higher melt-fraction before pin failure;

b) Possible boiling before failure with reactivity and plugging implications;

c) No fission-gas induced fuel motion;

d) Considerably different post pin failure behavior in channels;

e) More coherence because all pins are essentially at the same burnup.

Consider items such as these when justifying the exclusion of the BOL core.

Response :* 160

The results of preliminary calculations indicate that although the details of
the accident scenarios in the BOL core may differ from those-calculated in
Ref..lOa, PSAR Section 1.6 for the BOEC and EOEC core, the-maximum accident 160
energetics are not expected to be significantly different.
The.preliminary analysis of the TOP event in a beginning of life core (Reference

Q001.443-1) with a burnup of. 73 MWd/T indicated that eithera ramp rate approach-
ing 5 $/sec or forcing the pin to fail at the core midplane would be necessa-ry
.to satisfy initial condition for a hydrodynamic disassembly. Itmust be no6ted
that'no physical basis for initiating ramp-rates approaching 5 $/sec have been
identified in CRBRP. An analysis of the LOF event ina Ibegnwing. of life core 123
(Reference Q001.443-2 and 3) indicated that mild initial disassemblies similar
in character to those calculated in Ref. 10a, PSAR Section 1.6 were predicted with 160
moderate ramp rates at disassembly in the absence of coherent and-extensive
failure of pins in the low power subassemblies. Even in the latter case, the
energetics were well within the structural design basis.

The effect of items a) through e) on the BOL TOP accident scenario is discussed
below.

a) Higher melt fractions are expected in BOL pins prior to failure than have
been calculated for pins in the BOEC and EOEC cores. The large molten fuel
inventory at pin failure should introduce strong negative fuel motion re-
activity effects which would be sufficient for neutronic shutdown.,

*Note that Appendix F has been withdrawn. The test upon which this question
was-based, can now be. found in Section 4 of Reference i0a, PSAR Section 1.6. 160

Amend. 60
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b) The experimental evidence regarding failure of fresh fuel under TOP.. W
conditions indicates that failure at the low. ramp rates of interest
is of a thermal origin and failure occurs near the tip of the.fuel
column after boiling is initiated.% TREAT experiments H2 and' E4 (Refer-
ence QOO.443-3) provide the most direct evidence that failure-of fresh
fuel is associated with coolant boiling.'

Therefore, the detailed mechanistic analysis.of CRBRP type.fuel rods confirm
that the essential features of TREAT experiment behavior will be reproduced
in CRBRP, cladding failure will occur after.coolant boiling and near the ..- 2
top of the fuel-column. Approximately 50-75% of the fuel will be molten at.
failure. Under these conditions, existing analyses (References Q00!.433-4,
5) of FTR and CRBRP accident sequences agree that fuel motion. toward the 22
failure site will produce neutronic shutdown in the TOP accident.

c) Since fission gases arenot present in fresh fuel, the dri-vin n force
for post-failure fuel.motion in the BOL TOP case is fuel. vapor'•presSure`-`.
Becauseof the larger melt fraction at the time of failure in the fresýh
fuel, the fuel vapor pressure would act as a dispersion mechanism.

d) Once the general timing and axial location of failure are established, the
key phenomena controlling the post-failure progression of the TOP, acci:dehnt
are fuel motion toward the failure site.and plug formation by fuel.ejected
from the fuel rod.

The FTR analysis indicates that the negative reactivity change associated (
with fuel motion to the failure site is sufficient to produce. netroni;.
shutdown, even assuming no increment of fuel from the failure site. iFther-ý,_
more:, this reaCtivity- effect i's obtained-with only,.9 fuel. assemblies inc edin the lead group and 30%of.the rodS, in each assembly (i.e., the out~ two
rows of rods in each assembly) not failing because Of overcooJlhi.g at, g e,
assembly edges.

The geometry of the blockage is also of-interest because the accident scen-
ario-depends, to some degree, upon the-extent of flow blockage in.'the lead
fuel assemblies.

If all the fuel rods in-an assembly fail, a complete flow blockage'.may
form. The FTR analysis is believed to be particularly applicable in
this area. because the FTR and CRBR fuel assemblies have identical pitch-
to-diameter ratios and edge-rod-to-channel spacings. The FTR analysis..
indicates that the outer .two rows of rods in each lead assembly will not
fail, and partial flow will be maintained. Therefore, the events asso-
ciated with complete flow bl6ckage appear to be improbabl.e.

e) Fuel failures in the BOL core during the TOP sequence are probably.more .
coherent'than in the BOEC or EOEC cores. However, the l:ack of coherienlce
in the BOL core appears to be substantial. The FTR analysis shows.. that a lack
of coherence within fuel assemblies, caused by the flow distribution between
*edge and center coolant subchannels, is sufficient to prevent the colder
edge fuel rods from failing. Since lack. of coherence between fuel assem- ¶
blies is larger than that within fuel assemblies, lack of coherence in the

BOL core is adequate to preclude greater energetic consequences than
were calculated for the BOEC and EOEC cores analyzed in Ref. lOa, PSAR Section 1..6.IE

Amaand K
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Question: 001.444 (F6.2.1)

Clarify the sentence starting "Differences in operating characteristics..."
as it relates to comparison of LWR discharge grade Pu vs FFTF grade-Pu found
in Chapter 4.3 of PSAR.

Response:

This question requests clarification of information which-is no longer
a Dart of the current documentation. The Project has since consolidaied
all considerations given Hypothetical Core Disruptive. Accidents into
report CRBRP-3 (References 10a and lob, PSAR Section 1.6) and its asso-
ciated references; consequently, PSAR Appendices D and F have been
withdrawn in Amendments 24 and 60 respectively. 60

Amend. 60
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Question 001.445a, b & c (F6.2.3.2.4)

The following.requests. and questions'deal with the analysis and assessment
of blockages found in Appendix F., in particular the SASBLOK analysis..

(a) The process of intermixing SAS and. external calculations are not de-
scribed in sufficient detail for an independent assessment.' Provide
a detailed description of the SAS-3A input, output and external cal-
culations.

(b) The location of the blockage is-assumed to be well up in the plenum.
Thus. full credit is taken for the (negative) fuel motion reactivity.
Also, the heat source in the blockage is just.the decay heat source..
Justify the exclusion in your-analysis of solid in-coreblockages, s
in particular when pin. failures occur in voTded channels.,. Assume,.
that such blockages occur and assess theý progressi;on, of ýthe acci-
dent..

(c) On page F6.2-77, it is claimed that the extensive in-core, non-porous
blockages in the TREAT tests were due to the non-prototypiic.nature
of these tests. Reconcile this conclusion With the conclusions
found in ANL/RAS 74-8, that "...it is not possible to say, at thiist
time, that the (TREAT) voiding dynamics are such:as to produce more.
or less sweepout than would occur in a reactor"v

Response:*

(a) The.CRBRP Project has consolidated.. all consi'derations gi'ven Hypothetical
Core Disruptive Accidents into report CRBRP-ý3 (References'lOa.andý.lOb,
PSARSection1.6) and.its associated references; consequently, PSAR
Appendices D andF have been withdrawn-in-Amendments 24 and. 60respectively.
The'response to this question is now found in Appendix A-of Referencel0a, 6.
PSAR Section 1.6. 

60

(b) SASBLOK was not used to analyze solid in-core blockages resulting from
failures which occurred in voided channels because none of the overpower
transients (TOPs) analyzed in Reference.15, PSAR Section 1.6 were 160
predicted to fail in such a manner that solid in-core blockages would
be produced. SASBLOK was used to analyze the effects of fuel blockages
where pin failures occurred in channels with full sodium flow; resulting
in fuel ejection into liquid sodium,-a fuel-coolant interaction, and
fuel blockages due to fuel plateout. Fuel ejected i.nto the channel
under these conditions is not expected to form a complete blockage in
the channel. 26

.•,•:*Note that Appendix F has been withdrawn. The text,.upon which the questionwas based, can now be found in Section 6 of Reference 15, PSAR Section 1.6. 60

tAmend. 60
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The separate calculations of Appendix A, Reference 15, PSAR Sectiodn- 1.L':6,
can be used to assess to what degree in-core blockages can exist .ias a
function of power, sodi-um and geometric conditions.. Fuel blockages. 7 -
are progressively more difficultto maintain in a:'stable ,coolable:ý.
configuration as the blockage location approaches the core midplane.;
As the reactor power continues to increase.due to the* continued control
rod withdrawal, blockages closer to the core are expected to be
partially or totally dispersed, depending on the-portion of the blockagei
material which cannot be cooled below the melting point.

The analysis. of Section 10.1.1, Reference .15, PSARVSection .6 was
performed to assess the pessimistic.assumption that fuel blockages "

could not be sufficiently cooled and.would slump.. upon. mel ting. . ",The
results of those.,calculations showed., that .sl umping ,of ,the6 mel'ted ,

blockages would *not result in-recriticallity.. Therelfoe,,6,! the location'r
of the blockage i-s not expected .to .have a. significant. -effect: on. possible
CDA energetics which might result from the slumping, of melted bbo4••e••,.•

(c) The conclusion reached.in ANL/RAS 74-8. wa~s. .based, upon t..he :•understtan-id *inq
and analysis of the TREAT tests at U6.that; time (W974). Howeverý, silnce,
then further analysis has Shown that.the .TR-EAT tests.' would produce
more blockage and less sweepout than wuld occur in a ,proatot typic FFTF
and CRBR reactor envi•• ein•ment. Ti• conc•luio is baSed upohe fact

that the TREAT pins. are driven to -.,higher melt fractions .- dPuri1ng -the} " .
transient because fuel motion hasý. noI inhfluence on the TREAT power.
In addition, comparisons of the hydraulic systems, haveshown that .a.
pressure surge in the core region wil l cause a total.. flow -reversal in,

the MARK II loop .of TREAT while a similar burst in fthe"-.,FFTF or :CRBR
will produce much smaller.fl ow reversals.: and consequehntly more swe'e:6pout.
These: factors, evaluated after ANL/RAS 74A8 was-pubi•lisgh-ed., indicate,
that the TREAT tests wil I produce less. sweepout, than:-wo'uld occur:in

a subassembly during a -similar tran~sient in,, the FFTF. o'r *CRBR ,Creactra(.'...;-•
As addressed in Secti on. 3.2.7 of Reference 15, PSAR-, Section 1.6,
experimental verification of this conclusion is being pursued."

'60
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Question 001.446 (F6.2.3.2.7)

Describe and discuss in sufficient detail the "overpower type experiments"
referred to in. line. 6 of page F6.2-2l..

Response:

The paragraph i.n which the sentence addressed in. thi.s. question occurs was
taken from the paper,: "Current Status -and Experimental Basis iof. the .SAS LMFBR
Accident'Ana lysis Code,-:" Proc. Am. Nuc., Soc. Fast Reactor- Safety Meeting,....
Bev..er ly. Hi l.l s. s, Cal if., CONF4740401-P3, pp 1303-1322..(1974), by M. G. Stevenson,
etal.. Thea "overpower type exper~iments., referred :,to6 in. this. paragraph are...
d-escrirbed i n ithe' report,, ".Molten Fuel Movement .in Transi ent Overpower Tests .of
Irradia~tedOxide Fuel," GEAP-13543 (1969), by T. Hikido and J. H. Field. Based
on this report,• a summary description of these experiments, whch comprised
the GE Series V tests, is presented -in the paragraphs that follow.

This test series involved two 24-inch-active-fuel-length, 0.250-:i.nch o.d.
oxide fuel specimens (designated C5A and C5B).which were irradiated under..
steady-state conditions in the General Electric Test Reactor (GETR) facility
.to burnup goal exposures of n20,000 MWd/Te. Steady-state .peak.power for both'
specimens was .,12 kW/ft for four GETR cycles. The two specimens were identical;
except, the 15-inch-length upper blanket of C5A was composed of solid pellets
while the C5B blanket had annular (0.070-inch i.d.) pellets to provide a
potential flow path for molten fuel.

The capsules were non-destructively examined to ascertain capsule' initegrity and then remotely reencapsulated for transient irradiation in the
2"TREAT facility. Peak specimen power during the transient was equivalent to

1•60 kW/ft for C5A and 155 kW/ft for C5B. Total specimen transient energy was
338.cal/gm for C5A and 339 cal/gm for C5B, resulting in a molten fuel volume

/ X of -.35% for both specimens.

Specimen C5A experienced failure during the transient with extentive
fuel movement into the coolant annulus, primarily in the upward direction
with some fuel :3 inches above the fuel and blanket interface. The cladding
melted in several areas with pin separation occurring near the fuel midplane.

Specimen C5B, however, survived the comparable transient exposure with
no evidence of cladding failure. There was extensive upward movement (=lO
inches, measured from the fuel and blanket interface) of molten fuel into
the annular blanket. A central void was formed (no central void evident after
steady-state irradiation), continuous with several fuel "plugs" in the upper
portion of .the fuel column and intermittent in the lower portion. Molten
fuel forced a separation between the uppermost fuel pellet and the blanket and
•filled the .resulting void, coming in contact with the cladding .with no adverse
effects other than localized deformation..

Hikido and. Field conclude.that fission gases released as a result of fuel
melting during transient overpower conditions contributed substantially to
the driving force for relocation and dispersion of fuel.

• •:• ~Q001. 446-1l
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